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Gentlemen: 
I respectfully request permission of you to prepare an acting 
book on the part of Thomas Nendip in Christopher Fry ' s play, 
"The Lady ' s Not For Burning , 11 as partial f ulf i llment for the 
Mast e r of Fine Arts Degree i n Acting . 
Due to the fact that I -vras 1110rking on a pro j e cted production of 
"Bus Stop" at the time of tryouts for this play it -vms not po s -
sibl e for me to read for the part. I have , ho-vrever , always re-
garded t he pl ay vii th particular affection and have always enter-
tained a strong desire to play the part of Thomas. 
As a member of the theatre-going public , I have for qu ite a time 
alli ed myse l f with that faction -vrhi ch is in reaction against the , 
perpetuati on of present day Realism and Naturalism, forms \vhich, 11 
I do not believe , in t heir present state of advanced atrophy , 
are any l onger val i d or meaningful to our present day audience . 
"The Lady 1 s Not For Burning, 11 although it does not break any 
:-=-
nei.v ground in the matter of form, (in fact it consciously at-
tempts to evoke the Shakespearean tradition) does try , sue-
cessfully or not, -to restore the spoken word to a place of em-
inence in our modern day inarticulate and sometimes very pe-
destrian theatre. I feel there is an elegance of language and 
sensibility in this play vrhi ch causes me to r egard it, if not 
crucially important to the progress of the modern theatre in 
its search for more meaningful forms, at least as an oasis of 
I 
! 
rest and refreshment in a theatrical desert ldhich so often seems 
to be filled i.vith the vulgar and trivial. 
As an actor more often used to vmr dr~g i n the popular forms of 
theatre, I feel that this part will give me opportunities to 
grow and stretch in many ways and directions not usually afford-
ed by the Naturalistic and Realistic play. One of the major 
challanges offered by this part is in the style of the 'vri ting. 
This play is a romantic comedy in verse . The verse form is one 
in 'tvhich I have not often -vrorked and one 'vhich affords 1.1ronder--
ful advantages to the actor in creating his chara cter, but at 
the same time, requires of him many technical skills and abil-
ities vrhich modern forms do not. 
In preparing this part I feel that the most important thing to 
I I 
I 
I 
bear in mind is that t he style of the pl ay determines everythin§' 
about its production, including the actor 's playing of his part . ' 
The author has expressed his matter in the particular form -vrh i ch 
i.-rill best communicate his idea, and the actor must find in 
-'-h II ~.-__ e II 
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style of the vJri ting that particular form of expression for him 
1.vhich the play demands and uhich, therefore, vlil l best cornmu-
nicate the intention and idea of the author . 
In general then , I intend to exa~ine the form of romantic verse 
comedy to discover what is implied in this form for an actor 
attempting to express himself 'I.·Ji thin it. I shall then examine 
this concept of form in respect to "The Lady ' s Not For Burning " 
to discover in '\vhat ways it adheres to it and in vrhat ,,rays it 
diverges. How has Fry tempered his form to reflect the in-
fluence of our present day anti-romantic world? And how can 
the actor project any such added dimensions? Final l y, bearing 
all these things in mind , I shall attempt to discover by itJhich 
of the many particular methods of my craft I as an actor shall 
best be able to bring the character of Thomas lVlendip to life. 
Respectfully, 
Clyde Norton 
THOH.AS MENDIP AND "THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNINQ 11 
"The Lady's Not For Burning " is Christopher Fry's 
affirmation of the power of life over the longing for death. It 
presents the death-wish in conflict with the life-force and re-
solves this conflict in the ultimate triumph of the forces of 
life and. love. It is, therefore, an optimistic play ; it is a 
play of r ebirth; it is a play of spring; it is a comedy. 
In particular terms the play is the story of the re-
calling to life of Thomas Hendip. It is the presentation of his 
rebirth. As in so many other contemporary plays , Thomas ' sal-
vation is brought about by love, but this is not the ordinary 
ldnd of superficial romantic love in v-rhich those plays usually 
deal but a love that goes beyond selfish involvement and suf-
fuses all life vd.th a mysterious and pervading meaning. 
The reading edition of the play begins 1·.ri th a quota-
tion from a ne-v1spaper notice 1.vhich served as Fry 's inspiration: 
11 1 In the past I v.ranted to be hung. It '\·ms 'lt-rcrth 
while being hung to be a hero , seeing that life 
vras not really '\vorth living . 1 
A convict lr.Jho confessed falsely 
to a murder, February 1947." 1 
Fry has particularized the philosophy of this state-
ment --a phi losophy very prevalent in our age of pessimism--in 
the character of Thomas. He gives us a man vrho lr.Janted to be a 
1 Fry , Christopher, "The Lady 's Not For Burning," Oxford 
University Press, New York and London, 
1950 
hero and live life heroically but 1vho, after being subjected to 
seven years 1 experience of the insane carnage of 1var , has come 
to believe that the time for heroes is past and that the only 
possible meaning life can have left must lie in an heroic death. 
Jennet presents this picture of Thomas in one of her speeches to 
him in Act III: 
11 
••• There was a soldier, 
Discharged and centerless, "ri th a tOi.vering pride 
In his sensibility, and an endearing 
Disposition to be a hero , vrho v.ranted 
To make an example of himself to all 
Erring mankind, and falling in v!ith a witch-hunt 
His good heart took the oPtportunity 
Of providing a diversion.' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
,, 
It is Thomas 1 desire to find a meaning in life by dy- 1 
ing heroically that brings him to the Mayor 1 s home. He has come. 
to give himself up to the authorities and confess to the murder 
I 
of Skipps in order that the '\.ri tch 11 accused of the crime may go I 
free. But he has underestimated the opposition. The people ar JI 
not anxious to attribute Skipps' disappearance to anything as 
simple as murder vrhen instead , by selecting a \vi tch as a scape-
goat, they may ''scour themselves in the blood of a grandmother. 111 
Tyson, the Jvla yor, is not inte:r:ested in the misdeeds of a poor 
soldier but is r eadily willing to accept Jennet as a vritch be-
cause of the corroborat ing influence of her vJealth and property.·: 
And, '''i th the exception of Richard and Alizon, the others are 
either too callous or too preoccupied 1.vi th trivial things even 
to care about Jennet's or his fate. It begins to appear to 
Thomas that even the time for dy ing heroically is past. 
It is at this moment vrhen things look darkest for 
Thomas that Jennet herself comes r1.1shing in to seek refuge. 
Nargaret says of her, "I can almost feel the rustling in of 
some I Kind of enchantment already." It is the enchantment of 
her tremendous capacity and passion for life vJhich Jennet brings 
with her into this microcosm of corruption and indifference. 
It is t h1s superabundant vitality , serving as a constant re-
proach to the living dead around her, i:Jhi ch has singled her out 
for sacrifice, and it is this quality vJhich instant l y attracts 
Thomas and ultimately proves to be his undoing and his salvation. 
For Jennet is in love v.rith life, more pass ionately novJ at the 
hour of he r impending death than ever before , and she c annot un-
derstand or tolerate Thomas ' infidelity to it. She expresses 
I her passion most brilliantly in her speech to Humphrey in Act II~ 
I 
I 
"What is deep as love is deep, I ' ll have 
Deeply. \'lhat is good as love is good 
I 111 have vJell . Then :t:f time and snace 
Have any purpose, I shall belong to it. 
If not, if all is a pretty fiction 
To distract t he cherubim and ·seraphim 
vlho so cont inually do cry , the least 
I can do i s to fill the curled shell of the 
\liith human deep-sea sound, and hold it to 
The ear of God, until he has appetite 
To taste our salt sorroid on his lips." 
v1orld 
These tvJO opposites, Thomas ivith his passion for death 
I 
and Jennet vd th her passion for life, -vrork a pm:ierful attraction 
on each other . Theycome together in a definit i ve struggle in 
Act II in Hhich J ennet vJith her irrational affirmation of life 
over·i·ihelms Thomas in spite of all his logica l and brilliantly 
articulated arguments for death. Thomas can never be quite the 
same again. At last he has met his match, a person of the same 
heroic stature as himself. In spite of all his protestations 
to the contrary , he can never again feel quite the same affinity 
for death, for he has finally found the person vlith vrhom living 
\vould be meani ngful. 
When the complication of Skipps 1 disappearance has 
been resolved and the people can no longer \vi th a clear con-
science be rid of Jennet, these t-vm larger-and-deeper-than-life , 
people are free to go off together to seek their salvations, 
each f j_nding in the other the meaning and motive of life. 
On the face of it Fry has cast his play in the form 
of a romanti c comedy in verse. 'rhe hero and heroine are larger-
than-life people \·rho act out t heir love story in a never-never :1 
land of long ago and far away . They speak in an exuberant, 
-vital poetry bursting v!ith \•Tit and i magery. But Fry has also II 
tempered his form and his cont ent to appeal to the taste of his 
present-day anti-romantic audience. The time and place of the 
action are deliberat el y vague. They are removed from our \•rork-
aday \llOrld to give the pl ay a certain remoteness and charm , but 
the central incident, a \vi tch-hunt, is by no means removed from 
our understanding or experience. (Arthur Hiller in "The Cruci-
ble" has used the sa.me device to make a very trenchant comment 
on our own times.) The motive for Thomas' despair, disillusion-
ment v!ith mankind, is the result of seven years' experience of 
vrar . It is interesting to note in this respect ( and I feel not 
entirely unintentional on the part of the author) that the 
English people for "tvhom this play was "\lrri tten had only recently 
emerged from seven years 1 personal experience of the vmrlc1 1 s 
most maniacal ~orar at t he time this play was produced. The play 
at first glance appears to be remote, a revival of an archaic 
form as a sort of escape, but, actually, I do not thin."k: that 
anything could be further from the truth. 
Thomas represents the pr evailing mood of our time and 1 
articulates the doubt and despair of a vmrld glutted 111i th war 
and longing for the escape of death. Jennet, at the begin.ning 
of the play , also represents in her materialism another pecul-
iarly contemporary point of view, a disillusion.ment with the 
essential mystery and a;,.re of life and a desperate clinging to 
its accidentals. These t1.vo people have nothing to do with "the 
Fifteenth Century, either more or less or exactly,u but are es-
sentially products of our o;,.m age and speak to us of the values 
vrhich 1:Je all underst and so clearly. 
Unlike that quintessential figure of romantic drama, 
Cyrano de Bergerac, Thomas Nendip is completely a-chivalric; 1 
he knovrs that "\lar is hell! 11 and a first-hand knmvledge of it 
has filled him 1.vith a revulsion "':vhich is cosmic in its proper-
tions: 
"I've been unidentifiably 
Floundering in Flanders for the past seven years . 
1 Stanford, Derek, "Christopher Fry~ An Appreciation," Peter ' 
Nevill Limited , London, NeH York , 1951, 
pp . 193-194 
Prising open ribs to let men go 
On the indefinite leave that needs no pass. 
And nm·r all roads are uncommonly flat, and all hair 
Stands on end. rr 
Thomas is not taken i n by the pat values of the ro-
mant ic hero. He is aware of the irony of the human predicBJnent. 
The ending of the play is not that of the conventional romance. 
It is positive and optimistic to be sure, but just beneath the 
surface lies the corruption of humanity serving as a constant 
mocking reminder of the irony of life: 
rr Girl, you haven 1 t changed the vmrld. 
Glimmer as you vJill, the vmrld' s not changed. 
I love you, but the v.rorld' s not ch..anged. Perhaps 
I could drmv you up over my eyes for a time 
But the world sickens me still.n 
In defining comedy, Christopher Fry has given us a 
description of its effect whi ch, if not applicable to all ex-
amples of the ~enre, is most certainly borne out by rrThe Lady 's 
Not For Burning.rr 
1 
"Comedy is an escape, not from truth but from despair: 
a narrmv escape into faith. It believes in a ,_,mi-
versal cause for delight, even though knowledge of 
the cause is ah..rays twitched mvay from under us • • • 
In tragedy every moment is eternity; in comedy eter-
nity is a moment • • • Somehm..r the characters have to 
unmortify themselves : to affirm life and assimilate 
death and persevere in joy ••• not by a vulnerable 
optimism but by a hard-1.ron maturity of delight ••• 
Joy (of a kind) has been all on the devil 1 s side, and 
one of the necessities of our time is to redeem it 
• • • rt l 
"Enter Poet, Laughing," "Time" Hagazine , Vol~ LVI, 
1950, p. 29 
Nov. 20, 
I mention these unusual aspects of the play because 
I think that it is important for the actor playing Thomas to 
bear in mind the author 1 s intentions regarding them 1.1hen con-
sidering the play's style. The style of romantic verse comedy 
has been qualified by Fry's unique use of the form and, I feel, 
the actor must also temper his performance by an a~vareness of 
these qualifications, chiefly that of the playts essentially 
modern cast of thought. · I 
In the light of what I feel to be the super objective 
or statement of the play (i.e. the triumph of the life-force 
as represented in the love of Jennet over the death-wish or 
longing for death of Thomas) I should now like to discuss 
Thomas 1 integral relation to this ~vhole. As the central char-
acter, (I hesitate to use the term protagonist v.rith Thomas be-
cause of the fact that in relation to the theme of the play, 
affirmation of the life-force, he represents the negative and 
ultimately vanquished point of vieliv and also because of the fact 
that the play's title, v.rith its emphasis on Jennet, cause a 
slight doubt in my mind as to the appropriateness of the desig- ' 
nation,) Thomas represents the point of vievr vJhich Fry is at-
tempting to refute. He is the particularization of the death-
wish . As such, I believe that the spine of the role might be 
expressed in these terms: to find a meaning in life by dying 
heroically . In relation to the part icular incidents of the pia~ 
this goal would be expressed as follows: to offer himself as a 
scapegoat for the vJi tch-hunters and thus spare the innocent in-
tended victim. By so doing he achieves his goal, to be rid of 
this meaningless life, by an heroic act of self-sacrifice. (I 
have tried to express Thomas' motives and goals as positively 
as possible, for I feel that essentially he is a positive per-
son. He is not basically a nihilist, but rather, a disenchanted 
idealist ,,;ho has not as yet been able to find anything in life 
itlhich ~tmuld serve as a sui table goal or motive for his great 
enthusiasm. In the discussion of character elements 1vhich .fol-
lovJs I shall elaborate upon this point of vim.v.) As a result 
of his position he comes into essential conflict "~i'Ii th Jennet, 
vJhose goal is to live life most fully and \vhose philosophy can-
not understand or tolerate his point of view. 
This conflict is most ~1lly realized in the long scene 
between Thomas and Je1n1et in Act II. Thomas is fascinated and 
attracted by Jennet's vitality but tries to repudiate this at-
traction for fear that she may cause him to swerve from his re-
solve to be rid of life and then prove to be just another false 
hope i,vho 1rlill ultimately disappoint and then disillusion him. 
Jennet, on the other hand, is attracted by Thomas 1 ''magnat ism 
o.f mystery" and his "curious passion for death." It is one of 
the many paradoxes in vJhich this play abounds--vThich, inciden-
tally, help to demonstrate Fry's sense of the mystery and para-
dox of life--that these tvro people exert on each other the pm.v-
erful magnatism of the attraction of opposites itThile at the 
same time they are also dra~>m together by their basic similar-
ity: each is an heroic person \vi th a passionate desire for 
self-fulfillment. Thomas cannot understand Jennet's materialism, 
her rejection of the basic mystery of life. He attempts to re-
fute her position and ~orin her over to his 1vay of thought in one 
of his most brilliant tirades: 
". • • And as for you, you 1,-ri th no eyes, no ears, 
No senses, you the most superstitious 
or all ••• (for what greater superstition 
Is there than the mumbo-jumbo of believing 
In reality?) • • • you should be swallo-vved 1vhole by 
Time 
In the \vay that you swallow appearanc es. 
Horns, what a waste of effort it has been 
To give you Creation ' s vast and exquisite 
Dilemma! vlhere altercation thrums 
In every gr anule of t he Milky vlay , 
Persisting still in the dead-sleep of the moon, 
And heckling itself hoarse in t hat hot-head 
The sun. And as for here, each acorn drops 
~r~uing to earth, and pollen's all polemic •••• 
vJe · -ve given you a \vorld as contradictory 
As a female, as cabalistic as the male, 
A conscienceless hermaphrodite 1·1ho plays 
Heaven off against hell, hell off against heaven. 
Revolving in the ball-room of the skies, 
Glittering v.ri th conflict as ,,!i th diamonds 
tve have v.ras t ed paradox and myst ery on you 
When all you're asking for is cause and effect! ••• 
A copy of your birth-certificate "\.·..ras all you needed 
To make you at peace v.ri th Creation. How uneconomical 
The whole thing's been.n 
But JeruLet is not persuaded as much by Thomas ' argu-
ments as by his person. The more Thomas tries to repulse her, 
the stronger Jennet ' s attraction becomes. She says, "You are 
making yourself I A breeding ground for love and must take the 
consequences. 11 In a last desperate attempt to free himself from 
the spell of this 11v.ritch" Thomas presents a picture of himself 
a s 11 ••• a perambulat i ng vegetable ••• driven and scorched I 
By boomerang rages and lunacies • • • in a state of slow de-
composition • • • till under some patient I Moon or other I fall 
to piece s , like a cake of dung." "Is there a slut would hold I 
This in her arms and put her lips against it? 11 he asks. Jennet 
replie s , 11 Yes! 11 In a dazzling refutation of his argument, she 
affirms the irrational pmv-er of the life-force. 
II 
• • • By a quirk 
Of unastonished nature, your obscene 
Decaying figure of veaetable fun 
Can drag upon a -vroman )' s heart , as though 
Heaven \vere dragging up the roots of hell. 
Wha.t is to be done? Something compels us into 
The terrible fallacy that man is desirable 
And t here's no escaping into truth. Your crimes 
And cruelties leave us longing, and campaigning 
Love still pitches his tent of light among 
The suns and moons. You may be decay and a platitude 
Of the flesh, but I have no ot her such memory of life. 
You may be corrupt §.S anclent e.pples, '!:Jell then 
Corruption is \vhat 1 most -vJillingly harvest. 
You are Evil , Hell, the Father of Lies; if so 
Hell is my home, and my days of good were a holiday; 
Hell is my hill, and the world slopes a-r.,my from it 
Into insignificance. I have come suddenly 
Upon my heart and where it is I see no help for." 
Against the supra-rational force of this argurnent, 
logic cannot prevail, and Thomas has no other course but to ad-
mit defeat: "We 're lost, both irretrievably lost II 
• • • 
Later, in Act III , when Je~~et is about to reject her 
ne-vr-found sense of life 1 s -vwnder and mystery and succumb to the 
materialistic expedient of saving her life by yielding t o 
Humphrey 's desire, Thomas is forced to confess his love for her. 
He exhorts her " ••• For heaven 's sake to spend your beauty I 
In a proper way, on someone vJho krrovrs its vmrth. 11 
===---
Jennet has "ron. She ha s deflected Thomas 1 passion for 
death and inverted it baclc into a passion for life v.Jith her. She 
has given him the ability to hope again. She asks, "Thomas, can 
you mean to let I The vmrld go on?" And Thomas is forcet;l to ad-
it, "I knm..r my limitations. I When the landscape goes to seed, 
the vrind is obsessed I By to-morrovJ. 11 
In discussing charact e r elements in Thomas Mendip, I 
should like to stress t-vm qualities which I believe are most im-
portant for an actor playing the part . to keep in mind: Thomas ' 
passion for death as an inverted passion for life , and Thomas 1 
all-pervading sense of humor. 
To portray Thomas as a nihilist and a dour misanthrope 
ould be to place a false emphasis on the face value of much of 
l'rhat Thomas says and to misunderstand his essential motivation. 
n stating Thomas • super object i ve as a wish to find a meaning 
life by dying heroically, I have deliberately placed the em-
on the positive aspect of his nature. Thomas is an ide-
alist, albeit a disenchanted one. His present state of dis i llu-
sion implies a previous state of illusion. Thomas wants to be a 
ero in an un..heroic -vrorld. His sense of 1.-ronder at the magnitude 
nd mystery of creation has filled him vrith a great awareness of 
he almost infinite potential of hmnan life. But experience of 
he seamy side of reality , the actual and very real presence in 
he 1.vorld of "hypocrisy , porcous pomposity , greed , I Lust , vul-
arity , cruelty, triclcery, shmn, I And all possible rri t-vJi ttery 
• • • n have brought him back to earth vJith a resounding thud. 
Not having been able to find an outlet for his vast enthusiasm, 
a means by ·vrhich he could build his own heaven on earth, Thomas 
has retaliated against the world by rejecting i t . His previous 
passion for life has been turned inside-out and become inverted 
into a longing for death as the only alternative left. But even 
this death must be an heroic one, an affirmative one, -vrhile, at 
the same time , a grand and final gesture of mockery at life for 
disappointing him. 
The second point in Thomas' favor is his sense of hu-
mor. It j_s not just a superficial sense of humor ivhich can re-
tort "''i th a feilr vrell-turned epigrams or an occasional, pointed 
pun, but rather a deep and all-pervading sense of the ridiculous 
in life. He can perceive and enjoy the folly of his fellow men 
and also the humor of his ovm predica~ent, which lies in his 
essential estrangement to the mundane realities of this vJOrld. 
Fry has described his ov.m sense of comedy as "a seriousness 
vrhich has been sufficiently mocked by a distress to be able to 
mock back, " 1 and I do not think that it ivould be going too far 
afield to associate this quality ivith Thomas also. Thomas makes 
the best statement of his feelings in his lines to Jennet in 
Act II. When he asks her to laugh at her situation, Jen..net re-
taliates: 
11 JENNBT 
For \vhat reason? 
I Stanford, Derek, "Christopher Fry: An Appreciation," Peter 
Nevill Limited, London, Ne"'' York, 1951, 
p. 53 
THOMAS 
For the reason of laughter, since laughter is surely 
The surest touch of genius in creation. 
Would you ever have thought of it, I ask you , 
If you had been making man, stuffing him full 
Of such hopping greeds and passions that he has 
To blow himself to pieces as often as he 
Conveniently can manage it • • • ''rould it also 
Have occurred to you to make him burst himself 
With such a phenomenon as cachinnation? 
That same laughter, madam, is an irrelevancy 
~Vhich almost amounts to a revelation. 11 
I 
I, 
In stressing these t\!J'O elements of Thomas 1 character, 
I have endeavored to shm,r that Fry means him to be an attractive 
character. Any tendency on the part of the actor to play the 
bitterness and cyni cism in Thomas too intensely should be mit-
i gated by a realization of the basic cause of this frame of mind 
and qualified by an avm.reness of the essentially comic form 
with which he gives vent to his feelings. By constantly bearing 
in mind these positive aspects of Thomas' character, an actor 
should be able to avoid the pitfall of making Thomas an unpleas-
ant and unlikable grouch. 
I should next like to discuss the emotional make-up 
of the character. In keeping with my theory of presenting the 
attractiveness of Thomas, I think that one should stress his 
ability and capacity for love. His passionate yearning for I• 
death , as I have said , is really an inverted zest for living. 
Likevvise , his present hatred of the \!J'orld is also an inversion 
of his basic love of humanity. Like many supersensitive people 
vJho have been hurt and disappointed deeply, Thomas has built up 1 
a thick -vmll of seeming indifference and cynicism to protect him. 
Basically, he is a gregarious person who enjoys the company of 
hi s fellow beings . This quality is evident, I thiruc , in many 
places throu ghout the play . Thomas • joking 1dth Richard at the 
beginning of Act I, his playful colloquy 1-1i t h Margaret, his ob-
vious delight at being able to part icipate vicariously in the 
chaotic a ctivi ty of the Nayor's madcap household , and the gen-
uine camar aderie of his moments with H~mphrey and Nicholas in 
Act III all demonstrate this side of his nature. 
Hi s affinity for Richard and Alizon v1ho represent 
young love untainted by dis illusion and innocence still dewy and 
um~ri t hered by a knoi.olledge of the ~ovorld points out Thomas 1 basic 
sent i mentality . He is a romantic, but one '\•Tho \lrould rather die 
than admit it to anyone . This characteristic is evident, I 
think , in everything Thomas s ays and most particul arl y in t hose 
moments when he is vociferating most vehemently against life. 
There is a quality of excess in Thomas 1 anger at the 1wrl d that 
belies his essentially romant ic point of view. 
In correlation to his romanticism is Thomas ' sense of 
the theat rica:l. He is prone to dramatize everything, himself 
included. It is not enough for Thomas to say, "I am sick of 
life! I want t o die!" He must make a full-scale production of 
the sentiment: 
II 
••• Since opening time I've been 
Propped up at the bar of heaven and earth , betvmen 
The wall-eye of the moon and the brand y-cask of the 
sun, 
Growling thick songs about jolly good fellows 
In a mumping pub ,,rhere the ceiling drips humanity, 
Until I 1ve drunk myself sick, and novv by Christ 
I mean to sleep it off in a stupor of dust 
Till the morning after the day of judgment', 
So put me on the waiting list for your gallows 
With a note recommending preferential treatment." 
As he has a keen mind, a penetrating vrit and the ability to ex-
press himself brilliantly , Thomas is able to indulge his the-
atrical inclination completely. He delights in his ability to 
express himself well and takes every opportunity to do so. 
Jennet cmn..ments wryly on this bent for the dramatic: "O Thomas, I 
It 1-vas very theatrical of you to choose the gallows . 11 
This aspect of Thomas 1 character offers ~r.ronderful op-
portunities to the actor. Fry has vrri tten the part of Thomas 
in such a deliberately flamboyant manner, that in acting the 
character I think it could be said that almost "anything goes. 11 
Another very important part of Thomas• emotional make-
up is his ability to quick and vehement anger. This quality is 
the key to all of Thomas 1 many tirades. He is filled \'lith a 
dee p sense of the injustice of the -vmrld and seizes upon every 
opportunity to vent his feelings. This anger is not so much a 
particular thing directed against anyone personally as it is a 
cosmic anger directed against the seeming meaninglessness of 
life. It is the result of Thomas 1 passionate disappointment 
in living and takes the form of violent retaliation at life for 
having cheated him of a part in its greatness . In this sense, 
one might say that he is Jinmy Porter on an heroic scale or the 
11 angry young man" of the Fifteenth Century. 
Another quality of Thomas -vrhich should not go unmen-
tioned is his great affinity for nature . This innate rapport, 
an almost infallible index of lui ~ YiY~, has been sharpened 
by Thomas ' years in the field as a soldier. Listen to his de-
scription of t wilight: 
rt 
• • • Out here is a sky so gentle 
Five stars have ventured on it . I can see 
The sky 1 s pale belly glov.ring and growing big , 
Soon to deliver the moon. And I can see 
A gli ttering smear , the snail- trail of the sun 
\tlhere it crawled vrith its golden shel l into the 
A darkening land sunken into prayer , • •• 11 
h i lls. 
In discussing Thomas 1 physical characteristics , the 
key to their discovery lies , I think, in the fact that he has 
been a soldier. In the context of the play 1 s time of action-
thi s fact irJould imply a strength and virility above those of 
the average man. But he is also agile and graceful on his feet , 
qualities vrhich s eem to be implied by their mental correlatives 
as exhibited i n Thomas ' manner of expression. He should move , 
for the most part , vli th the authority and vigor of a man \·rho has 
a highly developed coordination coupled with a great muscular 
strength . 
Vocally speaking , I think that he should have a big 
voic e , one used t o shouting orders in the field and one which 
he is not af raid to use vrhen the moment calls for i t . But he 
can also be gentle and quiet , characteristics vlhich express 
outwardly the sensibility of his soul . 
These physical qualities will help an actor playing 
1 Thomas to command the stage, for I think that much of the sue-
cess of any production of this play lies in the ability of the 
actors playing both Thomas and Jennet to demand attent ion on 
the part of the other actors or characters and on the part of 
the audience and then to justify this attention by c a.s ting a 
poiverful spell over this audi ence by means of their l arger-than-
life dimensi ons. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
FINE AND i\PP L! ED AiHS U l3RARY. 
A NOTE ON TEE SCORING OF J'HE SCRIPT 
I have attempted by a rather elaborate and not entirely 
satisfactory system to indicate in Thomas 1 speeches such tech-
niques as external tempo and rhythm, pauses , placement of voice 
and vocal colors. Any such system vJhich does not use the hmnan 
voice as the instrument of its demonstration is bound to fall 
f ar short of its goal. By vmy of a general explination of my 
method, I shall analyze in detail one of Thomas 1 tirades . For 
purposes of illustration I have chosen Thomas' climactic speech 
to Jennet in Act II vJhich reads as follOi.vS: 
/ r / 
II I / I ( Guilt! / ) 
Of mankind. r I have perpetrated hu1~an nature. !! / 
1/ !/ l/ I / 
l'1y father and mother were accessories before the fact, 
t /; /1 I I But there 11 be no accessories after the fact, 
I I I / / If / l By my virility there won't! \{ Just se e me 
_ I 1 I ' 
As l am, me like a perambulating 
/ \ t ? 
Vegetable , ) patched about 'i..Jith inconsequent ial 
/! *' _,..: 1!. II I/ Hair, looking out of tv!o small jellies for the means 
H ~ ~ 
To ll \re , bal~'nced on folding bO~es , my s~·x 
j-' t' i .. ·• 
No beauty , b~t a bl~~ish to be hi ~den ~ 
Behind judi~:~ ous r~gs , ( dri /en and sctrched 
I/ I \ / , ;/ 
By boom~rang rages and lunaci:~)which never 
/! ;? . . / ' Touch the accow~odatlng artlchoke 
~ h ; · ~~ 4 ( Or the seraphic strai.;rber r y beaming in its 
( I l / / I I defend mys'elf against pain and death by 
'I 
--- =--
/ \ I I / 1 ),' /'' 
And death l\J and mal;:e the vro rld go round, they tell me , 
l , II 
/ I / 
By one of my le~s lethal app~~i tes; \ 
/ I I I / ./ 
\ Ha{r this grotesque life I spend in a state 
I / ' 
or slow decomposition, ~ using 
~ ~ I l . , // It i' 
The name of unconsidered God as a 
/ I 
' J On ,,rhich I stand and bray t hat I 
/ ' 
pedestal 
I 
am best 
I .; p 
or , beasts, ~ttill under some patient 
r " I / 
Ho'6n or other I fall to pie~es , like 
A cake of du~g . { Is there a si~t would / hold 
Thi s in her aii'~s and pu't her li~ s against \ it?" j 
/ 
I have included the markings which I have used in the 
script, and I shall attempt to indicate their meaning. 
;I Pri mary accent 
:? Secondary accent 
\ Primary pause 
ll '~ Secondary pause 
By accent I do not mean solely the accent of emphasis, 
but any one of the many vocal techniques by vrt~ich an actor can 
give importance to a vmrd, Ce. g. volume, pitch, inflection, at-
tack, vocal coloring, pause, duration, etc.) depending on the 
context of the \'lords and the effect that the actor is trying to 
create. 
In order to understand I·Jhat this speech is meant to 
accomplish in terms of dramatic action, vJhich motive -vrill give 
directions to the actor on how to speak it, I shall paraphrase 
it and try to express it as directly and as simpl as Dossible. 
========================~t=-======= 
In a final attempt to repudiate her love, Thomas is 
saying to Jennet, 11 I ' m not -vrortl:y of your love for I repre sent 
a decadent form of life 1vhich deserves its inevit able f ate of 
complete disintegration, 11 or to represent it at its pithiest 
and most vernacular, "I'm not \vorth ! II 
I have pl a ced parenthesis around the lines which em-
body t h i s essential meaning. Taken apart from the speech and 
joined together they form its skeleton and vmuld read as follovJs: 
"Guilty I Of manldnd. I have perpetrated human 
nature • • • Just see me I As I am, me like a 
perambulating I Vegetable ••• driven and 
scorched I By boome r ang rages and lunacies • • • 
I defend myself against pain and death by pain I 
And death • • • Half this grot esque life I spend 
in a state I Of slow decomposition • • • till 
under some patient I Moon ~r other I fall to 
pieces, like I A cake of dung . Is t here a 
slut -v.rould hold I This in her arms and put her 
lips against it ? 11 
In an att empt to emphasize the importance of these 
lines, I have placed a primar y accent on most of the key -vmrds 
involved to indicat e that the actor should be primarily con-
cerned -vri th read i ng out the meaning of these phrases. The re-
maining phrases s e rve a s amplications and extensions of the 
primary thought s, the fle sh that fi lls out the bones , and, as 
such, should be relegated t o a secondary place while still being 
related to their main ideas. The secondary accents generally 
indicate that the phrase is subordinate. Within these phrases, 
however, there is usually an order of ascending interest result-
ing in a climax with the introduction of another main thought , 
(e.g. the lines beg inning v.rith 11 • • • patched about with in-
consequential I Hair, etc ." and ending in the climactic 11 ••• 
driven and scorched I By boomerang rages and lunacies ••• ") 
This order of ascending interest also holds true of the main 
thoughts which culminate in the climax of the speech , "Is there 
a slut would hold I This in her arms and put her lips against 
it? 11 
Short of demonstrating an awareness of these subtle-
ties and nuances by an actual reading of the lines , I have not 
been able to find any really suitable method of presenting them 
graphically . Fry 1 s poetry abounds v!i th so much imagery, some-
times contrasted, sometimes compared , inverted, or arranged in 
order of ascending intellectual or emotional interest, and there 
are so many other poeti c devices such as alliteration, assonaree, 
onomatopoeia, h~~erbole, metaphor and simile, all of which are 
used more or less simultaneously , that the only effective dem-
onstration of them lies in a performance of the play . 
An av.rareness of the many things which must be read 
out of the verse should not , I think , intimidate the actor into 
a plodding performance of it. It is possible , and very nec-
essary , vrhile separating and clarifying all the elements of the 
speeches still to hold them together so that the cumulative 
effect of the "tvhole is maintained. For this reason I have in-
dicated most of the pauses as secondary in an attempt to convey 
a feeling for the unity of the speech as a '"'hole. In this re-
spect, also, I feel that the rate of speech should be a rather 
rapid one as a reflection of the vitality and vigor of most of 
the characters and of Fry ' s vievrpoint on life. 
In conclusion, I thi1ur that in regard to Fry ' s poetry 
in general, the actors should be fully av.rare of it and should 
use it to the utmost of their abilities in the creation of their 
characters. It is a great mistake , particularly considering the 
verbal pyrotechnics of Fry ' s ebullient verse and the essential 
relation of the poetic form to the substance of the play, to try 
to apologize for the poetry. No attempt should be made to read 
these lines as prose! This "rould not only be foolhardy but, I 
think, fatal, for the audience cannot help but be avrare of this 
verse--to try to hide it \.vould be impossible--and any attempt 
at a prosaic performance would not only kill Fry ' s essential 
exuberance but destroy the most valuable quality of the play and 
its only r eal claim to greatness . 
CHRISTOPHER FRY 
u-1 Poetry . . • is the language in ·Hhich man explores 
his o-vm amazement . It is the language i n -v.rhich he says heaven 
and earth in one \:mrd . ' 11 1 This conception of the breadth of 
the poetic spirit is an indication of the character of it author, 
Christopher Fry, and serves as a clue in understanding the tre-
mendous impact v-rhi th 1..vhich he arrived on a dreary theatrical 
scene . 
The man "\vho vras later to create such a sense of e:::cci te-
ment in the t heater began inauspiciously enough and matured 
slowly and unspectacularly. He was born in 1907 in Bristol, 
Eng l and, of a family ·which came from Quaker stocl..;:. His o-vm fa-
ther , hov.rever, "\vas a lay-prea cher in t he Church of Eng land Hho 
had given up his profession as an architect to do missionary 
ir.rorl{ in t he slums of Bristol. The death of his father forced tl:e 
family to take in boarders in order to send young Christoph er to 
the Bedford Hodern Schoo I 1.-rhere he might receive a decent educa-
tion. 
At t he a ge of six he 1'ras introduced to the theater in 
a civic pageant. Apparently the experience v.ras so gratifying 
that it colored the rest of his life , for h e was to s pend many 
years after working at all sorts of theatrical odd jobs in order 
to be near his fir st love. 
Jr-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Stanford , Derek, "ChristC?pher Fry_: An Appreciation," Peter 
Nevill Limited, London, Ne-vr York, 1951, 
==~F=====~====~===P · 52 -==4 
He was introduced to Engli sh lit erature by a school-
mistress aunt, and during his school years he made h i s first at -
tempts a t viTi ting for the theater turning out a farce, a poem 
and a verse play at the a ges of eleven, hv-e lve and fourt een re-
spectively . 
At eighteen he left the Bedford Nodern School to act 
as master at an experimental school and tutor to the nephe1.v of a 
nobleman . In 1927, aft er one year of teaching, he decided to 
tak e a leave of absence from the field of educa tion and try his 
luck i n the theater. He secured an acting job with a repertory 
company in Bath , but soon abandoned this, in turn, to go back to 
teaching . Three year s more of teaching convinc ed h i m that his 
talents lay elsm-rhere, and he then returned t o the theater in 
earnest . He -vra s convinced from the start t hat one day he vmuld 
vn~ i t e p l ays , but he felt that before that step could be t aken, 
he should first serve an apprenticeship. He worked va r i ously as 
a secretary to a popular songv.rr i ter, a c abaret entertainer a:n.d 
an actor ' s unders tudy . He 1.-.rrot e the l yrics and melodie s for a 
musical comedy, "She Shall Have Husic," and also during this 
time he made his first serious attempt at a verse play -vrhile 
s taying 1.·1ith his friend, the poet Robert Gittings . The pl ay "t·ras 
a comedy entitled "Siege" which has never been produced . 
From 1931+ to 1936, Fry acted as director for the Tu.n-
bridge ~'lells Repertory Players . In 1936 he married a journalist, 
Phyllis Hart. His financi a l situat i on h a d ahv-ay s been p recarious, 
and tvro years later , as he has said , " 1 vre finally got to the 
I 
II 
cousin arrived, fortuitously, at this time per mitting him a 
small measure of independence and the time to concentrate seri-
ously on -vrriting for the stage. During this time he produced 
1 t\·JO pagec:mts, "The Tm,,rer" and "Thursday ' s Child, 
11 and his first 
! i mportant play, "The Boy With A Cart." 
I For a short period prior to Worl d I!Jar II, Fr y s e rved 
as Director of the Oxford Playhouse. It vras t here that he first 
·vJOrked 'ltli th Pa111ela Brovm and formed a friendship v-rhich vmuld re-
sult years later in his creating the part of Jennet Jourdemayne 
in rrThe Ladyts Not For Burning 11 for her . 
The ~ovar int errupted Fry just a s he ~ovas gaining momen-
tum , and for its durat ion he served 1>rith a Pioneer Corps clear-
ll ing up devastated areas in London, an ass ignment given to h im 
as a result of his Quaker pacifism. 'Vlhen the vrar vras over he re-
turned to the Oxford Playhouse for a brief period after h is dis- · 
charge . 
I In 1946 11 A Phoenix Too Frequent" ~oms produced at the 
I 
jiv!ercuryTheatre and l ater revived at the Arts Theatre . The pub-
lic had begun to take notice of him , and nou Fry was really on 
his way . "The Lady 's Not For Burning " ~o·ras produced v.ri th Pa.mela 
Brm.m and John Gie l gud in 1949. Its success -vms instantaneous 
and overv-Thelming , and the follovling year there vrere four of his 
plays running concurrently in London theaters . 
11 Znter Poet , Laughing," "Time" Hagazine, Vol . LVI, Nov . 20, 
1950, p. 29 
In conunenting on the verse in "The Lady 's Not For Burn-
ing,11 the poet and anthologist, Louis Dnterrn.eyer, has said, 
"Fry ' s vocabulary is spectacular; it runs the gamut 
of English speech from the rugged forthrightness of 
fourteenth-century Chaucer to the elaborate double 
i mages of b:rentieth-century Auden. n 1 
iBut it is Fry himself vrho has best described the purpose and ef-
fect of his poetry: 
111 
••• If we stop pretending for a moment that we 
1:rere born fully-dressed in a service flat , and re-
member that vre v·rere born stark naked into a pan-
demonium of the most urmatural phenomena , then i:.re 
knO"\AT hm..; out-of-place, how lost, hovr amazed , hov.r 
miraculous we are. And this reality is the prov-
ince of poetry.'" 2 
1 Untermeyer, Louis, "Christopher Fry: Poet and Play;,Jright, 11 
Introdu~tion to the original cast alb~Tin, 
Decca DX-110, 1951 
2 Morgenstern, Charles, 11Fantast i ca l Banquet, 11 11Theatre Arts 11 
Magazine, Vol . ]JL~V, Jan. 1951, p . 28 
1937 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1950 
A BRT J;F DESCRIPTION OF CHRISTOPH3 R FRY 1 S :t.1AJOR HORKS 
"The Boy \·Ji th A Cart" - a r eligious fe s tiva l p l a y tell-
of the boy, Cuthman , l ate r Saint of Sussex, 
and his efforts to bui l d a church . 
" A Phoenix Too Frequent " - a one a ct .ieJJ. d 1 es12 j rit 
invo l ving a 'l•rido~r in mourning a nd a Roman 
corporal. 
"The Firstborn" - Fry 1 s only tragedy , dealing v!i th 
1-'i:oses and the J ev.rs under t h e t yranny of the 
Pharaoh . 
nThor, 1Nith Angels 11 - anothe r religious festival p l ay 
depicting the introduct ion of Christ i an i ty 
i nto earl y Eng l and . 
11 The Lady 1 s Not For Burning 11 - a spring comedy in verse 
i n \·rhich a disillusioned s oldi er falls in 
love vrith an enchanting 11 sorceressn against 
the background of a \'ri tch hunt i n medieval 
England . 
" Ring Round The Hoon11 - a "Charade vri th Husic , 11 
adapted from Anouilh 1 s comedy , "1 1 Imzj t at ion 
.au ClJateRJ.J. . 11 
" Venus Observed" - an autumn comedy concerning the af-
1951 
1954 
fairs of an aging, c:nnorous Duke Hho is seek-
ing perpetuity. 
"A Sleep Of Prisoners n - a religious drama in i<lrhich a 
group of soldiers reenact Biblical stories 
in their dre ams. 
"The Dark Is Light Enough 11 - a \·tinte r c omedy deal ing 
'\vith an i ncident in the Hungarian Revolution 
of 18'+8-tl-9. 
This season, "Duel Of Angels," Fry 1 s latest play, arrived 
in Nevr York after a succes s ful run in London. It is an adapta-
tion of Giraudoux 1 s last play, 11 Pour Lt1.9_}..~, 11 a re-telling and 
up-dating of the story of Lucretia. 
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CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned 
that THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING, being fully 
protected under the copyright laws of the United States of 
America, the British Empire, including the Dominion of 
Canada, and all other countries of the copyright union, is 
subject to royalty. All rights including professional, amateur, 
·motion picture, recitation, lecturing, - public reading, radio 
broadcasting, television, and the rights. of translation into 
foreign languages aTe strictly reserved. Particular emphasis 1 
is laid on the- question of readings, permission for whic~ 
must be secured from the auth(lr's agent in writing. · All 
inquiries concerning rights (other than amateur rights iri ; 
the United States and Canada) should be addressed to ; 
Christopher Fry's American representative, Leah Salisburj-~: 
234 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y 
The amateur acting rights of THE LADY'S NOT FOR 
BURNING in the United States and Canada are controlled, 
exclusively by the Dramatists Play Service, Inc., 14 East 38th 
Street, New York 16, New York. No amateur performance of 
the play may be given without obtaining in advance the writ-
ten permission of the Dramatists Play Service, Inc., and 
paying the requisite fee. 
SOUND EFFECT RECORD 
Dramatists Play Service can furnish a special sound effect record 
for use in connection with the production of this play. This record has 
a special sound effect of the cuckoo and the cock crow; there is a 
chorus singing the hymn; various playing on the viol; chimes; and the 
crowd offstage (but using a smaller crowd may be realistically sug-
gested by a crowd offstage). This record sells at $3.80, which price in-
cludes packing and shipping. 
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THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING was flrst produce.d in New 
York City by Atlantis Productions (The Theatre Guild-Tennent 
Productions Ltd.-John C. Wilson) at the Royale Theatre, November 
·; 8, 1950. It was directed by John Gielgud, and the decor was by Oliver 
Messel. The cast was as follows: 
RICHARD, an orphan~d clerk 
THoMAs MENDIP, a discharged·-soldier 
ALIZON ELIOT ,. . 
NICHOLAS DEVISE -
MARGARET DEVISE, mother of Nicholas. 
HuMPHREY DEviSE, brother of Nicholas . 
. HEBBLB TYsON, the Mayor 
JENNET JoURDEMAYNE 
THE CHAPLAIN 
EDWARD TAPPERCOOM1 a justice. 
MATTHEW SKIPPS 
SCENE 
. Richard Burton 
.John Gielgtid 
. Penelope Munday 
. David Evans 
.Nora Nicholson 
f . Richard Leech 
. George Howe 
. Pamela Brown 
. Eliot Makeham 
.Peter Bull 
.Esme Percy 
A room in the house of Hebble Tyson, Mayor of the small market 
town of Cool Clary. 
TIME 
The 15th Century, either more or less or exactly. 
AcT I 
An afternoon in April. 
ACT II 
An hour later. 
ACT III 
Later, the same night. 
3 
NOT ES ON 'rHE OPEN ING SCENE 
"Each of his dramas, at the outset, rings in the mind 
of the audience a bell of inner astonishment, but never 
in the way it has rung before. The only factor common 
to t hem all is the relatively greater s peed with v11'1ich 
Fry accomplishes this over other poetic aramatists. In 
the case of the comedies , verve and eccentricit y sound 
the first chords;" 1 
"Another device vlhi ch Fry employ s in the statement of 
his theme is a kind of dialogic counterpoint. 'Soul1 1 
cries Thomas, with the 1.vord vJhich opens 1 The Lady's Not 
For Burning , 1 as, t hrough the \\Jindow, he seeks to attract 
the att ention of Ri chard, a young copying-clerk engaged 
on his labours. 
1
--and the plasterer , that 's fifteen 
groats-- 1 
continues Richard , not hearing him. ' Hey , soul!' calls 
Thomas , a second time ; to vlhi ch , still unaware of him, 
Richard replies, in terms of his l edger , 
1
--for stopping the draught in the privy-- 1 
' Body , 
You calculating piece of clay!' 
exclaims Thomas , in moc l\: exasperation; by which simple 
antithesis , t he whole di alectic of flesh and spirit 
·which the play will treat of is inaugurated." 2 
1 Stanford, Derek, "Christopher Fry : An Appreciation," 
Peter Nevill Limited , London, New 
York, 1951, p. 39 
2 Ibid, p . 41 
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THE LADY~S NOT FO·B 
BIJRNING 
ACT I 
'Jhe s~ene is a room in the house of HEBBLE · TYSdN, 
.7vtayor of the li+t!e market town of Coo! Clary, in 
England. 'Jhe scene an_d. the appearance of the characters 
are as much ':Fifteenth Century as anyth-ing. A photograph 
of the stage is reproduced in the frontispiece of this 
book. 'Jhe large window up-stage is used to a great ex-
tent as an entrance, the shutters standing open. 'Jo R. 
and L., just below the window, are stone benches, re-
ferred to in stage directions as "sills." Across the stage, 
extending from the stone buttress u. R. to a similar but-
tress u. L., is a raised platform. 'While th-is may not prove 
to be necessary it will be found effective in many scenes, 
since the actors often use it to sit on. 'Jo L. of this plat-
form is another platform u. L., on which stands a crude 
wooden desk, behind which is a chair Against the pillar 
L., about four feet above the floor is a lectern, and at-
tached to it an inkwell and quill pen . 1n the u . L. corner 
of the room L. of the pillar an open entrance, at the top 
of a flight of three or four steps which leads to two other 
apartments off stage. Somewhat below this open entrance 
is a low door-just barely perceptible in the photo-
graph-which leads to the cellar 'Jo R. of the c. window, 
and somewhat below it, at an angle from u. c. to D. R. 
is the door to the study D. R. of the R. buttress is a 
short passageway leading up to a door which stands 
open, and leads to the garden . About c. stage is a chair 
L. stage, a stool, and R., to L. of R. buttress, another 
stool. Below this stool is a fairly long, crude wooden 
bench. Just below this bench is an iron cooking pot, and 
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below that, somewhat to the L. of it, a small pile of fire-
wood. 1he sticks of wood are more symbolic than actual, 
and the fire is not practical. 
.As tbe curtain rises RICHARD, a young copying clerk, is 
sitting on the L. window seat, eating . 
THOMAS. (Off, calls.) 
s d'ul! •. 
(RICHARD rises hurriedly crosses to ·rostrum by desk, picks up 
book, places it on lectern L., starts to write.) 
RICHARD. 
and the plasterer, _that's fi fteen pe~ 
THOMAS.~ 
Hi':Y,' soul! -
RICHARD. ; 
for stopping the draught i~ the privy 
THOMAS. (.Appears in window R.) 
Body! L, 
* You calculating piece of clay. 
(Enters through open window c., stands on R. window sill.) 
RICHARD. 
Damnation! 
THOMAS. I ,. 
Don't ~ention it/ I've never seen a World 
S<1esfering with damt'iation.J have left 
Rmgs of b~er on every alehouse table 
From the slllt sea coast across half a dozen counties;' 
But e! ch time I ,Yhoug?t I was on the way 
To a faintly fe{tive l).iccup / # 1; 
The sight of the dart'ined world sobered me up again. ( 
(Crosses to below desk.) / 
Where is the Mayor~ll've business with His Worship. 
RICHARD. 
Where have you come from? 
THOMAS. 1/ I 
~atght from yo2r aleh~9se . \ 
,· 
, 
Dam)P'tion's pp tty a&'~ there thj afternoon,/ , 
Lickmg her li~ over gossip of m~er t d witchcraf~ 5 
There's miscife'f brewing for someone\1 Where's the Mayor? )· 
6 
/ Primary accent I Primary pause 
ff Secondary apcent 1\ Secondary pause 
Spine: to find a meaning in life by dying heroically 
Thomas 1 goal for pl ay : to offer himself as a scapegoat 
for the witch hunt ers and thus 
spare the innocent intended victim 
(he does not yet know this is 
Jennet.) 
Action for Act I: to convince the authorities that he 
has commited the crimes which have 
been attributed to the "witchrt and, 
therefore, should be hanged . 
1 to attract Richard's attention 
·~ Thomas puns on t he fact that Richard is working on 
the accounts 
2 to make a joke at the '\vorld 1 s expense and thus put 
Richard in a more receptive frame of mind for his 
uni que proposition 
3 to learn in~ormation 
4 to inform Ric hard in a j ol·dng manne r 
5 Same as 3 
1 to _ jok e -vri th him. 
(Th oma s is s t ill jok ing a~enably with Richard while 
at t he same time he is ventin g his v.rrath u p on the 
;.v-orld by ridiculi n g it v-rith humor.) 
2 to inform Richard 
2 
,., . 
. 
-· 
RICHARD. 
I'm the Mayor's clerk. 
( 
How are you? 
{'Jbey shake bands.) 
RICHARD. 
_Ca11. I have your nam~ 
THOMAS. . / 
It's yours. 
RICHARD. 
Now look . 
THOMAS. ·· 1/. . 
/ It's 110 earthly / 
Use to me{II travelligbt; as light, 
That is, ask maty can travel who will 
Still carry his ,b6dy ar;tut?d because 
Of its sentimental value. I 
(Sits on rostmm below desk.) 
/ 1- ~sh /r # 
Weighs lik.l'a thou/and yeid and ev$'y morning 
Wak;s heavic;r for an intake of upw:iriously 
Comtcal dreams which smell of hetibane, 
efts, hufiiors, ventricles, nerves, fibres, I I 
And flt j(. the arterial labyrinth; body's helL{ 
Still, it was the first th_8Jg my mo~her gave me, 
God rest her soul.lWnat were you saying? 
RICHARD. 
Name 
And business. 
('Jbis time he crosses to lectern, picks up pen, starts to write.) 
THOMAS. / / ~ 1/. , ;, / Tho~s Mendip My well-bornJ atper,\l 
If bir,;B can eve~ e said to ge wellJ maintai~& 
A ca{tfe as digughty as a t!eel At every su6's9f 
It fatfs, refled'i~ down into tpe river, and fish,;;W'im /. 
Through its walls.J\Jney s~m into the bosom of my grand-
mother}l // / 
Who sifs late, )latching J.or the cons(ellation of Orion Beca~ my de~d grandf:ither, sl}e elieves, 
ts situated somewhere in the Be1t. I 
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~ is part of the glo~ of m~ chil~hood . 
RICHARD. 
I like you as much as I've liked anybody_,_ 
(THOMAS laughs.) 
Perhaps you're a little drunk. But here, I'm afraid, 
They may not take to you. 
THOMAS. (Jtfoves to chair c.) / ~ 
That's what I hope . 
RICHARD. 
Who told you to come here? 
You couldn't have chosen a less fortunate afternoon. 
They'.re expecting company well, a girl. pxcuse me, 
..I..rnru1.get ·hack to the boo.ks..... 
(Jtfoves L.) -
THOMAS. (Sits chair C.) 
RICHARD. 
I 
I'll wait. 
See anybody; I'm sure of it. 
(Back. to L. of THOMAS.) 
THOMAS. 
II r Dear boy){ 
I onl~ant to be hanged. ~hat p~ssible 
Objection can he have to that? 
RICHARD. 
He'll not 
Why no, I 
:' 
" 
To be want to be hanged? How very drunk you are, 
After all. Who ever would want to be hanged? 
THOMAS. I 
,f You don't 
Maje any allow/ nee for indiv19uality./l 
How do you know that out thfr.e, 7 the day or night, 
Accordin_g to latitude, ~}te enflre wor}d 
I~t wanting to be hartge9~ Now you, foy instance, 
Still_~{hp from your cocbon~\you're desperate /1 
Tl}lY into any n~\e oj'the sun that should dangle 
Dtlwn from the sky. Life, forbye, is the way 
(R.ises,;oes behind chait.c.) 
We fa~en for the Michaetmas of our own particular 
Gallo"s.- \ 
8 
,....._ 
* See 2 on previous page. 
** like an aside 
1 to shovl him that he will not be dismissed easily 
2 to shock him lnto attention 
3 to convince hi m of the reasonableness of his request 
"The surprise-value of the paradox is something that Fry 
is 'l.vell avrare of; but besides this use, he also employs 
it as a kind of J eitmotif 'l.vhich intrbduces the substance 
of the play. Thus in the first scene of "The Lady 's 
Not For Burning ,n Thomas--the ex-campaigner from Flanders--
to all intents and purposes as v i rile a male as one could 
find, asseverates hi s wish to be hung. To put t he death-
"'.·Jish into the mouth of so masculine a he ro is both 1 good 
theatre' and subtle psychology; the first, because it is 
unexpected: the second, because it serves to suggest 
the insidious pervasion of the death-instinct to the 
point at "'.vhich its inroads are f elt by one least likely 
to prove its victim." 3 
3 Ibid, p . 4-1 
r 
* An example of Thomas' delight in words and in his 
ability to expr ess himself well with them. 
1 to inform Richar d of Alizon's p resence 
2 to say "T told you so" to Richard. 
(He refers back to his speech about each man 1 s 
pr.opens i t y to"'r·mrd his ovm destruction.) 
'··· 
' 
• 1 
.· 
" 
' 
- ., 
·-
I 
- L ; · I 
What a wonderful thing is metaphor! 
(1<nock on door u . L.) 
RICHARD . 
. Was .that a knock? 
:moMAS. (1o u . c.) I I tf 
P 11 The girtf She k~ocks}h saw her 
walmg in the garden beside a subst'antial nun)/ Wh~-i Revefation! 
(Enter ALIZON ELIOT, aged seventeen, talking to herself, from 
door u. L.) 
ALIZON. (Coming down st~ps to stage level.) 
Two steps down, she said. One, two, 
The floor: Now I begin''to be altogether 
Different I supp'bse. 
RICHARD. 
Oh, God, God,, 
God, God, God! I can see such trouble! · 
Is life sending a flame to nest in my flax? 
For pity's sake! 
THOMAS.- - -- I II 
Sweet pretty noose,)~ice noose. 
(yoes to window seat.) 
RICHARD. (Steps toward ALIZON.) 
Will you step in? 
ALIZON. (Turns to RICHARD.) 
They told me no one was here. 
RICHARD. 
It would be me they meant. 
ALIZON. 
Oh, would it be? 
Coming in from the light, I am all out at the eyes. 
(Crosses to chair c.) 
Such white doves were paddling in the sunshine 
And the trees were as bright as a shower of broken glass. 
Out there, in the sparkling air, the sun and the rain 
Oash together like the cymbals clashing 
When David did his dance. 
('Hand over her eyes.) 
I've an April blindness. 
You're hidden in a cloud of crimson catherine-wheels. 
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RICHARD. 
It doesn't really matter. Sit in the shadow. 
T-HOMAS. I 
I There are plenty to choose from. 
ALIZON. 
Oh, there are three of tis. 
(JWakes small curtsey to THOMAS, moves behind bench R.) 
Forgive me, 
RICHARD. (JWoves u . to below desk .) 
He's waiting he wants he says 
(f.aughs. ALIZON goes round R. end of bench R. to front gf it.) 
THOMAS. I 
/ / 1/ /j 11 l breathe, 
I spit, I ari(But take no fp rther noticeJI 
I'll just 9?d in at t~ wirtdow like a r&'se ill 1/ j/ 
I'm a bla~J< and .fr<fsted rose)'ud 'Yrhom the gao? God 
Has pres'erved smce last October.[Take no nottce. 
(Sits on L. window seat.) 
ALIZON. 
Men, to me, are a world to themselves. 
RICHARD. 
Do you think so? 
ALIZON. 
I am going to be married to one of them, almost at once. 
I have met him already. 
RICHARD. 
Humphrey, the Town Councillor 
ALIZON. 
RICHARD. 
Are you his brother? 
No. All I can claim as my flesh and blood 
Is what I stand up in. I wasn't born, 
I was come-across. In the dusk of one Septuagesima, 
A priest found an infant, about ten inches long, 
Crammed into the poor-box. The money had all 
Been taken. Nothing was there except myself, 
I was the baby, as it turned out. The priest, 
Thinking I might have eaten the money held me 
Upside down and shook me, which encouraged me 
To live, I suppose, and I lived. 
10 
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1 to inform her of his presence 
2 to excuse himself from the conversation and enjoy 
it at a distance in order to l earn more of the 
situation in the household. 
(He is now going to sit on the sidelines and wait 
for someone in authority to appear.) 
r 
1 to make a wry joke 
2 to back out of the conversation again 
.. 
)_ 
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., 
(Crosses behind bench to R. of it.) 
ALIZON. 
No father or mother? 
RICHARD; (Sits R. of ALIZON on bench.) 
Not noticeably. 
ALIZON. 
You mustn't let it make you conceited. 
Pride is one of the deadly sins. 
THOMAS. I 1/ I 
And it's better to go for the lively ones. 
ALIZON . 
Doy~mean? 
Which ones. 
THOMAS. ?/- f 
Pay no heedl/ I was nodding in. 
ALIZON. 
I am quite usual, with £ve elder sisters. My birth 
Was a great surprise to my parents, I think. There had been 
A misunderstanding and I appeared overnight 
As mushrooms do. It gave my father thrombosis. 
He thought he would never be able to £nd enough husbands 
For six of us, and so he made up his mind 
To simplify matters, and let me marry God. 
He gave me to a convent. 
RICHARD. 
What showing did he think he would make as God's 
Father-in-law? 
• A! ALIZON. 
"!' He let his beard grow longer. 
But he found that husbands fell into my sister's laps. 
So then he stopped thinking of God as eligible 
•. No prospects, he thought. And he looked around and found 
me 
Humphrey Devize. Do you think he will do? 
RICHARD. 
Maybe. 
He isn't God, of course. 
ALIZON. 
No, he isn't. 
He's very nearly black. 
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RICHARD. 
Swarthy. 
ALIZON. 
Is that it? 
When he dies it may be hard to picture him 
Agreeable to the utter white of heaven._ 
Now you, you are 
RICHARD. 
Purgato_ry-color. 
ALIZON. 
It's on the way to grace. Who are you? 
RICHARD. (Risinf!.) 
The Mayor's copying clerk. 
(Crosses behind bench to door u. L.) 
ALIZON. 
Richard, 
The Mayor is Humphrey's: 
Uncle. Humphrey's mother is the Mayor's sister ,__.; 
And then, again, there's Nicholas, Humphrey's brother J ·: 
Is he sensible? -
RICHARD. 
He knows his way about. 
THOMAS. / 
0 enviable Nick. 
RICHARD. 
He's nodding in. 
ALIZON. (Sits stool D. L. RICHARD sits steps D. L.) 
I'll tell you a strange thing. Humphrey Devize 
Came to the convent to see me, bringing a present 
For his almost immediate wife, he said, which is me, 
Of barley sugar and a cross of seed pearls. Next day 
Nicholas came, with a little cold pie, to say 
He had a message from Humphrey. And then he sat 
And stared and said nothing until he got up to go. 
I asked him for the message, but by then 
It had gone out of his head. Quite gone, you see. 
It was curious. Now you're not speaking either. 
RICHARD. (Rises.) 
Yes, of course; it was curious. 
12 
1 to joke with him 
1 to demonstrate to her the mean side of man ' s nature 
(Thomas is constantly trying to demonstrate the 
meanBess and pettiness of mankind.) 
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ALIZON. 
Men are strange. It's almost unexpected 
To find they speak English. Do you think so too? 
lUCHARD. 
Things happen to them. 
ALIZON. 
What things? 
'·· RICHARD. 
' 
As April does to the earth . 
Machinations of nature; 
ALIZON. 
I wish it were true! 
Show me daffodils happening to a man! 
RICHARD. :-
Very easily. 
THOMAS. I I 
/ And thistles as well)[and ladi~ 
Bedstraw_;tnd deaJiy nighfshade, and the need 
For rhuoarb. 
ALIZON. 
Is it a riddle? 
'
1 RICHARD. 
Very likely. 
Certainly a considerable complication . 
. (NICHOLAS DEVIZE enters from u . R. carrying a horoscope-written 
on piece of paper-running down-stage, calling as he comes.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Where are you, Alizon? 
(Sees her and crosses to her.) 
Alizon, what do you think? 
(ALIZON rises.) 
The stars have blown all my way by Providence! 
It's me you're going to marry. What do you think 
Of that? 
RICHARD. 
You have mud in your mouth. 
NICHOLAS. 
You canter off. 
ALIZON. 
No, Nicholas. That's untrue. I have to be 
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The wife of Humphrey. 
NICHOLAS. 
Heaven says no. The stars 
Say Alizon for Nicholas, Nicholas for Alizon. 
RICHARD. (./Ytoves down L.) 
Are you mad? Why don't you 
Go and clean yourself up? 
NICHOLAS . 
What shall I do 
With this nattering wheygoose, Alizon? 
Shall I knock him down? 
ALIZON. 
His name is Richard, he saysi ,., 
And I think he might knock you down. ( 
(NICHOLAS crosses to RICHARD, his fists, at the ready.) 
THOMAS. . f j / I Nictlolas, , 
He might.\~ere you have a might for once -::-: 
That's rigllt.~Forgiv~ me, an unwarranted interruption. 
NICHOLAS. 
Come in, come in. Alizon dear, this Richard 
Is all very well. But I was conceived as a hammer 
And born in a rising wind. 
('Hands horoscope to RICHARD, then goes to R. of ALIZON .) 
I apologize 
For boasting, but once you know my qualities 
I can drop back into a quite brilliant 
Humility. God have mercy on me, 
(ALIZON rises. NICHOLAS takes her hands.) 
You have such little hands. I knew I should love you. 
(MARGARET DEVIZE enters from study door R., carrying her 
sewing. RICHARD sees her goes back to lectern.) 
How long will it be before you love me, Alizon? 
Let's go. 
RICHARD. ('Jo ALIZON.) 
Just tell me: am I to knock him down? You have only 
To say so. 
ALIZON. 
No, oh, no. We only have 
To be patient and unweave him. He is mixed, 
14 
1 to warn Nicholas 
(Thomas betrays his liking for Richa rd in the pltn.) 
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Aren't you, Nicholas? 
NICHOLAS. 
Compounded of all combustibles, 
The world's inside. I'm the receipt God followed 
In the creation. It took the roof off his oven. 
How long will it be before you love me, Alizon? 
Let's go. 
(NICHOLAS picks ALIZON up· and runs across R. with her MARGARET 
has shut study door and takes step down-stage.) 
MARGARET 
Where are you taking Alizon, Nicholas? 
NICHOLAS. 
Out into the air, Mother. 
MARGARET 
Unnecessary. . 
She's in the air already. This room is full of it. 
Put her down, Nicholas. 
(NICHOLAS puts ALIZON down on bench R. of fire-i.e. sticks 
on fioor below R. bench.) 
You look 
As though you had come straight out of a wheelbarrow; 
And not even straight out. And the air so trim 
And fresh. It's such a pity. 
NICHOLAS. 
I must tell you, 
I've just been reborn. 
MARGARET 
Nicholas, you always think 
You can do things better than your mother. You can be sure 
You were born quite adequately on the first occasion. 
(NICHOLAS sits on stool L. MARGARET sees THOMAS and crosses 
to bench R.) 
There is someone here I don't know. Who is it, Alizon? 
Did he come with you? 
ALIZON. (yoes to MARGARET.) 
Oh, no. A rosebud, he says. 
MARGARET 
A rosebud, Alizon? 
ALIZON. 
He budded in October. 
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MARGARET. 
He's not speaking the truth. 
(Sits on bench with ALIZON.) 
You're a pretty child, 
And mercifully without spots, unlike 
The cowslip. Oh, heavens, we've all been young, 
Young all .day long, young in and out of season, 
In the dream, in the glass, in the firelight-
Perfectly young, obstreperously golden. 
What a martyrdom it was. 
(£ooks toward window.) 
This is pn~perly April. 
(1o ALIZON.) _ 
Tch1 More rain! 
. And you~re eager to see 
Your handsome Humphrey. Nicholas will fetch him. 
They're inseparable, really twin natures, utterly 
Brothers, like the two ends of the same thought-
Nicholas dear, call Humphrey. 
NICHOLAS. 
I can't. I've killed him. 
MARGARET. 
Fetch Humphrey, Nicholas dear. 
NICHOLAS. 
I've killed him, dearest 
Mother. 
MARGARET. 
Well, never mind. Call Humphrey, dear. 
(Patting ALIZON's cheek.) 
.TH<>.J:1A~~ £ooking1out;of window t<J; R.) / Is t t the gtlier end of this ht,PPY thought)! 
Th re, prone in the flo.(.er bed? 
RICHARD. (£ooks out of window.) 
Yes, it's Humphrey 
Lying in the rain. 
MARGARET 
One day I shall burst my bud 
Of calm, and blossom into hysteria. 
Tell him to get up. Why on this patient earth 
Is he lying in the rain? 
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1 to inform Nargaret of Humphrey 1 s ;..rhereabout s 
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1 to joke again at the expense of mankind 
* · The bells vmrn Thomas t hat the v.Jitch hunt has begun. 
He must begin to act fast; time is running out. 
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THOMAS. I I I • 
All flesh is grass. 
(Sits on L. window seat. Exit RICHARD u. R.) 
-l 
t
ALIZON. 
Ha':e you really killed Humphrey? 
(NICHOLAS smiles broadly.) 
MARGARET. 
Nicholas, 
Your smile is no pleasure to me. 
NICHOLAS. 
We fought for possession -
of Alizocy Eliot. What Gould have been more natural? 
What he loves, I love. And if existence will 
Molest a man with beauty.J. how can he help 
Trying to impose on her the boundary 
Of his two bare arms? 
(1o bench c .) 
0 pandemonium, 
What a fight, what a fight! It couldn't be more strenuous 
Getting into heaven, or out again. And Humphrey 
Went twinkling like Lucifer into the daffodils. 
When Babylon fell there wasn't a better thump. 
MARGARET 
Are you standing there letting your brother be rained on? 
Haven't you any love for him? 
NICHOLAS. 
Yes, Mother, 
But wet as well as dry. 
MARGARET. 
Can Richard carry him 
Single-handed? 
NICHOLAS. 
Why can't he use both hands? 
And how did I know it was going to rain? 
(Exit u. R.) 
MARGARET 
I would rather have to plait the tails of unbroken 
Ponies than try to understand Nicholas. 
(Bells start to ring. Heard off.) 
Oh! It's bell-ringing practice. Their ding-dong rocks me,. 
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Until I become the belfry, and makes bright blisters 
All along my nerves. 
(Cuckoo starts singing.) 
Dear God, a cuckoo 
As well! 
THOMAS. (Down to ~el with ,desk.) j I 
/. By G>d, a cucltg.o ~\Gnef znd fod. 
A canpng cuckoo)\ thrt la~gh with n~ smile! j\ 
A wcfrld uriable to die sits on and on !/ 
In spJMg suH'shim;, hatching.,egg after egg, 
Hopthg against hbJ?e that out of one of yhem 
wp come· the rJta~on J or it a11; an4al~ays 
Out pc/plthe yd1d chuckle and centuries 
Of cucKoo spit. 
MARGARET. • 
I don't really think we need 
,· 
, 
To let that worry us now.,. , 
(Bells again. MARGARET crosses to window and turns.) -:-:-: 
I don't know why you're waiting,_ 
Or who brought you, or whether I could even 
Begin to like you, but I know it would be agreeable 
If you left us . 
(yoes u. to look out of window, then goes to chair c.) 
There's enough going on already. 
THOMAS. (On steP, below qesk.) / I 
There is 
1
rert1inly en4fgh going on~ Madam1 watch Hell come 
As a gle~m into t,Pe eye of the wyolesome c'at . . 
When philjp-sparr?.w flip} his wmg.\\ 
I Sfe a gle'aJll of hell in you, madjlm.\\ 
f6u Ul)defstand thos7 bells perf~ctlyl\ 
I unde!-stand thell}; too.J\ 
WWat is it, that o~t ti/~re in the mellow street, 
The soft rain is raining on? \l 
It is ohly on the little so~r /ass, madam? 
MARGARET. 
Out in the street? What could it be? 
THOMAS. I I 
I f l 
And it is, a witch hunt. 
It could be 
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1 to reintroduce himself into the conversat ion so that 
he may pursue his a cti on. 
(The cuckoo gives him the opportunity to launch into 
a tirade on t he futilit y of all creation.) 
2 to reprove her frivolity by informing her that he 
ln1ows as well as she ~mat the bells are ringing for; 
to expose her sham 
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1 to scold her for her iack of interest an d concern 
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2 to 1-rork upon her sympathy by con;}fing up a vivid 
picture of the shameful situat ion 
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MARGARET. 
Oh! ... dear; another? 
THOMAS. I II /' 
Your innocence is on at such a yakish angle 
It gives you quite an aft of ? h}uity. l\ /1 
By the most naked of )?mffassiorwte angels, 
Hadn't you better answer that betl? 
(Bells stop.) 
~;-< II 1/ With a mere 
Ooudinf'/ f your un,9ccupied ey~, madam. 
Or a tw}fch of the rieck; what be'tter/.gse caj} we put 
Our fates to th~n ~ have th~ expte.ss~ina,esy / 
W9.en we're thinl{!n~fof somethi~ else. On, be disturbed, 
Bl disfurbed, madan;, to the extent o~ a u{ 
And I will tha~ G6~ fOi' civilisationJJ, ~_,' 
This is my last throw, my last poor gaptble on the human . 
h~rt. ' 
(R. of MARGARET.) 
MARGARET 
If I knew who you were 
I would ask you to sit down. But while you're on 
Your feet, would you be kind enough to see 
How Humphrey's doing? 
(Bells start again .) 
THOMAS. 1/ 
' / If we listened, we could hear 
How the hunters, having washed the dinner things ,, 
Are now toiling up and down t?e blind .alleys 
Which ~ey think are their imp1ortal souls, / 
To scobr themselves in the bl6od of a grandmother. II 
(Bel!,s' stop.) / \ 
Th{y, of course, will feel all the better for it. 
But she? 
(Sits on bench W.) {f // 
Grandma? Is it possible I 
She may l)e wishing she had died yester-day) 
That wicked sob!Sing old body of a woman? 
MARGARET 
At the moment, as you know, 
I'm trying hard to be patient with my sons, 
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And you really mustn't expect me to be Christian 
In two directions at once. 
THOMAS. I .. ( 
r j 1 I 1What, after c\11, \ Is a halo? It's one more thing to ke~p cle'an. 
(Qoi_?}J to window. looking out.) 
Richl<rd and Njdl.olas f 1/ 1 ,, 
Have been trymg to persuade the body to stand up. 
ALIZON. (Crosses, also looks from window.) 
Why, yes, he isn't dead. He's lying on his back 
Picking the daffodils. And now they are trying 
To lift hini . 
(.Cooki"ng slightly to off u. R., another p~;~rt of gard(!n.) 
~ I am sure that yellow and wet 
Whistling is a blackbird. The hot sun 
Is out again. · 
MARGARET (Comes to window.) 
Let me look over your shoulder. 
They mustn't see me taking an interest. 
Oh, the poor boy looks like a shock 
Of bedraggled oats. But you will see, Alizon, 
What a nice boy he can be when he wears a clean shirt. 
I more than once lost my heart to clean linen 
When I was a young creature, even to linen 
That hung on the hedges without a man inside it. 
(Coming back c. with ALIZON.) 
Do I seem composed, sufficiently placid and unmotherly? 
ALIZON. 
Altogether, except that your ear-ring 
Trembles a little. 
MARGARET 
It's always our touches of vanity 
That manage to betray us. 
THOMAS-jComes c.)j 1 
When shall J see the Mayoy?l( 1 f 
I've 9ad en&'ugh of this horror beating in the belfry.\\ 
Wh~re is the M<6or? 
... 
, 
(yoes above desk and NICHOLAS carrying HUMPHREY from u. R. 
HUMPHREY holds bunch of daffodils. 'Jhey carry him across stage 
L.C.) 
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like an aside) 
1 to inform her 
2 to demand immediate a t t ent ion 
(The bells indic at e he must hurry.) 
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NICHOLAS. 
Here's Humphrey. Where would you like him? 
(Bells stop.) 
' MARGARET. 
Humphrey, why do you have to be carried? 
HUMPHREY 
My dear 
Mother, I didn't knock myself down. Why 
Should I pick myself up? Daffodils 
For my future wife. 
(Holds out _daffodils. MARGARET takes daffodils from bitr~. and 
hands them to ALIZON. _MARGARET sits. RICHARD and -NICHOLAS 
drop HUMPHREY L. C. ) 
NICHOLAS. 
You slawsy poodle, you tike. 
(yets horoscope from rostrum.) 
You crapulous puddering pipsqueak! Do I have to kill you 
A second time? What about the stars? 
('Waves horoscope at HUMPHREY.) 
HUMPHREY ('Jakes horoscope, then hands it back.) 
All right; 
What about the stars? They flicker and flicker, 
Like Hell's light they flicker. 
(Des flat.) 
NICHOLAS. 
You dismal copralite! 
Haven't they said that I shall have Alizon Eliot? 
HUMPHREY 
As'tral delirium, dear Nick. Officially 
('Jurning over rises.) 
Alizon is mine. What is official 
Is incontestible. Without disrespect either 
To you, Mother, or to my officially 
(Bows to each.) 
Dear one, I shall lie down. 
(Starts to move L. 'Viol starts tuning offstage.) 
Who is playing the viol? 
(Sits on stool D. L.) 
NICHOLAS. 
The Chaplain is tuning his fiddle to the bells. 
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It must be time for prayers. 
MARGARET 
It must be time for 
Something. You're both~ , 
THOMAS. (Comingt,own.) / 11 / I 
Wh~re in thunder is the Mayor~ \AJe you deaf to the paying J?f tl}os~bf.b-ar;rt·tucU~red bloodh6unds out in the strf!et? 
I wlnt tb tfe hanged. 
NICHOLAS. ('Jo HUMPHREY.) 
0 blasterdom of injustice. 
Y OJl mul.tiplication of double crossing! 
.Alizoni who's ·going to marry you? 
MARGARET .<! 
He deserves no answer. 
RICHARD. 
Can you tell us, Alizon? 
ALIZON. 
I'm not very used to things happening rapidly. 
The nuns, you see, were very quiet, especially 
In the afternoon. They say I shall marry Humphrey. 
MARGARET. 
Certainly so. Now, Nicholas, go and get clean. 
NICHOLAS. (Crosses to ALIZON.) 
She never shall. 
THOMAS. (On edge of rostrum .) 1 / / \ 
1 Will so~eone1 fetch the Mayor? I 
Wjl no one make the least effort to let me 
Out of this w6rld? 
NICHOLAS. 
Let Humphrey go and officially 
Bury himself. 
RICHARD. 
But what about ? 
NICHOLAS. 
She's not for him. 
-.·I 
"As if" - I \ifere at a party consisting of theater people 
and were trying to make a point in a d i scussion 
where everybody was talking and nobody v.ras 
listening . 
1 to demand attent ion 
(He is becoming more and more angry at the complacency 
of this gr oup in the face of such an awful event as 
a wit ch hunt .) 
2 to attract somebody's attention 
3 to go look for t he Mayor h i mself 
1 to stay and see i f this may be the Nayor 
2 to find out if Tyson is the Mayor 
3 to introduce himse lf to the Hayor 
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(goes to door u. L., opens it and is almost out as TYSON is about 
to enter. THOMAS hears TYSON and returns.) 
HUMpHR~Y. 
Who the hell's that? 
RICHARD. 
The man about the gallows. 
{NICHOLAS to below desk. Enter U . L. HEBBLE TYSON, the .:Mayor 
afflicted with office.) 
MARGARET (Rises.) 
Now, here's your uncle. Do, for the sake of calm, 
Go and sweeten Y<?urselves. 
THOMAS. (As TYSON crosses ·c.) / • / 
1 Is this the man 
I long for? 
(RICHARD nods.) 
TYSON. 
Pest, who has stolen my handkerchief? 
MARGARET. 
Use this one, Hebble. 
(fjives him handkerchief 1o HUMPHREY and NICHOLAS.) 
Go and get 
Under the pump. 
(.JWotions them off, picks up work-basket and puts it on bench. 
NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY exit U . L. THOMAS moves D. L.) 
· · TYSON. (Blowing his nose.) 
Noses, noses. 
THOMAS., I I I \ 
MI. Mayo7, it's a jo~ to see you.\\ 1 
Y 9u're about to becr?'me my gate<vay to eternal 
Rest. 
TYSON. 
Dear sir, I haven't yet been notified 
Of your existence. As far as I'm concerned 
You don't exist. Therefore you are not entitled 
To any rest at all, eternal or temporary, 
And I would be obliged if you'd sit down. 
MARGARET (Pushes ALIZON toward TYSON.) 
Here is Alizon Eliot, Humphrey's bride 
To be. 
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THOMAS. I I 
I have come to be hanged, do you hear? 
TYSON. 
Have you fllled in the official application? 
So this is the young lady? 
(Xisses ALIZON.) 
Very nice, very charming in triplicate? 
And a very pretty dress. 
Splendid material. I'm only sorry you had to come 
On a troubled evening such as this promises 
To be. . 
(MARGARET takes j\LIZON to bench R. Both sit.) 
The bells, you know. Richard, my boy, 
What is it this-importunate fellow wants? 
RICHARD. 
He says he wants to be hanged, Jir. 
TYSON. 
~ 
I' 
I' 
j 
Out of the questio!l:; 
It's the most immodest suggestion, which I know 
Of no precedent for. Cannot be entertained. 
(THOMAS laughs.) 
I suspect an element of mockery 
Directed at the ordinary decencies 
Of life. Tiresome catarrh. A sense of humor 
Incompatible with good citizenship-
And I wish you a good evening. Are we all 
Assembled together for evening prayers? . 
(As TYSON gets to desk MARGARET moves c. chair slightly up-
stage. She sits. RICHARD gets prayer books from desk, gives one to 
MARGARET and one to ALIZON, who has put daffodils on work-
basket on bench R. RICHARD puts bench in position for prayers, 
u. and D. stage on R., places prayer books on it, lifts work-
baSket up, and stands R. of bench. ALIZON brings stool from beside 
buttress, places it midway between bench and chair and sits.) 
THOMAS. (Rises and crosses to stand in front of des)<.) J 
/ / / L I II o'h no! 
Youpn't postpone me.l ;;ince opening tjme I've been 
Protfpec;\ u'p, at the bar of he'aven and,_!!~rth, between /! 
The wall-eye of tlJ.e moon and ,the bf<mdyicitsk of the sun, 
Growling thick songs about jol1y good fell'ows 
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,;, Th omas i s amus ed by t h e absur dity of the Hayor 
2 to force the Mayor to ~ ay at t ention to h i m 
(Thi s s peech i s Thomas very theatrical v.ra ;r of 
say i ng , "I am sic k of life! I lifant to die· ") 
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I•Ti t h noth i n g less t han de ath 
to make fun of t he pr a ye r a nd at the same t ime of 
crea t ion 
to shock t h em into attention m 
(He has enjoy ed toyi ng vlit h th~ but nov! h e becomes 
s e r i ous and get s d o~,m to facts . J 
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In a mun(f,in¥ /6b where ; he ceiling1drip~ hull}Bnity, 
Until I've dn;nk m~~elf s{ck, a.nd n6w, bY Chfist, 
I mean to sl~p it o~ in a stu~r of d'us~ 
Till tl}e morning affe.z the ~)" of jud/m~nt~ 
So pat m~ on the waning list for your gallow: 
With a note recommending preferential treatment, 
TYSON. 
Go away; you're an unappetising young man 
With a tongue too big for your brains. I'm not at all sure 
It would be amiss to suppose you to be a vagrant, 
In which case an unfortunate experience 
At the !=art's tail. 
THOMAS. -
H /. li/ angmg or not mg. 
I 1~ ynacceptable. , 
TYSON. 
Get this man away from here. 
(RICHARD goes to THOMAS.) 
Good gracious, do you imagine the gallows to be 
A charitable institution? Very mad, 
Wishes to draw attention to himself; 
The brain a delicate mechanism; Almighty 
God more precise than a clockmaker; 
('Kneels.) 
Grant us all a steady pendulum . 
All say Amen. 
ALL. ('Kneeling .) 
Amen . 
THOMAS. I I 
List;:n! ? he wild music of the spheres; 
Tick-tack. 
RICHARD. 
Come on; you've got to go. 
(RICHARD pushes THOMAS toward door U . L. THOMAS wrenches 
himself free and moves D. L. on steps.) 
THOMAS. I If /' 
Does Jgstice with her ; weet, ill}.partial, 
Dev?;fati~ and deliberate sword 
Never cotpe to this pface?\oo you ~ean 
There's ng recdgnition given to mu'rder here? 
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MARGARET 
Murder? 
TYSON. 
Now, what is it? 
THOMAS. (Crosses to c. of rostrum.) f / /( 
1 If I'm not r fool. / 
I djdn't suppose you would go me a fa~or for nothing. 
N6 crike, nJ: ha~ging; I quKe un~rstand tpe piles.ll 
But ~ye m~ae19tat ~n right. I mad~w! to db-in I. ,." A rag-and-borie merchant at the boWom of Leapfrog Lane. 
(ALIZON gives a little cry, half-rises, then sits again.) 
TYSON (Star.ing.}, 
Utterly un!Iinged. 
MARGARET 
Hebble, they' reall 
In the same April fit of exasperatihg nonsense. 
, 
Nicholas, too. He said he'd killed Humphrey ; 
But of course he hadn't. If he had I should have told you. '-""-
THOMAS. /1. II I I . -. 
It was such a monO'fonous cry, that "Rags-and-bones!" 
(Cuckoo is hej rd.) /. n If I 
Like that da~ned cuckoo ~\It wa; more than time 
He should see something of another worlc;I.I\ 
But poor. old m~n, he wasn' t anxioys to go./ 
Hel pict{ed on ~is \'a~_ r and his bones as J?,ve Pi~ks '»'on hd rts\\ ~e with fll e: e to profit 
\ And love with an e~e to pain. 
RICHARD. 
Sanctus fum us! 
TYSON. 
Get a complete denial of everything 
He has said. I don't want to be bothered with you. 
You don't belong to this village. I'm perfectly satisfied 
He hasn't killed a man. 
THOMAS. I I 
1 I've killed two men, 
If you want to be exacd \ I 
The ot«er I thought sd rce},Y worth me ti<p1ing ~ 
A pbor unprepossessing p1mp with a birthmark. \\ 
(RICHARD laughs.) 
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1 to inform t hem of the details of his murder 
2 to explain his motive 
·'· .,. A viry and bi tte;r comment on love 
3 to int ensify his guilt (One murder did not impr ess them enough! ) 
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1 to substanti ate the truth of his story 
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He coul49't have ~d any aff;qtion for himself, 1 
So I puWed hi9J first and knot~<:~~ him jpto the _7,iver 
_Where the wate~gives tho;e giflish giggles, around 
The f&fd, and H d him under with my foot 
Until he was sa ely in Abram's bo·som, birthmark 
And :fit. \\ 
(£.ifts his foot.) f I ,. / 
You see, it still isn't proj,erly dry. 
TYSON. 
What a confounded thing! Who do people 
Think they are, coming here without 
Identity1 arid putting us to considerable 
Trouble and expense to have them punished. 
You don't deserve to be listened to. 
THOMAS. I 
/; It's habit. J \ 
I've be)ll unideritiflably 1 ; 
Flol}1lderi»g in Flanders for the past seven years. 
Pri~ng o{en ribs to let men go 
On the,indejl'ni!,e leave that nyeds no p9ss.1\ / 1 
And ngw ail roads are uncmhmonly fl1it, and all hair 
Stahds on e&'d. 
(Enter NICHOLAS through R. side of window, and stands on 
window-seat R.) 
I'm sorry to interrupt, 
·j· NICHOLAS. 
But there's a witch to see you, Uncle. 
TYSON. 
A witch to see me? I will not be the toy 
Of irresponsible events. Is that clear 
To you all? 
NICHOLAS. 
Yes, but she's here. 
TYSON. 
To see me? 
A witch to see me! 
Do I have to tell you what to do with her? 
NICHOLAS. 
Don't tell me. My eyes do that only too well. 
She's the one, of witches she's the one 
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Who most of all disturbs Hell's heart }imminy! 
How she must make Damnation sigh. 
How she must make Torment be tormented 
To have her to add to its torment! How the flames 
Must burn to lay their tongues about her. 
If evil has a soul it's here outside, 
The dead-of-midnight flower, Satan's latest 
Button-hole. Shall I ask her in? 
THOMAS. ([ooking out of window.) 
I 
I 
She's young, 
Oh, God, she's young. 
TYSON. 
I stare at you, Nicholas, 
With no word of condemnation. I stare 
Astonished at your behavior. 
MARGARET (At study door R.) 
Ask her in? 
In here? Nicholas 
THOMAS. I -1 
1 Nicholas! Expose 
The backside of immorality before ladies?\\ l 
Your mot'!ier would never jJe able to get the smell 
Of sulp«ur out of the curtains. 
(Stands on window-seat L.) 
NICHOLAS. 
She's the glorious 
Undercoat of this painted world 
(JENNET JOURDEMAYNE runs across back of window to R. 
and in through door u. R. She is breathless as she leans 
against buttress.) 
you see; 
It comes through, however much of our whiteness 
We paint over it. 
TYSON. (Rising.) 
What is the meaning of this? 
(Picks up Bible.) 
What is the meaning of thi~? 
(During next speeches RICHARD moves slowly to L. of lectern, 
only slightly downstage from where he is.) 
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This is to himself (like an aside .) 
first time he has s een the 11vli tch." 
immediatel y by her youth and beauty . 
This is t he 
He is struck 
1 to reproach the i r hypocris y v.ri th ridicule 
r 
>l< Another wr y aside. He interpret s Tyson's question 
as "Vlhat is the meaning of all creati on?" 
1 to reproach t hem with r idicule 
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THOMAS. ;, I I I That's the most relevant 
Question in the world . 
.JENNET. 
Will someone say 
Come in? And understand I don't every day 
Break in on the quiet circle of a family 
At prayers. Not quite s-o unceremoniously, 
Or so shamefully near a flood of tears. 
(Crosses down to stool R. c. and sits.) 
Or looking as unruly.as I surely do. Will you 
Forgive me? · 
TYSON. 
You'll find 1-can't be disarmed 
With pretty talk, young woman. You have no business 
At all ii:J. this house. . 
JENNET. (Rises to behind chair c.) 
Do you know how many walls 
There are between the garden of the Magpie, 
Past Lazer's field, Slink Alley and Poorsoul Pond 
To the gate of your paddock? 
TYSON. 
I'm not attending. 
(Sits.) 
JENNET 
MARGARET 
I'm not to be seduced. 
Eight. I've come over them alL 
How could she have done? 
THOMAS . ) /1 
Her broomstick's in the halL 
MARGARET 
Come over to this side of the room, Nicholas. 
NICHOLAS. 
Don't worry, Mother I have my fingers crossed. 
TYSON. 
Never before in the whole term of my office 
Have I met such an extraordinary ignorance 
Of what is permitted 
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JENNET. (Crosses to desk.) 
Indeed I was ignorant 
They were hooting and howling for me, as though echoes 
Could kill me. So I took to my toes. Thank God 
I only passed one small girl in a shady 
Ditch telling the beads of her daisy chain. 
And a sad rumpled idiot-boy 
Who smiled at me. They say I have turned a man 
Into a dog. 
(ALIZON joins MARGARET D. R.) 
TYSON. ('Writing.) 
· .. This will all be gone into 
At the proper time. 
JENNET. 
But it isn't a dog at all. 
It's a bitch; an appealing, rueful, bHndle bitch 
With many fleas. Are you a gentleman 
Full of ripe, friendly wisdom? 
TYSON. 
This 
Will all be gone into at the proper 
JENNET. 
I will sit at your feet. I will sit anyway; 
I'm tired. Eight walls are enough. 
(Sits edge of rostrum below desk.) 
MARGARET 
If so 
What are we to do? 
I can almost feel the rustling in of some 
Kind of enchantment already. 
TYSON. (Rises.) 
She will have 
To be put in charge. 
ALIZON. 
Oh, must she, must she? 
THOMAS. j/ 
He can see size's a girl of proper~, ~' 
And th7 property goes to J he ~\vn if she's a witch; \l 
She cou1dn't have been more timely. 
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1 to expose Tyson ' s ulterior motive 
1 to distract their attent ion avmy from Jennet and 
back to him 
NICHOLAS. 
Curious, crooked 
Beauty of the earth. Fascinating. 
• · TYSON. (1o JENNET.) 
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Get up at once, you undisciplined girl. Have you never 
Heard of law and order? 
NICHOLAS. (Rises, places chair C. for JENNET.) 
Won't you use 
This chair? 
(R. of chair.) 
JENNET (Rises, crosses and sits in chair.) 
Thank you. Oh, this is the reasonable 
World again! I promise not to leave behind me 
Little flymarks of black magic, .or any familiars 
Such as mice or beetles, wnich might preach 
Demonology in your skirting board. • 
(THOMAS moves doumstage to JENNET'S L. MARGARET mo· 
tions NICHOLAS to leave JENNET NICHOLAS sits stool R. C. 
RICHARD sits on steps leading to doors u. L. D. L.) 
I have wiped my shoes so that I shouldn't bring in 
The soft Egyptian sand which drifts at night, 
They tell me, into the comers of my house 
And then with the approach of naked morning 
Aies into the £re like a shadow of gold£nches. 
The tales unbelievable, the wild 
Tales they tell! 
TYSON. 
This will be discussed 
At the proper time . 
THOMAS. (Moves quickly to desk and bangs on it.) / / 
1 /. When we have £nished talking 
About my murders. 
MARGARET (Crosses to U. L. of JENNET'S chair TYSON moves 
doum to c. on step.) 
0 peaceful and placid heaven, 
Are they both asking to be punished? Has death 
Become the fashionable way to live? 
Nothing would surprise me in their generation. 
JENNET 
-!I 
l_ 
Asking to be punished? why no, I have come 
• 
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Here to have the protection of your laughter. 
They accuse me of such a brainstorm of absurdities 
That all my fear dissolves in the humor of it. 
If I could perform what they say I can perform 
I could have got safely away from here 
As fast as you bat an eyelid. 
TYSON. 
Oh indeed; 
Could you indeed? 
JENNET. 
They say I have only 
To cnu:k a: twig, and over the springtime weathercocks 
Cloudburst;·hail and gale, whatever yoti will 
Come leaping fury-foremost. 
(THOMAS whistles.}-
TYSON. (Between JENNET and MARGAltET on step.) 
The report 
{ 
, 
May be exaggerated, of course, but where there's smo4i. 
JENNET ~-: 
They also say that I bring back the past; 
For instance, Helen comes 
Brushing the maggots from her eyes, 
And, clearing her throat of several thousand years 
She says "I loved "; but cannot any longer 
Remember names. Sad Helen. 
(TYSON crosses R. of JENNET RICHARD kneels D. L. NICHOLAS lies 
on floor down-stage of JENNET.) 
Or Alexander, wearing · 
His imperial cobwebs and breastplate of shining worms 
Wakens and looks for his glasses, to find the empire 
Which he knows he put beside his bed. 
(THOMAS laughs.) . - - -
TYSON. (Sits stool R. C.) 
Whatever you. say will be taken down in evidence 
Against you; am I making myself clear? 
(MARGARET crosses toR. of chair c .) 
JENNET 
They tell one tale that once, when the moon 
Was gibbous and in a high dazed state 
Of nimbus love, I shook a jonquil's dew 
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2 to amuse her vri th a bitter joke on ori ginal sin 
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TYSON. 
Yes, just it, just it. 
Giving us a rigmarole of her dreams; 
Probably dreams; but intentionally 
Recollected, intentionally consented to, 
Intentionally delighted in. And so 
As dangerous as the act. Fetch the constable. 
(JWoves D. L.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Sad, how things always are. We get one gulp 
Of dubious air from our hellmost origins 
And we have to bung up the draught with a constable. 
It's a terribly decontaminating life. 
TYSON. 
I'll not have an:Y frivolity The town 
Goes in terror. 
MARGARET 
Sin is so inconvenient. 
ALIZON. (yoes to MARGARET.) 
She is lovely. She is certain to be good. 
(JENNET rises, facing u.s.) 
TYSON. (yoes above NICHOLAS to face RICHARD.) 
I have told you twice, Richard, what to do. 
Are you gning about it? 
RICHARD. 
(THOMAS laughs.) 
TYSON. ('Jo RICHARD.) 
No, sir. Not yet. 
Did you speak to me? Now be careful how you answer 
JENNET (Up to R. of desk.) 
Can you be serious? I am Jennet Jourdemayne 
And I believe in the human mind. Why play with me 
And make me afraid of you, as you did for a moment, 
I confess it. 
(CROWD is beard off-stage R. NICHOLAS goes to window, 
RICHARD to lectern, MARGARET and ALIZON to window. ALIZON 
sits R. window-seat. JENNET sits below desk . TYSON backs 
D. L. on step. THOMAS goes to buttress, then goes u. R.) 
You can't believe oh, surely not, 
When the centuries of the world are piled so high 
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You'll not believe what in their innocence 
Those old credulous _shildren in the street 
Imagine of me . 
/ {I Innocence 1 Dear girl! 
THOMAS. 
TYSON. (Crossing c .) 
Gone into at the proper time. Disturbing 
The peace. In every way. Have to arrest you. 
JENNET. ('With back to wall by lectern.) 
Will be 
No! 
(THOMAS maves across stage to TYSON during speec.h . NICHOLAS 
goes above desk.) 
THOMAS. / • 1': 
You bubble-mouthing, fog-blathering, . 
Ch{n-chuntering, chap-flapping, liturgical -' Tu~dical, base old rrian! What about ;J'y murders? 
(TYSON sits chair C., THOMAS L. of him. MARGARET moves to 
buttress;. ) . , 
And wn~t .goes round in ydur head, (I 
Wha~ funny little murders and fornications 
Cha~ng up aud d?wn in thfe7-four ym~ 
Afraid to come out? What bliss to sin by proxy 
And db pena~ce by way of someone else! / · 
But we'll not talk about you. It will make the out1ook 
So p/rk. Neither about this exquisitely 
Mld ym/ng woman. Nor about this congenital 
Generator, your nephew theny 1 
Nor about anyone but t£e. I'm due 
T6 be' hanged. fl 
(TYSON rises, goes round L. of chair up to desk . THOMAS 
follows to u. c.) 1 I I 1 / 
1 Good Lord, aren't two murders enough 
To win me the me~ls of damnation?IMust I put a , . ~~1 :!a~tz~~e~~~r;k 0~a~:p!~at comes out of my mouth? 1/ 
(NICHOLAS mo~s L. to allow TYSON to get to desk.) 
You let the failiep f x you '"Jhile the d~vil 
Difes you \Conc~ntrate o~ rrte. 
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TYSON. (.At desk.) 
I'll I'll 
I'll not 
I'll Have it 
(Sits.) 
THOMAS. (R. of desk.) / I 
1 / /' Pow~r of Job! 
Must I W'}it for a st;ynmer? Your life, f> ir, is propelled.. 
By a dn{a!Jl of the fear .. of h<7ving nightmft. res; your Iof e 
By the fi~r of your. sirigl7 s~If; your ,woftd's history 
The fe~r of a possible leap by a {'OJsible antagonist 
Out .t. possible shad~w, or a rf6t improbable 
Skele out of your'l'ad-certain cupboard I ( I I . 
But h re ~ I, the tr e phenomenon / 
Of acknowledged ~ilt, . ste~ing with the b}ood 
Of the ~fup and Jhep(g-and-b6ne m~n, crfme 
Transparent\\ Wh!.t the hell ar~ vie Waiting f6r? 
TYSON. 
Will you attend to me? Will you be silent? 
JENNET (.A step forward.) 
Are you doing this to save me? 
THOMAS. / j You flatter my powers, 
My sweet, you'J~ too much woman. But if you wish 
You can go down to the dinner of dar£nation 
II On my arm. 
JENNET 
I dine elsewhere. 
(.?Woves D. L. to steps.) 
TYSON. 
Am I invisible? 
Am I inaudible? Do I merely festoon 
The room with my presence? Richard, wretched boy 
If you don't wish to incur considerable punishment 
Do yourself the kindness to fetch the constable. 
I don't care for these unexpurgated persons. 
I shall lose my patience. 
(JENNET sits on steps D. L.) 
MARGARET (u. C.) 
I shall lose my faith 
In the good breeding of providence. Wouldn't this happen 
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1 to i mpres s hi s gui l t upon the Nayor and thus force 
him to take action against him 
(A t i rade on the Mayor 1 s timidi ty and cowar di ce .) 
2 t o convince Jennet that he is not trying to he l p her 
>:< Thomas :Ls amused at Humphrey ' s excitement . 
1 to corroborate Humphre y 's story 
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r Now: today; within an hour or two 
Of everyone coming to congratulate 
Humphrey and Alizon. Arrangements were made 
A month ago, long before this gentleman's 
Murders were even thought of. 
I
. (NICHOLAS goes to window when noise is beard 
THOMAS goes to door u. R . ) 
TYSON. 
They don't exist, 
I say 
(Enter HUMPHREY from U. L.) 
HUMPHREY 
Uncle, there's a sizeable rumpus, 
Without exaggeration a hg_w-do ~you-do 
outside, and 
Taking place in the street: I thought you should know. 
(MARGARET takes ALIZON to below buttress R.) . 
TYSON. 
Rumpus? 
(NICHOLAS moves to R. of desk.) 
HUMPHREY (Above desk.) 
Perhaps rumpus isn't the word. 
A minor kind of bloody revolution. 
(THOMAS laughs and moves D. R. to L. of bench.) 
It's this damned rascal, this half-pay half-wit. 
I should say he's certifiable. It seems 
He's been spreading all around the town some tale 
About drowning a pimp and murdering Old Skipps, 
The rag-and-bone man. I THOMAS. 
. / Ah, Old Skipps, Old Skipps, ~· 
of b6nes you'll h~ve where you've gone to 1 What a surplus 
· ~- nflw! 
JENNET (Rises.) 
Old Skipps? But he's the man 
TYSON. 
Will you both be silent? 
I won't have every Tom, Dick and Harry 
Laying information against himself before 
He's got written authority from me. 
(Bangs desk. JENNET sits on step D. L.) 
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HUMPHREY. 
Quite right. 
As it is the town is hell's delight. They've looked ~ ...__ 
For the drowned pimp and they've looked for Skipps, 
And they've looked in the places where he says he left them, 
And they can't find either. 
NICHOLAS. 
Can't find either? 
HUMPHREY 
Can't find either. 
MARGARET ('Jaking ALIZON to bench R.) 
Of course they can't. When he first 
Mentionecj murders I knew he had got hold 
Of a quite wrong end of the stick. 
HUMPHREY (Still behind desk, points at THOMAS.) 
They say he's the Devil. 
MARGARET 
I can imagine who started that story. 
HUMPHREY 
But are we so sure he isn't? Outside in the street 
They're convinced he's the Devil. And none of us ever having 
Seen the Devil, how can we know? They say 
He killed the old men and spirited them into the Limbo. 
We can't search there. I don't even know where it is. 
THO~S.. ('Havin~made up his mind to play,_ ~/'Je Devil.) 
Sif, it's petween me and the l.J!ep blq,e seaJI ' 
The wfud of conscience blo<vs straight from its plains. 
HUMPHREY 
Shut up! 
(THOMAS rises.) 
If you're the Devil I beg your pardon. 
(HUMPHREY goes to rostrum below desk, speaks upstage to 
TYSON. THOMAS goes U. C.) 
They also have the idea 
He's got a girl in his toils, a witch called 
MARGARET 
Sssh! 
{NICHOLAS points to JENNET.) 
Jennet. 
I am she. 
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* A v.rry aside on the jea lousy of Nicho l as 
HUMPHREY. 
God. 
' .,· ('Jurns and comes off rostrum. 'Whistles . MARGARET sits stool R. c.) 
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, TYSON. 
Well, Humphrey, well? 
Is that the end of your information? 
NICHOLAS. 
Humphrey, 
Have you spoken to your little future wife 
Lately? 
THOMAS. (Jrtovjng U .. R.) f. 
TiHder, easy tinder. 
HUMPHREY (Jrtoving tolvard JENNET.) 
:- In fact 
In fact 
(THOMAS sits R. window-seat.) 
NICHOLAS. (Pushes HUMPHREY upstage to rostrum, fighting with 
him.) 
In fact it's all a bloody revolution_ 
(Both sit, NICHOLAS R., HUMPHREY L.) 
TYSON. 
I'm being played with, I'm sure of it. Something tells me 
There's irresponsibility somewhere. Richard. 
(RICHARD crosses and stands in front of desk facing TYSON.) 
You'll not get out of this lightly_ Where is the constable? 
Why isn't he standing before me? 
!,' RICHARD. 
~ I~ 
·-
No need for the constable, sir. 
TYSON. 
No need? No need? 
(CHAPLAIN enters u. R., carrying his viol and music.) 
CHAPLAIN. (Speaking as he enters and coming to chair c.) 
I am late for prayers, I know; I know you think me 
A broken reed and my instrument, too, my better half. 
You lacked it, I'm afraid. But life has such 
Diversity, I sometimes remarkably lose 
Eternity in the passing moment. 
(TYSON rises, motions all to rise for prayers. NICHOLAS and 
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HUMPHREY cross to bench R. JENNET rises. CHAPLAIN crosses 
to R. of lectern, arranges music, and sits on edge of rostrum.) 
Just now 
In the street there's a certain boisterous interest 
In a spiritual matter. They say 
(Sees JENNET.) 
TYSON. 
I know what they say 
CHAPLAIN. 
Ah, yes, you know. Sin, as well as God, 
Moves in a ~ost mysterious way . 
. (All are now in their positions for . prayers. MARGARET in 
chair c. AtiZON on stool R. c. RICHARD behind bench ~· 
HUMPHREY and . .NICHOLAS sitting on bench R. TYSON motiohs 
them to stand, starts to count for .opening hymn. Before tJJey 
can start, CHAPLAIN speaks.) .' 
It's hard to imagine , 
Why the poor girl should turn Skipps into a dog. -:-:-: 
NICHOLAS. (Crossing to· R. of chair c.) 
Skipps? Skipps into a dog? 
HUMPHREY (Crossing to behind NICHOLAS.) 
But Skipps 
THOMAS. CRises, goes to c. of steg.) 
Skipps. trundles in another place, calling 
His rf,a-boa in gutters without end. 
Transfl6tred by the spatial light I 
Of Garg~ge Indesthrct}ble[\ And I / ;, 
Ought to knifw ~nee I seht him there .!\A dog? 
Come, come, don't let's be fa~iful. 
(yoes to stool D. L . and sits.) 
TYSON. 
They say one thing, and another thing, and both at once. 
I don't know. It will all have to be gone into 
At the proper time 
(Tries to start hymn.) 
HUMPHREY (On c. step of rostrum.) 
But this is a contradiction. 
CHAPLAIN. (Rises and moves towards HUMPHREY.) 
Ah, isn't that life all over! 
(£ooks at THOMAS.) 
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And is this 
The young assassin? 
(THOMAS shakes hands with him. ALIZON, MARGARET and 
TYSON sit. NICHOLAS sits on rostrum step R. of MARGARET.) 
If he is the doer of the damage, 
Can it be she also? My flock are employing 
Fisticuffs over this very question. 
(Shakes JENNETS hand.) 
HUMPHREY (Crossing D. C. on step.) 
But if he could be the Devil 
THOMAS. , (R~es.) 
Gocid boy. .. 
(Crosses upstage c. ~rostrum.) 
Shall I s~t / 
Your minds at rest and give you proof? Come here. 
(HUMPHREY crosses to THOMAS, on his L. TriliMAS takes prayer 
hoqk out of his hand, whispers in his ear gives book back to him. 
HUMPHREY backs to above desk .) 
HUMPHREY 
That's not funny. 
THOMAS. 
" Not funny for the goats . 
HUMPHREY 
I've heard it before. He says the Day of Judgment 
Is flxed for tonight. 
(NICHOLAS rises by buttress, ALIZON R. of stool.) 
MARGARET 
Oh, no. I have always been sure 
That when it comes it will come in autumn. 
Heaven, I am quite sure, wouldn't disappoint 
The bulbs. 
(JENNET sits steps D. L.) 
THOMAS. I I I 
Cons~der: vastiness lusted, ~other; ll 
A huge heaving desif.e, overwhelming solitude)\ 
And the mountain belly of time tabored 11 1 
And brdfight forth man1 the m6use.\\The spheres chftmed ~n, Hoping to fharm our ears , 
With suffic'ir,nt ol gan music, saclly sent out 
On the wro'i'Ig wa~e of soil'nd; but sti11 they roll 
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I Fabulous and flne, a roundabout 1 I 
Of doohted and golj.en notes. ~nd m; .beyond, 
Profofutd with thunaV. of oce{nic power, I 
Lie t~ mo~se dyn/inics of our dufub friend 
Jehof ah. 
(f.ogks at CHAPLAIN. Rises, to u. c.) 1 . !»Y should these omnipotknt bomf.inations 
cfJ rf~ with t}te deadlyfhun~in anecdote, -rich t 
Fr9m the 51st was f ever more than. r)ffiotely funny? 
.N'o; the time has come for ~n{bs to tif> • 
Their refJse: jor the invol.nng ivY the brfur, 
The convolu(lons of C<jllv6f~Ious, 
To diserrfapgle ;nd make way . 
For the la!t great ascendancy o~ dust, 1 Sucked jnto jucfg£enJ by a ; osmic yawn 
Of b9f"edom. l} La~ Trugtp 11 1 Is timed for twenty-two fofty hours precisely. 
TYSON. 
This will all be gone into at the proper 
THOMAS. (Turning to TYSON.) I 
I I I \ / ; Time 
Will soon be p oJt improper.\ Why not hang me 
Before it's too late? 
MARGARET. (f.ooks at THOMAS, rises and crosses L.) 
I shall go and change my dress; 
Then I shall both be ready for our guests 
And whatever else may come upon the world. 
(Exit u. L. door.) 
HUMPHREY 
I'm sure he's mad. 
.. 
) 
(ALIZON rises, goes to below buttress. NICHOLAS goes to desk. 
CHAPLAIN moves to below desk . THOMAS goes to chair c., moves 
it slightly R., then leans against it, back to audience.) 
CHAPLAIN. 
And his information, of course, 
Is in opposition to what is plainly told 
In the Scriptures: that the hour will come 
NICHOLAS. 
He means it? I've an idea he's up to something 
None of us knows about, not one of us. 
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l ·ess than death 
2 to r epulse her advance to h im 
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ALIZON. ('Who bas found her way to RICHARD .) 
Quiet Richard, son of nobody. 
RICHARD. 
It isn't always like this; I promise it isn't. 
' (JENNET crosses c., looks at THOMAS, then to c. of rostrum, 
facing desk.) 
. JENNET. 
May I, Jennet Jourdemayne, the daughter 
Of a man who believed the universe to be governed 
By certain laws, be allowed to speak? 
Here is such a storm· of superstition 
And hul!lbug and curious passions, where will you start . 
To look for the truth? Am I in fact 
An enchantress bemused _into collaboration 
With the enemy of man? Is this the enemy, 
This eccentric young gentleman never seen by me 
Before? I say I am not. He says perhaps 
He is. You say I am. You say he is not. 
And now the eccentric young gentleman threatens us all 
With imminent cataclysm. If, as a living creature, 
I wish in all good faith to continue living, 
Where do you suggest I should lodge my application? 
TYSON. 
That is perfectly clear . .You are both under arrest. 
THOMAS. ' t/ ?1 
Into Panaora's box with all th~'ls. 
But n6), if that Y;tle H 11-~t H pe's 1 ' 
Alrea<1)r in pos's'ession) I've ho ed enough.\\ 
I I gave the be'st years of my life to that girl, . • · But I'm wallclng out ith Damnation now, and she's A flame that's got finality. (TYSON, CHAPLAIN, HUMPHREY and NICHOLAS confer at desk .) 
JENNET. (1o THOMAS' L. 1 kneels.) 
Do you want no hope for me either? No compassion 
To lift suspicion off me? 
THOMAS. 1 j / Lift? Com~ssion 
Has a rupture, ladyl\To hell with lifting. 
(NICHOLAS goes c., facing desk. CHAPLAIN to front of desk. 'Noise 
from group round desk.) 
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JENNET. (Qoing toward desk.) 
Listen, please listen to me. 
THOMAS . 
/ Let the world 
Go, lady; it isn't worth the candle. 
TYSON. ('Hands bunch of keys to RICHAR.D1 who takes JENNET 
0. L.) 
Richard, take her away, down to the cellars. 
rHOMAS. (Jj..ises to above chair c., as they go to cellar door L.) 
You see, he has the key, 
To every perplexity) Kiss your illusions 
For me befQ:re they go. 
JENNET (1urJ!ing back from cellar door L.)' 
But what will happen? 
THOMAS. 
That's something even old Nosedrip doesn't know! 
(RICHARD and JENNET exit L. door.) 
Mr. Mayor, hang me for pity's sake, 1 1 , For Gbd's sake hang me, before I love that woman! 
(Starts to move D. L . as curtain falls.) 
CURTAIN 
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1 to convince her that living is meaningless 
2 to point out the corruption of the vmrld as exempli-
fied by Tyson's stupidity 
3 to beg to be hanged immediately 
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ACT II 
SCENE: Jhe same room. 
TIME: .About an hour later 
'When curtain is up, CHAPLAIN is sleeping in chair on R. 
of fire. Jhe tongs are under his feet. .After rise of 
curtain TAPPERCOOM enters from cellar door L., carrying 
lantern. 1le crosses to below desk where he places lan-
tern, blowing it aut. 1le is followed by TYSON. 1le.goes 
to below desk op TAPPERCOOM'S L.) -
TAPPERCOOM. 
Well, it's poss-ss-ible, it'i"poss-ss-ible. 
I may have been putting the Devil to the t&rture. 
But can you smell scorching? not a singe 
For my sins 
(TYSON points out burnt spot on TAPPERCOOM's sleeve, looks 
up at him questioningly.) 
that's from yesterday: I leaned 
Across a candle. For all practical purposes 
I feel as unblasted as on the day I was born. 
(Moves u. to desk, sits.) 
And God knows I'm a target. Cupid scarcely 
Needs to aim, and no devil can miss me. 
TYSON. 
But his action may be delayed. We really must 
Feel our way. We don't want to put ourselves wrong 
With anything as positive as evil. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
We have put him to the merest thumb-screw Tyson, 
Courteously and impartially the purest 
Cajolery to coax him to deny 
Those cock-and-bull murders for which there isn't a scrap 
Of evidence. 
( f.ooks at paper.) 
TYSON. (f.ooks at his papers.) 
Ah; ah. And how does he take it? 
He hasn't denied them? 
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TAPPERCOOM. (Pointing at each item .) 
On the contrary. 
He says he has also committed petty larceny 
Abaction, peculation and incendiarism. 
As for the woman Jourdemayne 
TYSON. 
Ah, yes, 
Jourdemayhe. What are we to make of her? 
Wealthy, they tell me. But on the other hand 
Quite affectingly handsome. Sad, you know, 
We see where the eye cannot come, eh, Tapperc,oom? 
And all's not glorious within; no use 
Saying it is . . · I had a handkerchief. 
('Jinds it D~ R. of bench among his papers.) 
Ah yes, buried amongst all this evidence. 
('Blows his nose.) . 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Now no poetics, Tyson. Blow your nose 
And avoid lechery. Keep your eye on the evidence 
Against her; there's plenty of it there. 
(TYSON sits on stool c.) 
Religion 
Has made an honest woman of the supernatural 
And we won't have it kicking over the traces again. 
Will we, Chaplain? In the Land of Nod. 
Admirable man. 
(Sits on bench L.) 
TYSON. 
Humanity, 
That's all, Tappercoom; it's perfectly proper. 
No one is going to let it interfere 
With anything serious. I use it with the greatest 
Discretion, I assure you.-Has she confessed? 
TAPPERCOOM. (f.ooks toward cellar door L.) 
Not at all. Though we administer persuasion 
With the greatest patience, 
(f.ooks at TYSON.) 
she admits nothing. 
([oaks D. L.) 
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Won't stop admitting. It really makes one lose 
All faith in human nature. 
(Enter MARGARET from upstairs L.1 u. L. door, without her pla-
cidity.) · 
' MARGARET (On steps L.) 
Who has the tongs? 
The tongs, Hebble dear, the tongs! Sweet 
(Comes C.) 
Elijah, we shall all go up in flames! 
TYSON. 
Flames! 
(Rises aryd Clutch-es TAPPERCOOM, dropping papers.) . 
Did you heat that, Tappercoom? Flames! 
My sister said flames! _ 
(TAPPERCOOM looks at MARGARET.) 
MARGARET. 
A log the size of a cheese 
Has fallen off my fire! Well, where are they? 
Oh, what men of action! 
(Crosses c.) 
Tongs, I said! 
(Crosses below bench and fire to CHAPLAIN.) 
Chaplain. 
They're under your feet! 
(CHAPLAIN wakens, exclaims, and MARGARET picks up tongs 
and moves below bench to stairs L.) 
As a pile of ashes. 
(Exit u. L.) 
TYSON. 
Very simple you'd look 
Oh, I beg your pardon, 
Tappercoom. A blazing log. 
(Rising, picking up papers.) 
CHAPLAIN. (Rises and picks up last piece of paper.) 
Would there be something 
I could do? I was asleep, you know. 
(Sits again.) 
TYSON. (1akes paper from CHAPLAIN, sits on stool c.) 
All this evidence from the witchfinder 
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TAPPERCOOM. 
The advent of a woman cannot be 
Too gradual. I am not a nervous man, 
But I like to .be predisposed to an order of events. 
CHAPLAIN. 
It was very interesting: I was dreaming I .stood 
On Jacob's ladder, waiting for the gates to open. 
And the ladder was made entirely of diminished sevenths. 
I was surprised but not put out. Nothing 
Is altogether what we suppose it to be. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
As for .the Day of Judgment, we can be sure 
It's not due ·yet. What are we told the world 
Will be like? "Boasters, blasphemers, without natural 
(Hymn singing-starts oft stage L.) 
Affection, traitors, trucebreakers/' and the rest of it. 
Come, we've still a lot of backsliding ahead of us. 
(Pats TYSON. Crowd mixes in with singing.) 
TYSON 
Are you uneasy, Tappercoom? 
TAPPERCOOM. 
No, Tyson. 
The whole thing's a lot of amphigourious 
Stultiloquential flddle-faddle! 
('Noise of crowd and singing increases. Re-enter MARGARET down 
stairs u. L. Stands on foot of steps.) 
MARGARET. 
Hebble! 
TAPPERCOOM . 
For God's sake! 
TYSON. 
What is it now? What is it? 
MARGARET (Crosses up to window C. TYSON to her L. TAPPERCOOM 
to buttress.) 
The street's gone mad. They've seen a shooting star 
TYSON. 
They? Who? What of it? 
MARGARET. 
I'm sure I'm sorry, 
But the number of people gone mad in the street 
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Is particularly excessive. 
(Cross D. c. on rostrum in front of TYSON .) 
They were shaking 
·Our gate, and knocking off each other's hats. 
(TYSON goes up to window c. on MARGARET's R., leans out.) 
And six fights simultaneously, 
(Shouts off. A piece of turf is thrown at window from stage 
L., hitting TYSON on the face. 1-fe backs downstage c . on 
rostrum. MARGARET wipes his eye. 1-fe says "Oh!" Shesays 
"Aht" 'Jo L. of TYSON.) 
and some 
Were singi~g psalm a hundred and forty I think 
It's a hundred and forty and the rest of them shoufing 
"The Devil's in there?" ~{pointing at this house.) . 
"Safety from Satan!" and "Where's the w9man? Where's 
The witch? Send her out!" and using words · 
That are only fit for the Bible. And I'm sure 
There was blood in the gutter from somebody's head 
Or else it was the sunset in a puddle, 
But Jobby Pinnock was prising up cobblestones, 
Roaring like the north wind, and you know 
What he is in church when he starts on the responses. 
And that old Habakkuk Brown using our wall 
As it was never meant to be used. And then 
They saw a star fall over our roof somewhere 
And followed its course with a downrush of whistling 
And Ohs and Ahs and groans and screams; and Jobby 
Pinnock dropped a stone on his own foot 
And roared "Almighty God, it's a sign!" and some 
Went down on their knees and others fell over them 
(Shouts off. Crowd in street gets louder again and almost at 
once the singing re-starts. MARGARET goes up to window. 
TYSON and TAPPERCOOM to window and look out. CHAPLAIN 
to study door R.) 
And they've started to fight again, and the hundred and 
fortieth 
Psalm has begun again louder and faster than ever. 
(Pushes TYSON over L.) 
Hebble dear, isn't 'it time they went home? 
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(CHAPLAIN goes to window.) 
TYSON. (L.) 
All right, all right, all right. Now why 
Can't people mind their own business! 
--
(Crowd is silenced. Singing stops. NICHOLAS' voice can be 
heard speaking to crowd. TYSON crosses .down to bench.) 
This shooting star 
Has got nothing to do with us, I am quite happy 
In my mind about that. It probably went past, 
Perfectly preoccupied with some astral anxiety or other 
Without giving us a second thought. Eh, Tappercoom? 
(TAPPERCOOM comes D. C. TYSON sits on bench R.) 
One of thos.e quaint astrological holus-holuses, 
Quite all right. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Quite. An excess of phlegm 
In the solar system. It's on its way 
To a heavenly spittoon. How is that, 
How is that? On its way 
TYSON. 
I consider it unwise 
To tempt providence with humor, Tappercoom. 
MARGARET 
And on the one evening when we expect company! 
What company is going to venture to get here 
Through all that heathen hullabaloo in the road? 
Except the glorious company of the Apostles, 
And we haven't enough glasses for all that number. 
-~ 
(During next speech CHAPLAIN comes slowly down-stage between 
MARGARET and TAPPERCOOM .) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Doomsday or not, we must keep our integrity. 
We cannot set up dangerous precedents 
Of speed. We shall sincerely hope, of course, 
That Doomsday will refrain from precipitous action, 
But the way we have gone must be the way we arrive. 
CHAPLAIN. 
I wish I were a thinking man very much. 
Of course I feel a good deal, but that's no help to you. 
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(During next speech be moves over to chair R., glancing round for 
his viol.) 
TYSON. 
I'm not bewildered, I assure you I'm not 
Bewildered. As a matter of fact a plan 
Is almost certainly forming itself in my head 
At this very moment. It may even be adequate. 
CHAPLAIN. (Preparing to sit on ms chair where be bas placed viol.) 
Where did I put my better half? I laid it 
Aside. 
(MARGARET screams-and points to chair CHAPLAIN sees viol, 
picks it up .) 
Angel! I could take it down to the gate and perhaps 
Disperse them with a skirmish or two of the bow. 
Orpheus, you know, was 'Very successful in that way 
But of course I haven't his talent, not nearlY. his talent. 
(Si.ts chair R.) 
TYSON. (Crosses D. L.) 
If you would allow me to follow my train of thought 
(TAPPERCOOM rises. TYSON sits D. L. stool.) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
It's my belief the woman Jourdemayne 
Got hold of the male prisoner by unlawful 
Supernatural soliciting. 
And bewitched him into a confession of murder 
To draw attention away from herself. 
But the more 
We coax him to withdraw his confession, the more 
Crimes he confesses to. 
CHAPLAIN. 
I know I am not 
A practical person; legal matters and so forth 
Are Greek to me; except of course 
That I understand Greek. 
(Rises.) 
And what may seem nonsensical 
To men of affairs like yourselves might not seem so 
To me, since everything astonishes me, 
Myself most of all. When I think of myself 
I can scarcely believe my senses. But there it is, 
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All my friends tell me I actually exist 
And by an act of faith I have come to believe them. 
But this fellow who is being such a trouble to us 
He, on the contrary, is so convinced 
He is that he wishes he were not. Now why 
Should that be? 
TAPPERCOOM. 
I believe you mean to tell us, 
Chaplain. 
MARGARET. 
I might as well sit down, for all 
The gqod standing up does. 
CHJ\PLAIN. 
I imagine 
He flnds the world not entirely salubrious. 
If he cannot be stayed with flagolils, or comforted 
With apples I quote of ~ourse or the light; ;the 
ocean, j 
The everchanging I mean and stars, extraordinary ~~; 
How many or some instrument or other I am afraid ·. 
I appear rhapsodical-but perhaps the addition 
Of your thumbscrew will not succeed, either. 
(Steps towards TAPPERCOOM.) 
The point 
I am attempting to make is this one: he might be wooed 
From his aptitude for death by being happier; 
And what I was going to suggest, quite irresponsibly 
Is that he might be invited to partake 
(Sits stool.) 
Of our festivities this evening. 
(Pause.) 
I see it astonishes you. 
MARGARET. 
Do you mean ask him ? 
(Turns to TYSON.) 
No, 
TYSON. (Rises and crosses to above bench.) 
I have heard very little of what you have said, Chaplain, 
Being concerned as I am with a certain Thought, 
But am I to believe that you recommend our inviting 
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This undesirable character to rub shoulders 
With my sister? 
CHAPLAIN. 
Ah; rubbing shoulders. i hadn't exactly 
Anticipated that. 
(TYSON goes back to stool L. and sits.) 
It was really in relation to the soul 
That the possibility crossed my mind. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
As a criminal the man's a liability. 
I doubt very mucq if he could supply a farthing 
Towards the cost of his-execution. So 
You suggest, Chaplain~ we let him bibulate 
From glass to glass this eve-ning, help him to 
A denial of his guilt and get him off our han4B 
Before daybreak gets the town on its feet again? 
MARGARET. 
I wish I could like the look of the immediate future, 
I But I don't. TYSON. (Crosses to L. of bench.) 
I'm glad to tell you 
An idea has formed in my mind, a possible solution. 
(Crowd is beard again off stage L. RICHARD enters from cellar 
door L.) 
RICHARD. 
Sir, if you please 
TYSON. 
('Jo him.) 
RICHARD. 
Well, Richard? 
I should like to admit 
That I've drunk some of the wine put out for the guests. 
TYSON. 
Well, that' s a pretty thing, I must say. 
RICHARD. 
I was feeling 
Low; abominably; about the prisoners 
And the row in the street that's getting out of hand. 
And certain inner things. And I saw the wine 
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And I thought, well, here goes, and I drank 
Three glasses full. 
TYSON. 
I trust you feel better for it? 
RICHARD. 
I feel much worse. Those two, sir, the prisoners, 
What are you doing with them? I don't know why 
I keep calling you Sir. I'm not feeling respectful. 
If only inflicted pain were as contagious 
As a plague, you might use it more sparingly. 
(TYSON backs to L. of bench and sits. CHAPLAIN rises.) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Who's this cub of a boy? 
MARGARET (.:Moves_to RICHARD' S L.) 
Richa~d, be sensible. 
He's a dear boy but a green boy;' and I'm sure 
He'll apologise in a minute or two. 
, . 
TYSON. 
The boy 
Is a silly boy, he's a silly boy; and I'm going 
To punish him. 
MARGARET 
Where are Humphrey and Nicholas? 
TYSON. 
Now, Margaret 
RICHARD. 
Down in the cellars. 
MARGARET 
RICHARD. 
They were where the prisoners are, 
Not talking to that witch? 
There isn't a witch. They were sitting about on barrels. 
l 
It seemed that neither would speak while the other was there, 
And neither would go away. Half an hour ago. 
They may be there still. 
(Sits stool D. L. MARGARET tries to speak.) 
TYSON. (Rises .) 
I must remind you, Margaret, 
That I was speaking to this very stupid boy. 
He is going to scrub the floor. Yes, scrub it. 
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Scrub this floor this evening before our guests 
Put in an appearance . 
. (Qoes to front of desk and writes note.) 
Mulish tasks for a mulish 
Fellow. I haven't forgotten his refusal 
To fetch the constable. 
{CHAPLAIN sits on bench, .facing upstage.) 
RICHARD. 
Has Alizon Eliot 
Been left sitting alone? 
MARGARET 
· · Alizon Eliot 
Is not for you to be l:oncerned with, Richard. 
TYSON. 
Am I supposed to be merely exercising my ~ongue 
Or am I being listened to? Do you hear me? 
RICHARD. (1urns to TYSON.) 
Yes; scrub the floor. 
(1o MARGARET.) 
No, she is not; 
I know that. 
{:Rises. MARGARET sits stool D. L.) 
TYSON. (1apping desk.) 
Furthermore, you'll relegate 
Yourself to the kitchen tonight, fetching and carrying. 
If you wish to be a mule you shall be a mule. 
(Comes D. toR. of RICHARD and gives him note.) 
And take this to whatever splendid fellow's 
On duty. You will return with the prisoners 
And tell them to remain in this room till I send for them. 
(Exit RICHARD through cellar door L.) 
Tactics, Tappercoom; the idea that came to me. 
You'll think it very good. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
I am nothing but the justice here, of course, 
But perhaps, even allowing for that, you could tell me 
What the devil you're up to. 
(Enter NICHOLAS through c. window, with a gash on his forehead . 
TYSON moves R. TAPPERCOOM rises, facing upstage.) 
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NICHOLAS. (Comes D. L. of CHAPLAIN.) 
Fe fi fo fum. Can you smell it? 
--- MARGARET. (JWoves to them.) 
Now what have you been doing? 
NICHOLAS. 
Look, Chaplain, blood. 
Isn't it beautiful? 
A splash from the cherry red river that drives my mill! 
CHAPLAIN . 
Well, yes, it has a cheerful appearance, 
(Rises.) 
But isn't it painful? 
MARGARET. (Puls NICHOLAS on L. end of bench.) 
_ I'm: sure it's painful. -<! /' 
How did you " 
(Enter HUMPHREY from stage L. thiough window c., stdnds; .on 
R. window sill.) : 
HUMPHREY 
Mother, I make it known publicly 
I'm tired of my little brother. Will you please 
Give him to some charity. 
NICHOLAS. 
Give me faith 
And hope and the revolution of our native town. 
I've been hit on the head by two-thirds of a brick. 
HUMPHREY 
.:...~ 
..;. ~; 
The young fool climbed on the wall and addressed the crowd. 
(Sits on R. end of bench.) -
NICHOLAS. 
They were getting discouraged. I told them how happy it 
made me 
To see them interested in world affairs, 
(MARGARET starts to bandage NICHOLAS' head with handker-
chief.) 
And how the conquest of evil was being openly 
Discussed in this house at that very moment, 
And then unfortunately I was hit by a brick. 
MARGARET 
What in the world have world affairs 
To do with anything? But we won't argue. 
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TYSON. (Comes above stool.) 
I believe that brick to have been divinely delivered 
And richly deserved. And am I to understand 
· - ·You boys have also attempted conversation 
With the prisoners? 
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HUMPHREY 
Now surely, Uncle, 
As one of the Town Council I should be allowed 
To get a grasp of whatever concerns the welfare 
Of the population? Nicholas, I agree, 
Had no business on earth to be down there. 
NICHOLAS. 
Business of the soul,-my sweetheart, business 
Of the soul. 
MARGARET 
I was on 
You may use that word once too often, 
Nicholas. Heaven or someone will take you seriously 
And then you would look foolish. Come with me 
And have your head seen to. 
('Jakes NICHOLAS L. C.) 
NICHOLAS. ('Jurning to HUMPHREY.) 
But my big brother 
Was on business of the flesh, by all the fires 
Of Venus, weren't you, Humphrey? 
HUMPHREY (Rises. 'Jhey have CHAPLAIN between them, but seem 
about to fight.) 
What the hell 
Do you mean by that, you little death-watch beetle? 
MARGARET 
Nicholas, will you come? 
·- NICHOLAS. 
Certainly, Mother. 
(MARGARET and NICHOLAS go out U. L.) 
TYSON. 
How very remarkably insufferable 
Young fellows can sometimes be. One would expect them 
To care to model themselves on riper minds 
Such as our own, Tappercoom. But really, 
We might as well have not existed, you know. 
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TAPPERCOOM. 
Am I to hear your plan, Tyson, or am I 
Just to look quietly forward to old age? 
.. TYSON. 
My plan? Ah, yes, my plan! Conclusive and humane. 
The two are brought together into this room 
How does that strike you? 
TAPPERCOOM . 
It makes a complete sentence; 
Subject: they. Predicate: are brought together 
TYSON. 
Ah, you wilL say "with what object?" I'll tell you. We, 
That is outselves, the Chaplain and my elder nephew, 
Will remain unobse!"Ved in the adjoining room 
With the com~~nicating door ajar and how 
Does that strike you? i 
TAPPERCOOM. 
With a dull thud, Tyson, 
If I may say so. 
TYSON. 
I see the idea has eluded you. 
A hypothetical Devil, Tappercoom, 
Brought into conversation with a witch. 
A dialogue of hell, perhaps, and conclusive. 
Either one or other by their exchange of words 
Will prove to be innocent, or we shall have proof 
Positive of guilt. Does that seem good? 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Good is as good results. 
HUMPHREY 
I should never have thought 
You would have done anything so undignified 
As to stoop to keyholes, Uncle. 
TYSON. 
No, no, no, 
The door will be ajar, my boy. 
HUMPHREY 
That will make us upright. 
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Spine: to find a meani ng in life by d ying heroic ally 
Thomas' goal for play : to off er h i mself a s a sc ape goat 
for t h e vri t ch hunters and thus 
spare t he i~no c ent intended 
vi ctim (He has novl met the '\ .i"cch 11 
and i s falling in love -vri th h e r 
Actions for Act II: 
so his de sire t o spare her be-
comes stronger .) -
In t he long first scene , Thoma s has t lrJO concurrent 
actlons . In order of i mportance these are 
1 t'o keep Jennet at a safe distance for he i s f alling 
in love vri t h her and i s, t her efore , afraid t h at sh e 
1 ay caus e h i m t o \.veaken i n h is r e solve t o die 
2 to reconcile her to a possible death by convinc ing 
her t hat livi ng is meaningl es s 
(Both of t he se ac t ions have t he reverse effect on J ennet , 
for i n tryi ng t o lceep her at a di s tanc e he onl y ma k e s 
h i ms elf more a t tract ive to her and in t r ying t o refut e 
her materialism by maki ng her more a1.vare of life 1 s 
mys t er y he on l y i ntensifies he r pa ssion to live . ) 
Af t e r t heir long , climact ic scene, Thomas has f a llen 
deeply in love vri t h J enne t and h is ac t ion fo r t he re s t 
of the Act i s 
to save J ennet 
(This action is simi l ar t o h is original action but 
also diff e rent in a very i mportant ray : t he center 
of at tenti on i s no longer h i msel f but J ennet, not s o 
much his de s i r e to di e as hi s des i r e to save her. 
The means f or attaining thi s goa l may be t he same 
but t here is a subtle, es senti al change in h i s moti-
.~.. . ) vaL.. l on. 
To capture t he subtext of this s cene, t he u_nspoken 
attract ion bet veen t he tlw Hhi ch hangs i n the a i r, 
I mi ght u s e the folloi·Ji ng "as if:" 
As i f s omeon e 1.-rere tryint to borroi·T money f r om me 
vrhi ch I d i d not 1:rant to lend, and we Here both t oo 
polite t o menti on t he subject 
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(Door slams off stage L. HUMPHREY rises.) 
I can hear them coming. 
We'd better go. 
(yoesto study door R., and opens it.) 
• TYSON. (Rises and moves to study door.) 
Come along, come along. 
(HUMPHREY exits through study door TAPPERCOOM joins TYSON 
at door .All go round L. ~d of bench.) 
CHAPLAIN. (Rises.) 
"The ears of them that hear 
Shall hearken"-The prophet Isaiah. 
(TAPPERCOOM pushes CH~PLAIN across.) 
TYSON. (Upstage of study door.) 
Come along, Chapiain. 
(CHAPLAIN exits through s1udy door going between TYSON and 
TAPPERCOOM . .As soon as he has gone through, he returns during · 
T,APPERCOOM's next speech. 'Jhey hardly notice him, and he goes 
c. looking for his viol, which he eventually finds at foot of but-
-~ 
.-· 
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.;...~ 
tress.) < 
TAPPERCOOM. (Downstage of study door his hand on TYSON'S 
shoulder.) 
A drink, Tyson. I wish to slake the dryness 
Of my disbelief. 
(Exits study door with TYSON.) 
CHAPLAIN. 
I mustn't leave my mistress. 
Where are you, angel? 
~ (Sees viol by buttress and goes to it.) 
~ Just where chuckle-head left you. 
(Picks up viol and moves c. TYSON has opened study door again, 
and tries to attract CHAPLAIN's attention, but before he can do so 
•. JENNET and THOMAS enter D. L. SO he quickly shuts door RICHARD 
is behind her.) 
RICHARD. 
He wants you to wait here till he sends for you. 
If in some way I wish I must fetch the scrub-
bers. 
(Exit through door u. L.) 
CHAPLAIN. (Caught.) 
Ah ah I'm not really here. I came for 
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My angel a foolish way to speak of it, 
This instrument. 
May I say a happy issue 
Out of all your afflictions? I hope so. Well, 
I'm away now. 
(yoes to door u. R., which is locked.) 
THOMAS. (R. of desk.) 
God bless you, in case you sneeze. 
CHAPLAIN. (Below door U . R.) 
Yes, thank you, I may. 
(TYSON opens study door.) 
And God bless you. 
{TYSON pulls CI-!_A~LAIN through study door then places door 
-~ 
ajar.) :" 
THOMAS. (1o L. of window.) ,. 
You would think by the holy scent df it our friend 
Had been baprlsing the garden !( But it's ohly 
The heathen rainfall. ~"'. 
(Sits L. window-seat.) 
JENNET 
Do you think he knows 
_Wh~ has been happening to us? 
THOMAS{ 
om angel scraper? ll 
He knows all right': But he's subdued 
To the clo'th he works in. 
JENNET. 
How tired I am. What can you see out there? 
THOMAS.. I I . 
Out here? o t t here is a sky so gentle /! 
Fi~ stars have ventured1on it. I can se~ , The sky's pale belly glowing and groJ ing big, 
Soon to deli, er the moon~· And I can see 
A glittering smear, the snail-trail of the sbn 
Where it crawled witl;l its golden shell into the hills. I 
A darkening land s~1hken into prayer, 
Lucidly, in dew-drops of one syllable, 
)June dimittis. I see twilight, madam. 
JENNET 
What can you hear? 
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THOMAS. I ' 
The howl of human jackals. 
(Rises. Enter RICHARD from door u. L., carrying bucket, floor 
clOth and knee pad.) 
RICHARD. (L.) 
Do you mind? I have to scrub the floor. 
THOMAS. 
A good old custom-/. 
(Coming c.) / 
1 Always fornicate . 
Between clean sheets and spit on a well-scrubbed floor. 
(Sits on bench facing upstage. RICHARD crosses to below study 
door and kneels, facin~ upstage.) -
JENNET 
Twilight, double, treble~ in and out. 
If I try to find my way I bark my brain 
On shadows sharp as rocks where half a day 
Ago was a wild soft world, a world of warm 
Straw whispering every now and then 
With rats, but possible, possible, not this 
This where I am lost. The morning came and left 
The sunlight on my step like any normal 
Tradesman. But now every spark 
Of likelihood has gone. The light draws off 
As easily as though no one could die 
Tomorrow. 
(RICHARD starts to wash floor toward buttress.) 
_THOMAS. 
Are ;you going to be so serious I/ 
About such a m/an allowance of breath as life is? 1 
We'll sup6ose ourselves to be caddis-flies 
Who live ort'e d'ay!IDo we waste the evening 
Commfserating with ,.each other abou~ , 1 
The unhygienic conaition of our wo&-cases? I 
For God's sake shall we laugh? 
JENNET (1'urns to THOMAS.) 
For what reason? 
THOMAS. 
For the re~son of laughter, since l;:tughter is su'rely 
The surest touch of genius in cn6tion. ,. 
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WouJd you ever hav,e thogght of it, ,I ask yo!l, 
If you had been maKing man, stuffing him full 
Of such hopplng greed,s and passwns that he has 
To blbw himself to pieces as often as he 1 
Conven~ntly can manage it would it also 
Have occurred to Y9U to make him jlrst hi~self 
With such a phenomenon as cachinnation? I. 
That same laughter, madam, is an irrelevacy 
Which almost arnlounts to a re~lation. 
JENNET 
I laughed 
Earlier this evening, and where am I now? 
THOMAS. 
/ _ / 1 Between 
The past and the future which is where you were 
Befor~. : 
JENNET 
Was it for laughter's sake you told them 
You were the Devil? Or why did you? 
(Sits stool c.) 
I THOMAS. 
I I Honesty, 
Madam, common honesty. 
JENNET 
Honesty common 
With the Devil? 
THOMAS. , , 
Gloriously commonJi It's Evil, for once 
Not trav~lling incognito'. It i~ what it 1s.n 
The Great Unspurious. 
JENNET 
Thank you for that 
You speak of the world I thought I was waking to 
This morning. But horror is walking round me here 
Because nothing is as it appears to be. 
That's the deep water my childhood had to swim in. 
My father was drowned in it. 
THOMAS. 
I 
In hypocrisy? 
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1 to keep her from d'lt!elling on her troubles 
2 to joke 'I.·Tith her and thus distract her 
3 same as 2 
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JENNET 
In the pursuit of alchemy. 
In refusing to accept the dictum "It is 
What it is." Poor father In the end he walked 
In Science like the densest night. And yet 
He was greatly gifted. 
(RICHARD on floor washing from buttress along step toward c.) 
When he was born he gave an algebraic 
Cry; at one glance measured the cubic content 
Of that ivory cone his mother's breast 
And multiplied his appetite by five. 
So he matured by a pr!Jgression, gained 
Experience by correlation, expanded 
Into marriage by cot;traction, and by 
Certain physical dynamics 
Formulated me. And on he went 
Still deeper into the calculating twilight 
Under the twinkling of five-pointed figures 
Till Truth became for him the sum of sums 
And Death the long division. My poor father. 
What years and powers he wasted. 
He thought he could change the matter of the world 
By strange experiment and by describing 
Numerical parabolas. 
THOMAS. 
Tp change / 
The m}tt~r of the worl~l Magnificent! 
Intention. And so he died del~ded. 
(Sits on floor leaning against bench.) 
JENNET 
As a matter of fact, it wasn't a delusion. 
As a matter of fact, after his death 
When I was dusting his laboratory 
I knocked over a crucible which knocked 
Over another which rocked a third, and they poured 
And spattered over some copper coins, which two days later 
By impregnation had turned int~olid gold._ 
THOMAS. 1 / 
Tell that to some sailor on a horse! \ 
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(RICHARD takes pail to below window, starts washing from 
there do{';stage.) 1 / 
If you h d such a secret, I 1. ...... 
. - And all my, flerldish fl'ock, my inc~bi, 
Suct'6bi, i~psJ.nd cacodemons, would have leapt 
.. Ou~f our bafh of brirn'minf brimstone, crying 
cur a, cherc!bez Ia femme 1 • Emperors, 
,, t 
. 
Would be coldnising you, their mis resses 
' Patron!zi~ you, minisfers of state 
Govemmentalising you. And you i/ 
·< Wou~be eul6gised, liohised, prooably 
Cano sed for your divdie mishap. 
JENNET 
But I never had such a secret. It's a secret ·'! 
Still. What it Was I spilt, or to what extent, / ' , 
Or in what proportion; whether tbe atmosphere 
Was hot, cold, moist or dry I've never known. 
And someone else can discolor their fingers, tease .;..~ 
Their brains and spoil their eyesight to discover it. ·-· 
My father broke on the wheel of a dream; he was lost 
In a search. And so for me the actual! 
. , What I touch, what I see, what I know; the essential fact . 
THOMAS. 
1 In other words, the bare untruth. 
JENNET 
And, if I may say it 
Without appearing rude, absolutely 
No devils. 
"'r THOMAS. It 
Hpw in the miserable world, in that case 
2 
Do you come~ be here, pursued by the local consignment 
·. Of fe£r and g ilt? 1What possible cause 
(Rises, hurting his thumbs as he does so.) 
JENNET 
Your thumbs, 
I'm sure they're giving you pain. 
THOMAS. (Crosses above Jennet, sits in chaj Rik' / 
I Listen! y both 
3 
My cloven ~oofs! If you put us to t9e rack 
1 
• 
Of an exchange of sympathy, I'll fe'll you to the ground.\ 
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1 to show her the error of her thought 
(He is becoming involved again 1,vith her . ) 
2 t o find out 1.vhy she has been accused of vritchcraft 
(His curiosity about her has overcome his cauti on) 
' 3 to r epulse her gesture of sympathy and thus keep her 
at a safe distance 
1 to change the subject back a gain 
2 to make her l augh 
3 to reprove her for her materialistic point of view 
(He has novJ become deeply involved with her . He is 
fascinat ed and attracted by her and is finding it 
increasing ly difficult to r emain detached and dis-
passionate .) 
... 
I ? . 1 Answer my question. 
·, 
' 
2 
,, 
~ 
.. 
.. 
~ 
·. 
3 
JENNET 
Why do they call me a witch? 
Remember my father was an alchemist. 
I live alone, preferring loneliness 
To 'the companionable suffocation of an aunt. 
I still amuse myself with simple experiments 
In my father's laboratory. Also I speak 
French to my poodle. Then you must know 
I have a peacock which on Sundays 
Dines with me indoors. Not long ago 
A new li_ttle servihg-maid carrying the food 
Heard its cry dropped everything and ran, 
Never to come back, and told all she met 
That the .devii was dining with me. 
(RICHARD is now washing steps at c.) 
THOMAS . I 
I 
l 
" , It really is 
Beyond the limit ot respectable superstition ,f 
To conf2se ~ vo{cer ith a ppkock. Don't they know 
I sing solo ba'ss in Hell's Macfrigal Club? \ 
1 
And as for ytm,; ou with no eyes, no ears, 
No s,;hses, y/m the most supefstitious 
Of ~ll 1• (for what gr ater superstitio 
Is there than the mumbo-jumbo of believing j 
In reality?) 1'- pfu should be swallowed whole by Time 
In the way that you swallow appearances. \ 
(Rijes R. of JENNF.) 1 
Hd!ns, what a wa~te of effort it has been 
To giJe yo'u Creation's va'st and exquisite 
Dilenlma! where altercation thrums 
In evety granule of the Milky Way 
Persisting sftll in the dead-sleep of the moon, 
And he):kling itself hoa),se in that hbt-head 
The suft)\And as for here,l ach acom,dropf 
Arguing t<?reatth, and pollen's all polbnic.1• 
We've given you a wdrld as contradictory 
As a fenfale, as cabalisty; as the rriale, 
A COil~ci/nceless hef91iphrodite who plays 
Heaven off against Hell, heft off against heaven. 
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I 
Revol; jng in the bath room of the ski7s, I 
Glittering with conflict as with diam6nds 
We hav7 was{ed paradox and myj tery on you 
When ill you're aski~g for is calfse anft efflct! /![ 
A copY yf your birth-cehifkate ~as all YJU neede)i 
To ma~ou 't peat7 with Creation.I)How uneconomical 
The whole thing's been. 
(yoes up to window L.) 
JENNET 
This is a fine time 
To scold ni.e for keeping myself to myself and out 
Of the·dutch of chaos. I was already. 
In a doorway of perplexity and now 
(Rises.) 
You leave me no escape except 
Out on a stream of tears. ; 
(Sits on floor downstage of bench.) ; 
THOMAS. (Jrtoving downstage toward her falls over RIC~D'S 
legs, and/ arrives on his knres just L. of bench.) 
Now, none of that! . I 
(As he falls.) 
Hell! 
RICHARD. 
I beg your pardon. 
( 1 akes bucket sligbtly upstage and starts washing rostrum step 
below desk .) 
THOMAS. 
I I 
Now that I'm down 
II J 
On m,Y Knees I may as well stay here, In ~e name 
Of a11 who ever were drowned at sea, don't weep! !\ 
I never learnt to swim.~IMay Go'"d keep y6u 
From being mf Hell€spont. 
JENNET 
What I do 
With my own tears is for me to decide. 
THOMAS. /. ! / / 
That's all very well. You g7t rid of them.l I.· 
But on whose defenceless liead are they going to fall? 
(Sits back against stool L. c.) 
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1 to t h reaten her not to cry 
2 to be g her not to cry 
3 to reason lightly with her not t o cry ; to cajole 
1 to make her . l augh again 
2 same as 1 
3 
4 
to expl a in hi s position to her 
(He i s beginning to weaken v i sibl y .) 
to comfort her 
(He is f a r gone at this point. The y both come 
closel y together at this moment . It should be 
gi ven added emphasis by a change in Thomas 1 vThole 
manner; he speak s softly and gently to her.) 
l 
· . 
• 
., 
' .2 
., 
---,.. ---. 
JENNET 
I 
I had no idea you were so afraid of water 
I'll put them away. 
-THOMAS. · I I 
1 1 0 rfete, I do'n't know which 1 Is worse; to have you crying or to have you behaving 
Like Catherine of Aix, who ne er wept 
. , 
Until after, ~he was brheaded, and then 
The accumulated tears of a long lifetime · 
Buist from her eyes with such force, they practic'ly winded 
Three onlookers <Jnd floa{ed the parish priest 
Tw'i> hundred yards into the entrance hall 
Of a brtthel. _ 
JENNET (£augbs.) 
Poor Catherine. 
THOMAS. 
I I Not at all :' 
It made her life in retrospect infinitely 1 
More tolerable, an<j when she got to Puq? tory 1 
She was laughing so m~ch they had to give her a sedative. 
JENNET. 
' ~hy should you want to be hanged? 
. THOMAS. 
II I/ 
I owe it to myself~ ,But I can leave it 
Until the Ia{t ~oment. It will keep 
While the light still lasts. 
I 
Madam, 
~ JENNET 
·. 
4 
What can we see in this light? 
Nothing, I think, except flakes of drifting fear, 
The promise of oblivion. 
THOMAS. I 1/ 
(/ Nothing can be seen , 
In the thistledown! but the rough-head thistle comes. II 
Rett in t}lat riddle I can p~s to you 
Generations of roses in this wririkled berry.\ 
( yilfs her a rose hip, which be tt kes from his belt.) 
There'; no~ you hold in y,our ha~d a r1 ce 
Of summer gardens, i): lies under centuries 1 Of pefals. jWhat is n6t, you haVe in your palm.1 
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JENNET 
1 
I had no idea you were so afraid of water. 
I'll put them away. 
-THOMAS. · I I 
1 1 0 Pete, I do'n't know which/ Is worse; to have you crying or to have you behaving 
Like Catherine of Aix, 'Vho ne er w~pt 
Until after, ~he was bfheaded, and then 
The accumulated tears of a long lifetime · · 
Buist from her eyes with such force, they practic'ly winded 
Three onlookers ~nd·floa{ed the parish priest 
Tw'6 hundred yards into the entrance hall 
Of a brtthel. _ 
JENNET (£aughs.) 
Poor Catherine. 
THOMAS. 
I I Not at all :
1 
· 
It made her life in retrospect infinitely 1 
More tolerable, amJ wh)!n she got to Puq;atory / 
She was laughing so mfrch they had to give her a sedative. 
• JENNET 
' Why should you want to be hanged? 
. THOMAS. 
ll lr 
I owe it to myself ll But I can leave it 
Until the la{i: J,llOm~nt. It will keep 
While the light still lasts. 
I 
Madam, 
~ JENNET 
·. 
4 
What can we see in this light? 
Nothing, I think, except flakes of drifting fear 
The promise of oblivion. 
THOMAS. I II 
-
(' Nothing can be seen , 
In the thistledo'YnJ but the rough-head thistle comes. II 
Reft in t}lat riddle I can p,as to you 
Generations of ro es in this wrinkled berry.! 
( yilfs her a rose hip, which be ttkes from his belt.) 
There': n.o~ you hold in y,our hand a r'jce 
Of summer gardens, t1 lies under centuries 1 Of pefuls. jWhat is n6t, you ha~e in your palm.1 
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1 to try to push her avmy again 
2 to threaten her not to r eveal her feelings 
3 to repudiate her love by conv incing her of its 
i mpracticality and futility 
( H~ is subtly trying to subvert her to his point 
of vievr about life and t hus prepar e her for her 
pos s i ble deat h .) 
r 
1 to t hreat en her against loving him 
2 t o expose the folly of love to Jennet 
3 to present himself as umro r thy of her love (A l ast desperate attempt to reject her love .) 
1 
· . 
' 
. , 
·. 
3 
Excuse me, Richard 
Don't entertain the mjldest interest in nie ' 
Or you'll have me di~ screlming. 
JENNET. (Sits on bench.) 
Why should that be? 
If you're afraid of your shado-w falling across 
Another life, shine less brightly upon yourself, 
Step back into the rank and file o-f men, 
Instead of preserving the magnetism of myste_ry 
And your curious passion for death. You are making your· 
self 
A breeding groupd for love and must take the consequences. 
But what are you afraid of, since in a little 
While neither of us may exist? Either or both 
May be altogether transnruted into memory 
And then the heart's obscure indeed Richard 
There's a tear rolling out of your eye. Wh~t is it? 
RICHARD. (On fioor C.1 looks up at JENNET.) 
Oh, that? I don't really know. I have things on my mind. 
JENNET. 
Not us? 
RICHARD. 
Not only . 
~OM~. I 
1 If it's a woman, Richard, 
I! I ' Apply yourself to the scrubbing brush. It's all 
A trick of the light. 
JENNET 
(RICHARD rises.) 
THOMAS. 
The light of a fire. 
I 
I 
Make thi~ woman understand that I 
Am a figure of vite and crime 
JENNET 
And, Richard, 
Guilty of 
THOMAS. / 
/ / 1 , ~ Guilty 
Of mahkind: I have perpetrated human nature. 
My father and mother were accessories before the fact, 
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B~t there'll be no accessories after th7 fact, 
Bf my1 vinlity there wo13't !j Just s/ e me As I am, m~ like a perambulating / 
Ve&;lable, patched about with inconsequential ,.' 
Hair, looking out of two small jellies for the means 
To live, balanced on folding bones, }?!Y ~ex 
No beauty, but a blemish tp be hid3e 
Behind judiCious !Jgs, driven,and scorched 
By boomerang rages and lunacie~ which never 
Tmfch the accommBdating artichoke -
Or the seraphic strawberry beaming in it.s bed;{ 
I defend ;n.r.self against pain and death by p'ain 
And d~1th,fjlnd make the world g6 round, ·they tell me, 
Byone of-my 1 ss lethal appetites;! 
H~lf this gro(esque life I spend in a state 
Of slow ftecomposition, using ; 1 f. I . 
The name of uyconsidered God as a pedestal 
On which I stand and bray that I am bl st 
Of ~~/stsi( till und~r some patient 
Moon 1 r other I fall to pie'ces, like 
A cal<e of dubg. ' 
(Sits stool c.) 
1 , · Is there a s5 t would hold 
This in her arms and put her lips against it? 
JENNET 
Sluts are only human. By a quirk 
Of unastonished nature, your obscene 
Decaying figure of vegetable fun 
Can drag upon a woman's heart, as though 
Heaven were dragging up the roots of hell. 
What is to be done? Something compels us into 
The terrible fallacy that man is desirable 
And there's no escaping into truth. Your crimes 
And cruelties leave us longing, and campaigning 
Love still pitches his tent of light among 
The suns and moons. 
(THOMAS rises.) 
You may be decay and a platitude 
Of the flesh, but I have no other such memory of life. 
You may be corrupt as ancient apples, well then 
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* See 3 on pr evi ous page 
These two long speeches are the c limax of this scene. 
Thomas , in a de sper ate attempt t o r epulse Jennet ' s 
love , makes his ultimate statement on the worthl essne s s 
of man as an expr ession of his death- wi sh . She , on the 
other hand , refutes and over vrhel ms him vTi th her o-vm 
s tatement on t he power of the l ife- force . When she 
has finished he admits defeat i n the line, "V.le ' re los t , 
bot h irret rievably lost • • • 11 
"Rhet ori c , as El i ot has pointed out , i s perfe ct l y 
just ified in a pl ay vJhere a c haracter sees himself in 
a dramatic light , ' since such an occasion c alls into 
be i ng no unreal appur tenance of t heat ric al art , but 
histor i cally corr esponds to those si t uations i n actual 
l ife v-rhich vle enjoy consciousl y and keen l y . 1 • • • 
Sometimes , though , it is not t he sel f--the single 
' first - person 1 of the s peaker--vJhom the r hetori c 
thrOi.vS into r elief , but r at he r the race and predic ament 
of man , the cont r ad i ct ory and ther f or e dramatic ele-
ment inherent in exi s t ence . Thus Thomas, ••• sud-
denly has a visi on of hims el f as gui l ty , guilty of 
perpetra·c ing hyman-kind--that dubi ous species of 
living- mat ter.' 5 
5 Ibid, pp . 48- 49 
':' Li ke an aside . He has given up . 
1 to f i n d out i:vhat has h appened 
t 
... 
·* ..
' 
· I 
. 1 
.... 
·. 
Corruption is what I most willingly harvest. 
You are Evil, Hell, the Father of Lies; if so 
Hell is my home, and my days of good were a holiday; 
Hell is my hill, and the world slopes away from it 
Into insignificance. I have come suddenly 
Upon my heart and where it is I see no help for. 
THOMAS. I I I I 
We're lost, both irretrievably lost 
(Enter from study door TAPPERCOOM1 with the lantern, TYSON, 
HUMPHREY and CHAPLAIN. TAPPERCOOM goes straight to desk, and 
puts lantern on upstage end. RICHARD goes to R. window-seat. 
TYSON follOf-!JS TAPPERCOOM to desk. CHAPLAIN stays ~elow· door 
HUMPHREY goes C.) 
TAPPERCOOM. (Entering.) 
Certainly, 
The woman has confessed. Spargere auras f 
Per vulgam ambigua. The town can go to bed. 
TYSON. 
It was a happy idea, eh, Tappercoom? This will be 
A great relief to my sister, and everybody 
Concerned. A very nice confession, my dear. 
THOMAS. 
What is this popping noise~\Now, what's the matter? 
JENNET 
Do they think I've confessed to witchcraft? 
HUMPHREY 
Admirably. 
CHAPLAIN. ('Jo JENNET.) 
Bother such sadness, you understand, I'm sure; 
Those in authority over us. I should like 
To have been a musician but others decreed otherwise 
But sin, whatever we might prefer, cannot 
Go altogether unregarded. 
TAPPERCOOM. (HUMPHREY has now taken JENNET to step C. in 
front of desk.) 
Now, 
Now, Chaplain, don't get out of hand-
Pieties come later.-Young Devize 
Had better go and calm the populace. 
Tell them faggots will be lit to-morrow at noon. 
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Corruption is what I most willingly harvest. 
You are Evil, Hell, the Father of Lies; if so 
·Hell is my home, and my days of good were a holiday; 
Hell is my hill, and the world slopes away from it 
Into insignificance. I have come suddenly 
Upon my heart and where it is I see no help for. 
THOMAS. I I .  I 
We're lost, both irretnevably lost 
(Enter from study door TAPPERCOOM1 with the lantern, TYSON, 
HUMPHREY and CHAP-LAIN. TAPPERCOOM goes straight to desk and 
puts lantern on upstage end. RICHARD goes to R. _window-seat. 
TYSON foliows TAPPER.COOM to desk. CHAPLAIN stays below door 
HUMPHREY goes C.) ~ / 
TAPPERCOOM. (Entering.) 
f Certainly, 
The woman has confessed. Spargere auras 
Per vulgam ambigua. The town can go to bed. 
TYSON. 
It was a happy idea, eh, Tappercoom? This will be 
A great relief to my sister, and everybody 
Concerned. A very nice confession, my dear. 
THOMAS. / ! 
What is this popping noisel\No~, what's the matter? 
JENNET 
Do they think I've confessed to witchcraft? 
HUMPHREY 
Admirably. 
CHAPLAIN. (1o JENNET.) 
Bother such sadness, you understand, I'm sure; 
Those in authority over us. I should like 
To have been a musician but others decreed otherwise 
But sin, whatever we might prefer, cannot 
Go altogether unregarded. 
TAPPERCOOM. (HUMPHREY bas now taken JENNET to step C. in 
front of desk.) 
Now, 
Now, Chaplain, don't get out of hand-
Pieties come later.-Young Devize 
Had better go and calm the populace. 
Tell them faggots will be lit to-morrow at noon. 
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Action: to save Jennet 
1 to t hreat en t hem i:Ti th an mrar enes s of t hei r motives 
2 to t hreaten t hem wi th physi cal violence 
3 s ame as 2 
1 to protect her 
(He novr lmm.,rs t hat he is in love "'tTith her.) 
':' Another bitter comment on life 
'"::' At last! His goal is about to be achieved! 
2 to r efuse his sentence 
.. 
-. 
' 
1 
* i. 
', 
** 
... 
·. 
2 
I 
I 
I 
(Picks up bucket from c. and takes it to desk. TYSON stands on 
window-seat L. JENNET faints on steps D. L.) 
RICHARD. (Running to JENNET.) 
Look, she's fallen! 
CHAPLAIN. 
Air! Air! 
TYSON. 
Water! 
. THOMAS. (Crossing L. c.) j I \ 
But n~ fl e, do you hear? No fire! . How is she, Richard? ) 
Oh, the delicate mistiming of women !1 She has carefully 
Snappe!i in half' my jawbone of an ass. _ 
(TYSON and TAPPERCOOM come D. C. on step, and CHAPLAIN comes 
to their R.) · / 
RICHARD. 
Life is coming back. 
THO~M~A~S~.------~--------- ;I I 
Importunate life! 1 
It should have some'thing better to do 
Than to hang about at a chronic street comer 
In dirty weather and worse company. 
TAPPERCOOM. (1n C. of group.) 
It is my duty as Justice to deliver 
Sentence u on ou as well. 
THOMAS ('Jurning to him.) 
Ali! 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Found guilty 
Of jaundice, misanthropy suicidal tendencies, 
And spearing gloom and despondency. You will spend 
The evening joyously, sociably taking part 
_In the pleasures of your fellow m_ en_. __ 
THOMAS. _ _/ 
I ' Not I 
Until you've hanged me.l l'll be amenable then. 
JENNET ' 
Have I come back to consciousness to hear that 
Still? 
(Starts to rise.) 
You see, 
l.-
Richard, help me to stand 
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Preacher to the caddis-fly, I return 
To live my allotted span of insect hours. 
But if you batter my wings with talk of death 
I'll drop to the ground again. 
(THOMAS helps to seat her on stool D. L., then slowly takes his 
arms away from her and turns to TAPPERCb'OM. RICHARD sits on 
steps R., D. L.) 
THOMAS. 1 
- / 
Ah, one , / 
Concession to your courage, and then no more. [ 
('Jo Tj.PPERCOOM L. C.) Gentfe~e!l, I'll acc/rt your most inhuman -
Sente'ncel rll not disturb the indolence 
Of your gallows- yetJ But on one condition: 
That thi'~ lady shal,l t~e her share_;to-night 
Of awful festivity~·~ Sne shall suffer too. 
TYSON. 
Out of the question. Quite out of the question. 
Absolutely out of the question. What, what? 
TAPPERCOOM. 
What? 
THOMAS. 
--Th cf\ ..::rhat- you shall spend the night in searching 
For the bodies of my victims, or else the Lord 1 
Chief Justice of England shall know you let a murderer 
Go free.'\I'II raise the country. 
JENNET 
Do you think 
I can go in gaiety tonight 
Under the threat of tomorrow? If I could sleep 
THOMAS. (Crosses to JENNET.) 
That is the heaven to come. I! , 
We sh~ld Be like stars now that it's dark:j 
U~e ours~lves up to the las~ bright dregs 
And vanish in the mcfming.!Shall we not 
Suffer as wittily as we can4 Now, come, 
Don't pur'se your lips up like a little prude at the hu~or 
Of annihilation.VIt is somewhat broad, 
I admit, but we're nB't children. 
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1 to make them i nvite Jennet also 
(An expression of hi s admi r a tion and regard for 
her .) 
* ( "Then 11 mal;:es more sens e t han 11 tha t 11 in t his 
context . I believe thi s i s a t ,rpographica l 
error.) 
2 to t h reat en t hem int o inviting Jennet by blackmail 
3 to persuade her to re s i gn hers elf to death 
r 
1 to make her l augh 
2 to vrarn her t hat he still v.rants to die 
1 
·, 
' 
'' 
-2 
·. 
_1 
·-· 
JENNET 
I am such 
A girl of habit. I had got into the way 
Of being alive. I will live _as well as~ 
This evening. 
THOMAS. I I I I 
And I'll live, too, if it kills me. 
(Sits L. end of bench.) 
HUMPHREY 
Well, Uncle? If you're going to let this clumsy 
Fisted cut-throat loose on the house to-night, 
Why ~ot the witch-girl, too? 
(Sits on steps L.) 
CHAPLAIN. (Comes D. C.) 
;-" 
Foolishly, 
I can't help saying it, I should like 
To see them dancing. 
(TAPPERCOOM rises, whispers to TYSON .) 
TYSON. 
We have reached a decision. 
The circumstances compel us reluctantly to 
Agree to our most unorthodox request. 
THOMAS. / 
I . / Wisdom 
At last! But listen, woman 
(TYSON whispers to TAPPERCOOM.) 
afth this 
I have no further interest in the world. 
JENNET 
evening 
My interest also will not be great, I imagine, 
After this evening. 
QUICK CURTAIN 
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ACT III 
SCENE: 1he same, by candlelight and moonlight. 
TIME: f.ater the same night. 
Door u. L. behind HUMPHREY is open, and sounds of the 
party can be heard. THOMAS appears in passage outside 
this door HUMPHREY stan s at window-seat u. c. 
THOMAS. (_Entering.} 1 
' 
0 teaium, tedl~m, tedium. 
(Shuts doo~.)' 
The frenzied 
CereiJlonial drumming of the hurridrum! 
Whe're in this small-talking world can I find 
A longitude with no platitude? 
(Sound from HUMPHREY THOMAS sees him and on !Jixt 
speech moves u. to c. window and sits on beer barrel L~ ''of 
it.) 
I must "' 
Apolqgise. That was no joke to be heard \ 
Makjng to myself in the full face of the moon. 
If ohly I had been born flame, a flame 
Poised say on the flighty head of a candle, 
I coyld have stood in this draught and gone out, 
Whtp, through the door of my exasperation. 
But I r;main, like the possibility 
Of water in a desert. 
HUMPHREY 
I'm sure nobody 
Keeps you here. There's a road outside if you ~ant it. 
THOMAS. 
What on earth should I do with a r9ad? that furrow 
On the forehead of imb'ecility, a road? 
I would as soon be up there, walking in the moon's 
White upmolared gums. I'll sit1on the world/ 
And rotate with you till we roll into the morning. 
HUMPHREY 
You're a pestering parasite. If I had my way 
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You'd be got rid of. You're mad and you're violent, 
And I strongly resent finding you slightly pleasant. 
('Jo stool D. R.) --
. - THOMAS. I I 
1 Oh, God, yes, so do I. 
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(NICHOLAS enters through door u. L. and noise of. party can be 
beard until be closes door 1-le stands on steps L.) 
NICHOLAS. 
As things tum out 
_ I want to commit an offense. 
THOMAS. 
Does something prevent y~_u? 
NICHOLAS. 
I don't know whaf offense to commi!,_ _ / 
THOMAS. ~ 
I 
What abysmal 
Poverty of mind! 
NICHOLAS. 
This is a night 
Of the most asphyxiating enjoyment that ever 
Sapped my youth. 
HUMPHREY ('Jo NICHOLAS.) 
I think I remember 
The stars gave you certain rights and interests 
In a little blonde religious. How is she, Nicho-las? 
(Sits stool D. R.) 
NICHOLAS. ('J'o C.) 
Your future wife, Humphrey, if that is who 
You mean, is pale, tearful and nibbling a walnut. 
I loved her once earlier today 
Loved her with a passionate misapprehension. 
I thought you wanted her, and I'm always deeply 
Devoted to your affairs. 
(Sits chair c.) 
But now, I'm bored, 
(HUMPHREY break R. C.) 
As bored as the face of a fish, 
In spite of the sunlit barley of her hair. 
HUMPHREY 
Aren't I ready to marry her? I thought that was why 
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We were mooning around here celebrating. What more 
Can I do to make you take her off my hands? 
And I'm more than ready for the Last Trump as well. 
It will stop old Mrs. Cartwright talking. 
(1o stool D. R., sits.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Never. 
She's doom itself. She could talk a tombstone off anybody. 
(Enter MARGARET u. L. Party sounds can be heard as she closes 
door.) 
MARGARET. 
Oh, there y!{u are. Whatever's wrong? You both 
Go wandering off, as though our guests· could be gay 
Of their own accord (the few who could bring themselves -~ 
To bring themselves, practically in the teeth r; 
Of the recording angel) They'refvery nervous 
And need considerable jollying. Goose liver, 
Cold larks, cranberry tart and sucking pig, 
And now everyone looks as though they only 
Wanted to eat each other, which might in the circumstance-s 
Be the best possible thing. Your uncle sent me 
To flnd yorr. I can tell he's put out; he's as vexed 
As a hen's hind feathers in a wind. And for that 
Matter so am I. Go back inside 
And be jolly like anyone else's children . 
NICHOLAS. 
Mother, 
I'd as soon kiss the bottom of a Barbary ape. 
The faces of our friends may be enchantment 
To some, but they wrap my spirits in a shroud. 
For the sake of my unborn children I have to avoid them. 
Oh, now be brave, Mother They'll go in the course of 
nature. 
MARGARET 
It's unfortunate, considering the wide 
Choice of living matter on this globe 
That I should have managed to be a mother. I can't 
Imagine what I was thinking of. Your uncle 
Has made me shake out the lavender 
From one of my flrst gowns which has hung in the wardrobe 
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Four-and-twenty unencouraging years, 
To lend to this Jennet girl, who in my opinion 
Should not be here. And I said to her flatly 
'The course of events is incredible. Make free 
With my jewel box." Where is she now? 
THOMAS. (Crosses D. C. 1 then L.) 
/ No doubt 
Still making free. Off she has gone 
Away to the meltjng moody horizons of opal, 
Moonstone, bloddstpne; now moving in lazy 
Amber, now shel&ring in the shade 
Of jade from a. brief rainfall of diamonds. 
Able to th_JPk to-n:o;row has an even 
Brigli'ter a'tr a glitter less moderate, --' 
I 
A quite unparalleled freedom in the fire: 
A de~th, nq. bounds to it. Where is she now? 
She is dressing, I imagine. 
(Sits stairs u. L.) 
MARGARET 
I don't like to think of her 
Yes, I suppose so. 
(Rises, goes u. to R. of THOMAS.) 
And as for you 
I should like to think of you as someone I knew 
Many years ago, and, alas, wouldn't see again. 
That would be charming. 
(.A step toward u. L. door.) 
I beg you to come, 
Humphrey. Give your brother a good example. 
HUMPHREY 
Mother, I'm unwell. 
•• MARGARET 
Oh, Humphrey! 
NICHOLAS. 
Mother, 
He i~ officially sick and actually bored . . 
The two together are as bad as a dropsy. 
MARGARET 
I must keep my mind as concentrated as possible 
On such pleasant things as the summer I spent at Stoke 
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D' A bern on. Your uncle must do what he will, 
I've done what I can. 
(MARGARET exits u. L. and as door opens party sounds can be 
beard, fading as door is closed.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Pleased. 
(Sits chair L. c.) 
Our Mother isn't 
HUMPHREY (Rises, crosses and sits on c-hair c.) 
She has never learnt to yawn, 
And so she hasn't the smallest comprehension 
Of those who can. 
THOMAS. (Rises and, moves to ~tool between chairs and sits.) 
Benighfed brothers in boredom 1 
Let us unite otirselves in a toast of ennui, ·~ 
I give you a ya' n: to this evening, especially remembering 
Mrs. Cartwright. · · 
(.All yawn.) :..~ 
To mo'rtallife, women, 
All government, wars, art, science, ambitions 
And the entire fallacy of human emotions! 
~ ~; 
(.As they painfully yawn again, enter JENNET bright with jewels 
and twenty years exquisitely out of fashion. She comes from up-
stairs, u. L., carrying jewel box. 
JENNET (On steps L.) 
And wake us in the morning with an ambrosial 
Breakfast, amen, amen. 
(Crosses and sits on stool D. R.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Humphrey poppin, 
Draw back the curtains. I have a sense of daylight. 
HUMPHREY 
It seems we're facing east. 
THOMAS. 
/ / / You've ~orne too late. 
Romulus, Remus and I have just bufied the world 
Under a heavy snowfall of disinterest. 
There's nothing left of life but cranberry tarts, 
Goose's liver sucking pig, cold larks, 
f • And Mrs. Cartwnght. 
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JENNET 
That's riches running mad. 
What about the have-not moon? Not a goose, not a pig, 
-· And yet she manages to be the wit 
Of heaven, and roused the envious Queen of Sheba 
To wash in mercury so that the Shehan fountains 
Should splash deliriously in the light of her breast. 
But she died, poor queen, shining less 
Than the milk of her thousand shorthorn cows. 
THOMAS. (Rises and crosses to R. c.) 
What's this? 
Where has th~ girl--I spoke to this evening gon~ 
With her Essential Fact? Surely she knows 
If she is true t~ herself, the moo,n is nothing 
But a circumambulating aphrodisiac . 
Divinely subsidised to provoke the world 
Into a rising birth-rate a veneer 
Of sheerest Venus on the planks of Time 
Which may fool the ocean but which fools not me. 
JENNET. 
So no moon . 
. , THOMAS. 
2 No moon. 
NICHOLAS. 
Let her have the last quarter. 
JENNET 
If he says no moon then of course there can be no moon. 
Otherwise we destroy his system of thought 
And confuse the quest for tru..!h:__ 
THOMAS. 
You see, Nicholas? 
JENNET 
I have only one small silver night to spend, 
So show me no luxuries. It will be enough 
If you spare me a spider, and when it spins I'll see 
The six days of Creation in a web. 
And a fly caught on the seventh. And if the dew 
Should rise in the web,_! may ~ell die~ Christian. 
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THOMAS. 
I must shorten my sa* We're into a strange wind. 
This evening you insi ted on what you see, 
What you touch, what you know. Where did this weather 
blow from? 
JENNET. 
Off the moors of mortality; that might 
Be so. Or there's that inland sea, the heart 
(On THOMAS' L.) 
But you mustn't hinder me, not now. I come 
Of a long-lived family, and I have 
Some sixty years to use up almost immediately. 
I shall join tiie sucking pig. 
(D. c. on stage level.) .~ 
" NICHOLAS. .. ,. 
Plea~e take my arm. 
I'll guide you there. 
HUMPHREY ' ,/
He shall do no such thing. --.. ~. 
Who's the host here? 
THOMAS. (./Waves D. R.) 
They have impeccable manners 
When they reach a certain temperature. 
HUMPHREY 
A word 
More from you, and...,X!lli...go out of this house. 
THOMAS. 
Like the heart going out of me, by which it avoids 
Having to brtak. 
(Sits on stool D. R. 'Viol heard off stage u. L., playing a slightly 
religious dance. HUMPHREY and NICHOLAS move toward door 
HUMPHREY to L. of door.) 
JENNET 
Be quiet for a moment. I hear 
A gay modulating anguish, rather like music. 
NICHOLAS. 
It's the Chaplain, extorting lightness of heart 
From the guts of his viol, to the greater glory of God. 
(TYSON enters from door u. L., leaving it open. Party noise is 
heard mixed with the music. 'He enters between NICHOLAS an.d. 
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HUMPHREY, speaking as be comes, and goes L. c.) 
TYSON. 
What I hear from your mother isn't agreeable to me 
In the smallest. 
(Sees JENNET.) 
A draught, quite noticeable. 
I'm a victim to air. 
(Sits chair L. c. TYSON motions NICHOLAS to close u. L. door 
which be does, the party sounds stop, ·but viol continues 
slightly softer and more in dance tempo.) 
I expect members of my family 
THOMAS . 
Is this courtesy, Mr Mayor, to tum your back 
On a guest? :-
JENNET (R . of C. chair.) _ 
Why should I be welcome? I ·~m wearing 
His days gone by. I rustle with his memories! 
I, the little heretic, as he thinks, 
The all unhallows Eve to his poor Adam; 
And nearly stubbing my toes against my grave 
In his sister's shoes, the grave he has ordered for me. 
Don't ask impossibilities of the gentleman. 
TYSON. 
Humphrey, will you explain yourself? 
HUMPHREY 
Uncle, 
I came to cool my brow. I was on my way back. 
NICHOLAS . 
Don't keep us talking. I need to plunge again 
Into that ice-cap of pleasure in the next room. 
('Holds out arm to JENNET.) 
I repeat, my arm. 
HUMPHREY (D. L. on step.) 
I have the right 
TENNET (On steps.) 
I repeat that I am the host. 
He has the right, Nicholas. 
(Crosses to between them.) 
Let me commit no solecism so near 
To eternity. Please open the door for us . 
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(NICHOLAS opens u. L. door goes through and holds it open. 
1he party can be heard, growing into exclamations as JENNET 
appears to them. JENNET holds out her hand to HUMPHREY 
and they exit together u. L. NICHOLAS shuts door and sounds 
cease.) 
We must go in as smoothly as old friends;· 
THOMAS. 
Well, does your blood run deep enough to run 
Cold, or have you none? 
(Cross toR. of TYSON.) 
TYSON. ('}acing away from THOMAS.) 
That's enough. Go away. 
THOMAS. 
Are you going to>:ry-off the burning? 
TYSON. 
f Worthless creatures, 
Both; I call you clutter. The standard soul 
Must mercilessly be maintained. No 
Two ways of life. One God, one point of view 
A general acquiescence to the mean. 
THOMAS . 
1 to shame. T'y son into ca lling off the burning 
2 to badger him i nto c a lling off the bu~ning 
3 to try to reason ':lith him i nto c a lling off the 
bu r nin g 
4 to excuse himself from t he room 
(He see s that persuasion v.rill do him no g ood vrith 
Tvson. He noVJ "tvant s to be alone to try t o discover 
another pl an to save J e!l.net .) 
>:< Al most to himself. 
. ; 
· . 
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(Puts empty tankard he is carrying on table.) 
Very jolly evening, Tyson. 
('J aps 'Jyson on back and crosses to c.) 
Are you sober? 
TYSON, (Crying .) 
Yes, yes, yes. 
TAPPERCOOM. (Sits C.) 
You shouldn't say that, you know. 
You're in tears, Tyson. I know when I see tliem, 
My wife has them. You've drunk too deep, my boy. 
Now I'm.as sober ;;~s a judge, perhaps a judge 
A little on circuit, but still sober. Tyson, 
You're in tears, old fellow, two little wandering 
Jews of tears getting 'emselves embrangled 
In your beard. 
TYSON. 
I won't stand it, Tappercoom: 
I won't have it, I won't have evil things 
Looking so distinguished. I'm no longer 
Young, and I should be given protection. 
TAPPERCOOM . 
Do you want protecting from now? 
TYSON. 
We must bum her, 
What 
Before she destroys our reason. Damnable glitter. 
Tappercoom, we mustn't become bewildered 
At our time of life. Too unusual 
Not to be corrupt. 
(Rises and crosses to fire.) 
Must be burnt 
Immediately burnt, burnt, Tappercoom, 
Immediately. 
(Sits stool D. R.) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Are you trying to get rid of temptation, 
Tyson? A belated visit of the wanton flesh 
/ 
After all these years? You've got to be dispassionate. 
Calm and civilized. I am civilized. 
I know, frinstance, that Beauty is not an Absolute. 
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Beauty is a Condition. As you might say 
Hey nanny yes or Hey nanny no. 
But the Law's as aboute an Absolute 
(CHAPLAIN enters from door u. L., carrying viol. Party can 
be beard, stops immediately door is closed after him. TAPPER· 
COOM sees CHAPLAIN L.) 
Hello, feeling dickey, Chaplain? 
CHAPLAIN. (Coming D. to chair C. L.) 
It would be 
So kind if you didn't notice me. I have 
Upset myself. I have no right to exist, 
Not in any form, I think. 
(Sits chair c. q 
TAPPERCOOM. 
I hope you won't 
Think me unsociable if I don't cry myself. 
What's the matter? Here's the pair of you 
Dripping like newly weighed anchors. 
Let the butterflies come to you, Chaplain. 
Or you'll never be pollinated into a Bishop. 
CHAPLAIN . 
No, it's right and it's just that I should be cast down. 
I've treated her with an abomination 
That maketh desolate: the words, the words 
Are from Daniel 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Hey, what's this? The young woman again? 
CHAPLAIN. 
My patient instrument. I made my viol 
Commit such sins of sound and I didn't mind: 
No, I laughed. I was trying to play a dance. 
I'm too unaccomplished to play with any jollity. 
I shouldn't venture beyond religious pieces. 
(Kisses his viol.) 
TYSON. 
There's no question of jollity. We've got 
To bum her, for our peace of mind. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
You must wait 
Until tomorrow, like a reasonable chap. 
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And to-morrow, remember, you'll have her property 
Instead of your present longing for impropriety. 
And her house, now I come to think o.f it 
Will suit me nicely. 
(Rises.) 
A large mug of small beer for both of you. 
Leave it to me. 
(Crosses behind chairs to L.) 
CHAPLAIN. (yetting up.) 
No, no, no, 
I sh9uld become delighted again. I wish 
For repentance , 
(RICHARD enters u. L. 'R~stands R. of door u. L. CHAPLAIN moves ,.1 
to steps L.) · ' 
TAPPERCOOM. 
You shall have it. I'll pour it out. 
Myself. You'll see; it shall bring you to your knees. 
CHAPLAIN. (On steps L.) 
I'm too unaccomplished. I haven't the talent. 
But I hoped I should see them dancing. And after all 
They didn't dance 
TAPPERCOOM. 
They shall, dear saint, they shall. 
('Jhey exit u. L. RICHARD opens door for them, then shuts it and 
crosses to TYSON.) 
RICHARD. 
I was sent to tell you, Mr. Tyson 
TYSON. 
I'm not 
To be found. I'm fully occupied elsewhere. 
(Rises and crosses to study door .) 
If you wish to find me I shall be in my study. 
(RICHARD opens study door R. for TYSON.) 
You can knock, but I shall give you no reply. 
I wish to be alone with my convictions. 
Good night. 
(1-Ie exits RICHARD shuts study door, moves to table. THOMAS 
oo t ouq wm o·w, an stan son win ow si .) 
THOMAS. 
The Great Bear is looking so geometrical 
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One would think that something or other could be proved. 
Are you sad, Richard? 
RICHARD. 
Certainly. 
(Sits on stool below table.) 
THOMAS. 
I also. 
I've been cast adrift on a raft of melancholy . 
The night wind passed ~e, like a sail across 
A blind man's eye. There it is, 
The.interminable tumbling of the great grey 
Main ofmoonlight, washing over 
The little oyster-shell of this month of April: 
Among the raven-quills of the shadows 
And on the white pillows of men aslcrep: 
The night's a pale pasture land of peace, 
And something condones the world incorrigibly. 
(Sits OIJ"window-seat R.) 
But wKat, in fact, is this vaporous charm? 
We're softened by a nice conglomeration 
Of the. world's uneven surface, refraction of light, 
Obstruction of light, conden; ation, distance, 
And that sappy upshot of self-centered vegetablism, 
The trees of the garden. How is it we come 
To see this as a heav.en in the eye? 
Why should we ha, k, and spit out ecstasy 
As though we were nightingales, and call these quite 
Casual degrees and differences 
Beauty? What guile recommends the world 
And gives our eyes a special sense to be 
Deluded above all animals? .. Stone me, Richard! 
I've begun to talk like that soulless girl, and sh'e 
May at this moment be talking like me! I shall go 
Back into the garden, and choke myself with the seven 
Sobs I managed to bring with me from the wreck. 
RICHARD. 
To hear her you would think her feet had almost 
Left the ground. 
(Rises and moves to behind chair c .) 
The evening which began 
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So blackly now, as though it were a kettle 
Set over her flame, has started to sing. And all 
The time I find myself praying under my breath 
That something will save her. 
THOMAS. (Moving up C.) 
You might do worse, 
Tides tum with a similar sort of whisper 
(Stands at R. window-sill. Door u. L. opens and we bear the 
party again. ALIZON enters quickly shuts -door and the sounds 
cease.) 
ALIZON. (Just inside· door.) 
Richard! 
RICHARD. 
Alizon! 
ALIZON. 
I've come to be Jith you. 
RICHARD. 
Not with me. I'm the to-and-fro-fellow 
Tonight. You have to be with Humphrey. 
ALIZON. 
I think 
I have never met Humphrey. I have met him less 
And less the more I haye seen hjm. 
THOMAS. I 
You will forgive me. 
I was mousing for a small Dutch owl. 
If it has said towoot t-~ice it has said it 
A thousand times. 
(Exit quickly through window, and off L.) 
RICHARD. p to window, looks after THOMAS.) 
Hey! Thomas! 
Ah, well. 
(Comes slowly down c.) 
The crickets are singing well with their legs tonight. 
ALIZON. (Below chair L.) 
It sounds as though the night air were riding 
On a creaking saddle. 
RICHARD. 
You must go back to the others. 
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ALIZON. 
Let q~e stay. I'm not able to love them. 
Have you forgotten what they mean to do tomorrow? 
RICHARD. 
How could I forget? But there are laws 
And if someone fails them 
ALIZON. 
I shall run 
Away from laws if laws can't live in the heart. 
I shall be gone tomorrow. 
RICHARD. ('Jo her.) 
. . You make the room 
Suddenly colq. Where will you go? 
ALIZON. 
Where 
Will you come to find me? 
RICHARD. 
Look, you've pulled the thread ,__.; 
In your sleeve. Is it honest for me to believe ";· 
You would be unhappy? 
ALIZON. 
When? 
RICHARD. 
If you marry Humphrey? 
ALIZON. 
Humphrey's a winter in my head. 
But whenever my thoughts are cold> and I lay them 
Against Richard's name, they seem to rest 
On the warm ground where summer sits 
As golden as a humble bee. 
So I did very little but think of you 
Until I ran out of the room. 
RICHARD. 
Do you come to me 
Only because you can never love the others? 
\LIZON. 
God moved many lives to show you to me. 
I think that is the way it must have happened. 
It was complicated, but very kind. 
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RICHARD. (./Wakes slight turn away then back again.) 
If I asked you 
If you could ever love me, I should know 
For certain that I w~s no longer rational. 
ALIZON. 
J 
I love you quite as much as I love St. Anthony, 
And rather more than I love St. John Chrysostom. 
RICHARD. 
But putting haloes on one side, as a man 
Could you love me, Alizon? 
('Kneels on her R.) 
ALIZON. 
I have become 
A woman, Richard, because I love you. I know 
I was a child three hours ago. And yet f 
I love you as de.eply as many years could make me, 
But less deeply than many years will make me. 
RICHARD. ('Kisses her.) 
I think I may never speak steadily again, 
What have I done or said to make it possible 
That you should love me? 
ALIZON. 
Everything I loved 
Before has come to one meeting place in you, 
And you have gone out into everything I love. 
RICHARD. 
Happiness seems to be weeping in me, as 
I suppose it should, being newly born. 
ALIZON. 
We must never leave each other now or else 
We should perplex the kindness of God. 
RICHARD. 
Of God itself is not a little perplexing. 
What do we do? 
ALIZON. 
The kindness 
We cleave to each other, Richard. 
That is what is proper for us to do. 
RICHARD. 
But you were promised to Humphrey, Alizon. 
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(Crosses to her L.) 
And I'm hardly more than a servant here, 
Tied to my own apron strings. They'll never 
Let us love each other. 
('Jurns back to her.) 
ALIZON. 
Then they will have 
To outwit all that ever went to create us. 
RICHARD. ('Jaking her hands in his.) 
So they will. I believe it. Let them storm. 
We're l~vers in a deep and safe place 
-And never lonely any more. Alizon; 
Shall we mai<:e the future, however much it roars, 
Lie down with CJUr happiness? Are you ready 
To forego custom and escape with me? · 
ALIZON. 
Shall we go now, before anyone prevents us? :.-/ ..
RICHARD. (./Waves to u. L. door and back to ALIZON.) 
I'll take you to the old priest who first found me. 
He is as near to being my father 
As putting his hand into a poor-box could make him. 
He'll help us. Oh, Alizon, I so 
Love you. 
('Kisses her takes herR. to below door u . R.) 
Let yourself quietly out and wait for me 
Somewhere near the gate, but move in a shadow. 
I must fetch my savings. Are you afraid? 
ALIZON. 
In some 
Part of me, not all; and while I wait 
I can have a word with the saints Theresa and Christopher: 
They may have some suggestions. 
RICHARD. 
Yes, do that. 
Now: like a mouse. 
(yives her a quick kiss. ALIZON exits u. R. and off RICHARD 
goes to the window.) 
Only let me spell 
No disillusion for her, safety, peace, 
And a good world, as good as she has made it! 
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(./Waves c. MARGARET enters from u. L., and party is heard again, 
stopping as door is closed. She crosses to RICHARD, who stops as 
he sees her.) 
MARGARET. 
Now, Richard, have you found Mr. Tyson? 
RICHARD. 
He's busy with his convictions . 
(Crosses MARGARET.) 
MARGARET. 
Yes, 
He has no business 
To be_ busy now. How am I to prevent 
This girl, condenmed as a heretic, from charming us 
With gentleness, consic;leration and gaiety? 
It makes orthodoxy seem almost irrelevant. 
But I expect they would tell us the soul tan be as lost 
For loving-kindness as in anything else. 
Well, well; we must scramble for grace as best we can. 
Where is Alizon? 
RICHARD. 
I must I must 
·, MARGARET. 
·. 
I • 
The poor child has gone away to cry, 
See if you can find her, will you, Richard? 
RICHARD. 
I have to have to 
(./Wakes a quick exit out cellar door L.) 
MARGARET. 
Very well, I will go 
In search of the sad little soul, myself. 
(.Cooks around, looks upstairs, u. L., and sighs.) 
Oh dear, I could do with a splendid holiday 
In a complete vacuum. 
(Exit upstairs u. L. JENNET enters from door u. L. She seems for 
a moment exhausted, but crosses to the windows. She is followed 
by NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY Party can be heard again, stopping 
as door is closed.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Are you tired of us? 
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HUMPHREY. 
Why on earth 
Can't you stop following her? 
NICHOLAS. 
Stop following me. 
JENNET (£ooking out of window.) 
I am trou~led to find Thomas Mendip. 
(NICHOLAS is on JENNET'S L. by window, HUMPHREY on 
NICHOLAS' L.) 
NICHOLAS. 
As mad as the nature of man. 
1 HUMPHREY -
He's far gone 
_ As rude and crude 
As an act of Cod. He'll bum your house. 
JENNET i 
So he has. 
(Comes down to fire.) 
Are you kind to mention burning? 
HUMPHREY 
-~ 
/' 
, 
·-. 
I beg your pardon. 
NICHOLAS. (1o JENNET'S L.) 
Couldn't you tomorrow by some elementary spell 
Reverse the direction of the flames and make them burn 
downwards? 
It would save you unpleasantness and increase at the same 
Time the heat below, which would please 
Equally heaven and hell. 
(HUMPHREY comes downstage with NICHOLAS, but further c.) 
I feel such a tenderness for you, not only because 
I think you've bewitched my brother, which would be 
A most salutary thing, but because, even more 
Than other women, you carry a sense of that cavernous 
Night folded in night, where Creation sleeps 
And dreams of men. If only we loved each other 
Down the pitshaft of love I could go 
To the motive mysteries under the soul's floor 
Well drenched in damnation I should be as pure 
As a limewashed wall. 
(JENNET sits stool. NICHOLAS kneels.) 
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HUMPHREY (A step toward them.) 
Get out! 
(Pushes NICHOLAS R. C.) 
JENNET 
He does no harm 
Is it possible he still might make for death 
Even on this open-hearted night? 
HUMPHREY (Crossing to buttress.) 
Who-might? 
JENNET. 
Thomas Mendip. He's sick of the world, but the world . -
Has a right to him. 
HUMPHREY 
~ Damn Thomas Mendip. 
NICHOLAS. 
Nothing 
Easier. . 
(HUMPHREY cross to below buttress. Enter RICHARD from:{ 
cellar door L., carrying his possessions tied in a handkerchief 
J-ie is upset to see his escape is cut off.) 
You're just the fellow, Richard. 
(Crosses to him.) 
We need some more Canary say five bottles 
More. And before we go in, we'll drink here, privately, 
To beauty and the sombre sultry waters 
Where beauty haunts. 
RICHARD. CJries to cross NICHOLAS.) 
I have to flnd to flnd 
NICHOLAS. (Stopping him and pushing him D. L.) 
Five bottles of Canary. I'll come to the cellars 
And help you bring them. Quick, before our Mother 
Calls us back to evaporate into duty. 
(NICHOLAS pushes RICHARD off L.1 and exits.) 
HUMPHREY (~oves D. to R. of JENNET.) 
He's right. You have bewitched me. But not by scents 
Of new-mown hell. For all I know you may 
Have had some by-play with the Devil, and your eyes 
May well be violets in a stealthy wood 
Where souls are lost. If so, you will agree 
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The Bre is fair, as far goes: you have 
To bum. 
JENNET. 
It is hard to live last hours. 
As the earth deserves. Must you bring closer the time 
When, as night yawns under my feet, 
I shall be cast away in the chasm of dawn? 
I am tired with keeping my thoughts clear of that verge . 
HUMPHREY 
But need you? These few hours of the night 
Might be lived in a way which wouldn't end 
In Bre. It would be insufferable 
If you wen:. burned while you were strange to me. 
I should never si! at ease in my body again. 
JENNET 
Must we talk of this? All there is i 
To be said has been said, and all in a heavy sentence; 
There's nothing to add except a grave silence. 
HUMPHREY (Rises, moving D. C.) 
Listen, will you listen? There is more to say, 
(Breaks L., then leans on back of chair L., facing her.) 
I am able to save you, 
(JENNET sits chair c.) 
since all official action 
Can be given official hesitation. I happen 
To be on the Council, and a dozen reasons 
Can be found to postpone the moment of execution: 
Legal reasons, monetary reasons 
They've conflscated your property and I can question 
Whether your affairs may not be too disordered. 
And once postponed, a great congestion of quibbles 
Can be let loose over the Council table 
JENNET 
Hope can break the heart, Humphrey. Hope 
Can be too strong. 
HUMPHREY 
But this is true: actual 
As my body is. And as for that now, impartially 
Look what I risk. 
(Sits in chair L. c.) 
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If in any way you've loosened 
The straps which hold in place our fairly workable 
Wings of righteousness, and they say you have, 
When my status in both this town and the after-life 
Will be gone if either suspect me of having helped you 
I have to be given a considerable reason 
For risking that. 
JENNET. 
I fondly hope I'm beginning 
To misconstrue you. 
HUMPHREY (Rises and crosses in front of her to kneel o.n-her R.) 
. . Later on tonight 
When they've .illl gone small into their beauty sleep 
I'll procure the key and come to your cell. Is that 
Agreeable? .~ 
JENNET. 
Is it so to you? 
Aren't you building your castles in foul air? 
HUMPHREY 
Foul? No; it's give and take, the basis 
Of all understanding. 
JENNET. 
You mean you give me a choice: 
To sleep with you, or tomorrow to sleep with my fathers. 
{HUMPHREY shrugs.) 
And if I value the gift of life, 
Which, dear heaven, I do, I can scarcely refuse. 
HUMPHREY (£aughs.) 
Isn't that sense? 
JENNET 
Admirable sense. 
Oh, why, why am I not sensible? 
Oddly enough, I hesitate. Can I 
So dislike being cornered by a young lecher 
That I would rather die? That would be 
The maniac pitch of pride. Indeed it might 
Even be sin. Can I believe my ears? 
I seem to be considering heaven. And heaven, 
From this angle, seems considerable. 
HUMPHREY (Rises and leans over JENNET's chair.) 
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Now, please, we're not going to confuse the soul and the body. 
This, speaking bodily, is merely an exchange 
Of compliments. 
JENNET 
And surely throwing away 
My life for the sake of pride would seem .to heaven 
A bodily blasphemy, a suicide? 
HUMPHREY 
Even if heaven were interested. Or even 
If you cared for heaven. 
(HUMPHREY tries to kiss JENNET, she rises and moves to below 
chair i...) 
Am I unattractive to you? 
JENNET 
Except that yoti have the manners of a sparrowhawk, 
With less reason, no, you are not/ 
.• 
, 
(HUMPHREY takes a step toward her she crosses to R. c.) • 
But even so ~-f 
I'd no more run to your arms than I wish to run 
To death. I ask myself why. Surely I'm not 
Mesmerised by some snake of chastity? 
HUMPHREY 
This isn't the time 
JENNET. 
Don't speak, contemptible boy 
I'll tell you: I am not. We have 
To look elsewhere for instance, into my heart 
Where recently I heard begin a 
Bell of longing which calls no one to church. 
But need that, ringing away in vain, 
Drown the milkmaid singing in my blood 
And freeze into the tolling of my knell? 
That would be pretty, indeed, but unproductive. 
No, it's not that. 
HUMPHREY (1o above chair c.) 
Jennet, before they come 
And interrupt us 
JENNET (Crosse~ to above fire .) 
I am interested 
In my feelings, I seem to wish to have some importance 
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In the play of time. If not, 
Then sad was my mother's pain, sad my breath, 
Sad the articulation of my bones, 
Sad, sad my alacritous web of nerves, 
Woefully, woefully sad my wondering brain, 
To be shaped and sharpened into such tendrils 
Of anticipation, to feed the swamp of space. 
What is deep as lovejs deep, I'll have 
Deeply. What is good as love is good 
I'll have well. Then if time and space 
Have any purpose, I shall belong to it. 
If not, if all is a pretty fiction 
To distract the cherubim and seraphim 
Who so continually do cry the least 
I can do is to fill the em-fed shell of the world 
With human deep-sea sound, and hold it tb 
The ear of God, until he has appetite 
To taste our salt sorrow on his lips. 
(Sits stool.) 
And so you see it might be better to die. 
(HUMPHREY goes to her kneels R. of her.) 
Though on the other hand, I admit it might 
Be immensely foolish. 
(A thundering noise from understage D. L.) 
Listen! What 
Can all the thundering from the cellars be? 
(HUMPHREY moves c. JENNET goes quickly to study door then 
back to buttress, when caught by HUMPHREY.) 
~ HUMPHREY 
I don't know at all. 
(yoes to her.) 
._ You're simply playing for time. 
(Seizes her.) 
Why can't you answer me before I'm thrown 
By the bucking of my pulse, before Nicholas 
Interrupts us? Will it be all right? 
JENNET 
Doesn't my plight seem pitiable to you? 
HUMPHREY (£eaning over her.) 
Pitiable, yes. It makes me long for you 
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Intolerably. Now, be a saint, and tell me 
I may come to your cell. 
ears in window, climbs in and stands on window-
I wish I could believe 
My freedom was not in the flames . Oh God, I wish 
The ground would open. 
THOMAS. (Coming down R. and pulling HUMPHREY away throws 
him on step L . of buttress.) 
Allow me to open it for you! 
Admit I was right. Man's a mistake. 
Lug-wonii.s. the lot of us. 
(Stands with ane foot on HUMPHREY's chest.)-
HUMPHREY. -=! 
~ .. 
Wipe your filthy boots , 
Before you start trespassing. 
THOMAS. ('Jakes off his coat and throws it on R. window-seai.) ; 
And as for you, 
I'll knock your apple-blossom back into the roots 
... '?: 
Of the Tree of Knowledge where you got it from! 
(Crosses toR. below step. HUMPHREY rises.) 
JENNET. 
Oh dear, 
Is it lug-worms at war.? 
('Jo THOMAS.) 
And by what right, will you tell me, 
Do your long ears come moralizing in 
Like Perseus to Andromeda? Pause a moment 
And consider. 
THOMAS. 
Maaam, if I were Herod in the middle 
Of the massacre of the innocents, I'd pause 
Just to consider the confusion of your imagery. 
HUMPHREY 
If he wants to fight me, let him. Come out into the garden. 
Whatever happens I shall have one bash at him 
(THOMAS moves to below passageway leading to door u. R.) 
Which, next to this other thing, is the most desirable 
Act in the world. If he kills me, you and I 
The day after tomorrow, can improve 
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The deadly hours of the grave 
By thrashing out the rights and wrongs of it. 
(THOMAS moves to c. stage, HUMPHREY to study door.) 
··· Only remember, I thought you unfairly beautiful 
And, to balance your sins, you should be encouraged 
For heaven's sake to spend your beauty 
In a proper•way, on someone who knows its worth. 
THOMAS. 
Souhd the trumpets! 
JENNET 
Yes, why not! And a roll 
Of drums. Y.ou, if you remember, failed 
Eveh to give me ~·choice. You have only said · 
"Die, woman, a;d look as though you liked it." 
So you'll agree this can hardly be said to concern you. 
(Crossing downstage L. c.) • 
, 
THOMAS. (U. R. of chair C.) / 
All right! You've done your worst. You force me to tell you :..;-: 
The disastrous truth. I love you. A misadventure 
So intolerable, hell could do no more. 
Nothing in the world could touch me 
And you have to come and be the damnable 
Exception. I was nicely tucked up for the night 
Of eternity, and like a restless dream 
Of a fool's paradise, you, with a rainbow where 
Your face is, and an ignis fatuus 
W om like a rose in your girdle, come pursued 
By Bre, and presto! the bedclothes are on the floor 
And I, the tomfool, love you. Don't say again 
That this doesn't concern me, or I shall say 
That you needn't concern yourself with tomorrow's burning. 
(Enter NICHOLAS from cellar door L., carrying five bottles of 
Canary wine.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Do you know what .that little bastard Richard did? 
He locked me in the cellars. 
(Standing near L. door ) 
THOMAS. 
The situation 
/ 
Don't complicate 
I love you, perfectly knowing 
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You're nothing but a word out of the mouth 
Of that same planet of almighty blemish 
Which I long to leave. But the word is an arrow 
Of larksong, sh6t from the earth's bow and falling 
In a stillborn sunrise I shall lie in my grave 
With my hands clapped over my ears, to stop your music 
From riddling me as much as the meddling worms. 
(Hf.IMPHREY rjses. JENNET sits chair L.) 
Still, that's beside the point. We have to settle ~ 
This other matter. 
NICHOLAS. (yoing upstage of chairs between them.) 
Yes, I was telling you. . 
I went into the cellars to get the wine, 
And the door ~wung after me, and that little ~on 
_Of a crossbow turned the key . . 
(Puts bottles under table.) ' 
THOMAS. (Sits on chair C., to JENNET.) 
.• 
! 
, 
Can we find somewherl€ 
To talk where there isn't quite so much insect life? · 
(HUMPHREY sits by buttress again.) 
NICHOLAS. 
And there I was, in cobwebs up to my armpits, 
Hammering the door and yelling like a slaughter-house 
Until the cook came and let me out. Where is he? 
JENNET 
What should we talk of? You mean to be hanged. 
Am I to understand that your tongue-tied dust 
Will slip a ring on the finger of my ashes 
And we'll both die happily ever after? Surely 
His other suggestion, though more conventional, 
Has fewer flaws? 
THOMAS. 
But you said, like a ray of truth 
Itself, that you'd rather burn. 
JENNET 
My heart, my mind 
Would rather burn. But may not the casting vote 
Be with my body? And is the body necessarily 
Always ill-advised? 
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NICHOLAS. (Rises and stands slightly upstage of tb~m~, but be· 
tween tbem.) 
Something has happened 
. Since I made the descent into those hellish cobwebs. 
I'm adrift. What is it? 
THOMAS. 
Let me speak to her. 
(NICHOLAS crosses to L. of HUMPHREY.) 
You've destroyed riiy defences, the laborious contrivance 
Of hours, the precious pair of you. Oh Jennet, 
(Rises.) 
Jennet, you should have let me go before 
I confessed a word· of this damned word love. I'll not 
Reconcile myselho a dark world 
(JENNET rises.) -
For the sake of five-foot six of wavering)ight, 
For the sake of a woman who goes no higher 
Than my bottom lip. 
NICHOLAS. 
I'll strip and fly my shirt 
At the masthead unless someone picks me up. 
What has been going on? 
THOMAS. (C. on step. Points to HUMPHREY.) 
Ask that neighing 
Horse-box-kicker there, your matchless brother 
NICHOLAS. (Puts bis arm around HUMPHREY.) 
Ah, Humphrey darling, have there been 
Some official natural instincts? 
HUMPHREY (Crosses doum and sits on stool D. R.) 
I've had enough. 
The whole thing's become unrecognisable. 
JENNET (Moves up to L. of THOMAS.) 
Have I a too uncertain virtue to keep you 
On the earth? 
THOMAS. 
I ask nothing, nothing. Stop 
Barracking my hea;:t. Save yourself · 
His way if you must. There will always be 
Your moment of hesitation, which I shall chalk 
All over the walls of purgatory. Never mind 
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That, loving you, I've troddeti. the garden threadbare 
Completing a way to save you. 
(Crosses D. L. and sits on step.) 
JENNET 
If you saved me 
Without wishing to save yourself, you might have saved 
Your trouble. 
(Sits on chair L.) 
NICHOLAS. (Upstage of HUMPHREY.) 
I imagine it's all over with us, Humphrey . 
I shall go and lie with my own thoughts 
And conceive reciprocity Come on, you boy of gloom, 
· The high seas for us. 
HUMPHREY -
0, go and drown yo'urself 
And me with you. 
NICHOLAS. 
There's no need to drown, 
.. 
f' 
We'll take the tails off mermaids. ,.-:. 
(To buttress. Enter MARGARET from upstairs, D. L., stands at foot 
of steps.) 
MARGARET 
Have any of you seen 
That poor child Alizon? I think 
She must be lost. 
NICHOLAS. (Sitting on buttress.) 
Who isn't? The best 
Thing we can do is to make wherever we are lost in 
Look as much like home as we can. Now don't 
Be worried. She can't be more lost than she was with us. 
HUMPHREY 
I can't marry her, mother. Could you think 
Of something else to do with her? 
I'm going to bed. 
NICHOLAS. 
I think Humphrey has been 
Improperly making a proper suggestion, mother. 
He wishes to be drowned. 
MARGARET. (To THOMAS .) 
They find it impossible 
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To concentrate. Have you seen the little 
Fairhaired girl? 
NICHOLAS. 
He wishes to be hartged. 
MARGARET (Crosses to JENNET.) 
Have you hidden the child? 
(Crosses R. c. as NICHOLAS speaks.) 
NICHOLAS. 
Rather than sleep with my brother 
MARGARET. 
She wishes to ·be burned 
She should be thankful 
She can sleep at aH. For years I have woken up 
Every quarter of an hour. I must sit down. 
(Sits on c. chair.) ; 
I'm too tired to know what anyone's sayi~g. 
jENNET. 
I think none of us knows where to look for Alizon. 
Or for anything else. 
(Rises, crosses to MARGARET.) 
But shall we, while we wait 
For news of her, as two dispirited women 
Ask this man to admit he did no murders? 
(JENNET and MARGARET look at THOMAS, who moves toward 
window c.) 
THOMAS. 
~ 1 You think not? 
~ JENNET 
I know. There was a soldier, 
Discharged and centerless, with a towering pride 
._ In his sensibility and an endearing 
Disposition to be a hero, who wanted 
To make an example of himself to all 
Erring mankind, and falling in with a witch-hunt 
His good heart took the opportunity 
Of providing a diversion. 
(JENNET moves c .) 
0 Thomas, 
It was very theatrical of you to choose the gallows. 
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THOMAS. ('Jo MARGARET.) 
Mother, we won't listen to this girl. 
She is jealous, because of my intimate relations 
With. damnation. But damnation knows 
I love her 
(RICHARD enters U. R.) 
RICHARD. 
·· We have come back. 
NICHOLAS: (Crossing toward RICHARD.) · 
I want to talk to you. Who locked me in the cellars? 
(ALIZON enters, U. R.1 behind RICHARD.) 
MaRGARET 
Alizon, ~ere have you been? 
ALIZON. 
MARGARET 
Back? From where? 
We had to come back. ' i 
RICHARD. (Steppi~;~g forward.) :."' 
We came across Old Skipps. 
ALIZON. ('Jo MARGARET.) 
We were running away We wanted to be happy. 
NICHOLAS. 
Skipps? 
HUMPHREY 
The body of Old Skipps? We'd better 
Find Tappercoom. 
(HUMPHREY exits U. L.) 
MARGARET (Jvtoving to ALIZON.) 
Alizon, what do you mean, 
Running away? 
RICHARD . 
He is rather drunk. Shall I bring him 
In? He had been to see his daughter 
JENNET ('Jo THOMAS.) 
Will trouble to hang you now? 
(She crosses, exits up stairs u. L.) 
THOMAS. (Calling after her.) 
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Among so many bones. He had to come back 
To fetch his barrow. 
TAPPERCOOM. (Enters from U. L., followed by HUMPHREY.) 
· ·· What's all this I'm told? 
I was hoping to hang on my bough for the rest of the evening . 
Ripe and undisturbed. What is it? Murder 
Not such a fabriqtion after all? 
ALIZON. 
We had to come back, you see, because nobody now 
Will be able to bum her 
RICHARD. 
Nobody will be able 
To say she turned.him into a dog._ 
(7Ytoving to entrance u> R., calling .) 
Mr. Skipps. 
Come in, 
f 
(SKIPPS enters from u. R., very unsteadily.) 
TAPPERCOOM. (Crosses to SKIPPS.) 
It looks uncommonly to me 
As though someone has been tampering with 
Where's Tyson? 
(7Ytoves L.) 
I'm too amiable to-night 
To controvert any course of events whatsoever 
the evidence. 
SKIPPS. Your young gentleman says Come in, so I comes in. Youse 
only has to say muck off, and I goes, wivout argument. 
TAPPERCOOM. Splendid, .of course. (7Ytoving a few steps toward 
SKIPPS.) Are you the rag-and-bone merchant of this town, name 
of Matthew Skipps? 
SKIPPS. Who give me that name? My grandfathers and grand-
mothers and all in authority undrim. Baptized I blaming was, and I 
says to youse, baptized I am, and I says to youse, baptized I will be, 
wiv holy weeping and washing of teeth. And immersion upon us 
miserable offenders. Miserable offenders all no offence meant. 
And if any of youse is not a miserable offender, as he's told to be 
by almight and mercerable God, then I says to him Hands off my 
daughter, you bloody-minded heathen. (Swings arm as if to hit 
someone, almost falls down, but is caught and steadied by RICHARD. 
TAPPERCOOM moves toward him.) 
TJ\PPERCOQM. All right, all right. 
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SKIPPS. And I'm not quarrelling, mind; I'm not quarrelling. Peace 
on earth and good tall women. And give us our trespassers as tres-
passers will be prosecuted for us. I'm not perfect, mind. But I'm as 
··· good a miserable offender as any man here present, ladies excepted. 
THOMAS. (Calling to SKIPPS from window-seat.) Here now, Matt, 
aren't you forgetting yourself? You're dead; ·you've been dead for 
hours. 
SKIPPS. (£.ooking at THOMAS.) Dead am I? ('Jurning to TAPPER-
COOM.) I has the respect to ask you to give me coabberation of that. 
I says mucking liar to nobody. But I seen my daughter three hours 
back, and she'd have said fair and to my face Dad, you're dead. 
She .don't sta'nd for no nonsense. 
NICHOLAS. (RICHARD and ALIZON exit U. R.) The whole town 
knows it, Skipps, old man. You've been dead since this morniyg. 
SKIPPS. Dead. Well, you take my breaf away. Do I begin to stink, 
then? · 
HUMPHREY. You do. 
SKIPPS. Fair enough. That's coabberation. I'm among the b1~1ed 
saints. 
TAPPERCOOM. He floats in the heaven ' of the grape. Someone take 
him home to his hovel. 
SKIPPS. (Roaring, waving his arms.) Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! 
TAPPERCOOM. Now, stop that, Skipps. Keep your hosannas for the 
cold light of morning or we shall lock you up. 
SKIPPS. (7Ytoving about stage and singing.) Alleluia! 
TAPPERCOOM. ('Jo MARGARET.) He'll wake your guests and spoil 
their pleasure. They're all sitting half sunk in a reef of collars. 
Even the dear good Chaplain has taken so many glassesful of 
repentance he's almost unconscious of the existence of sin. 
SKIPPS. Glory, amen! Glory, glory, amen, amen! 
MARGARET. 
Richard will take this old man home. Richard 
(£.ooks about for him.) 
Where is Richard? Where is Alizon? 
Have they gone again? 
NICHOLAS. 
Yes; Humphrey's future wife, 
Blown clean away. 
MARGARET 
Yes; that's all very well; 
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1 to try to quiet Skipps 
1 to justify Al i zon ' s behavi or to Margaret 
1 
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But she mustn't think she can let herself be blown 
Away whenever she likes. 
TfiOM.AS. 
What better time 
Than when she likes? 
SKIPPS. (Chanting.) 
As it was in the beginning, 
Ever and ever, ameri, al-lelulia! 
MARGARET ('Jo NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY.) 
Take the old man. to his home. Now that you've made him 
Think he's dead we shall never have any peace. 
(NICHOLAS and HUMPH.REY go to SKIPPS, one gets on each' side oj 
him, steering him toward exit u. R.) 
HUMPHREY 
Nor shall we when he's gone. ; 
NICHOLAS. ('Jrying to get one of SKIPPS' ar~s across his shoulders 
so that he can support him better.) ' 
:_...;. 
Spread your wings, Matthew; we're going to teach you to fly < 
SKIPPS. (yoing limp, forcing NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY to support 
him completely.) 
I has the respect to ask to sit down. 
('Jo NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY.) 
Youse blessed saints don't 
realize: it takes it out of you, this life everlasting. Alleluia! 
NICHOLAS. (NICHOLAS and HUMPHREY each get one of SKIPPS' 
arms over their shoulders and carry him out u. R.) 
Your second wind can blow where no one listens. 
('Jhe three exit.) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
That's more pleasant. 
(JWoves c.) 
What was the thread, now, which the rascal broke? 
Do I have to collect my thoughts any further? 
MARGARET. (JWoving toward TAPPERCOOM.) 
Yes: 
Or I must. That poor child Alizon 
Is too young to go throwing herself under the wheels 
Come on 
Of happiness. She should have wrapped up warmly first. 
(She goes to u. L. door knocks.) 
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Hebble must know, in any case. I must tell him, 
Though he's locked himself in, and only blows his nose 
When I knock. 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Yes, get him on to a horse; 
It will do him good. ·. 
MARGARET 
Hebble on a horse is a man 
Delivered neck and crop to the will of God. 
But he'll have to do it. 
(MARGARET.crosses stage, exits up stairs, u . L.) 
TAPPERCOOM. 
He's a dear little man. 
(f.ooking at THOMAS.) 
Ah yes, he'll have to do it. 
i 
What's to be the end of you? 
I take it the male prisoner is sufficiently 
Deflated not to plague us with his person 
Any longer? 
THOMAS. 
Deflated? I'm overblown 
With the kndwledge of my own villainy . 
TAPPERCOOM. 
Your guilt, my boy 
Is a confounded bore. 
THOMAS. 
Th 1 . b / / . en et 1t ore me to extmction. 
(JENNET returns down stairs, u. L., wearing her own dress.) 
TAPPERCOOM . (Crosses U. S. C.) 
The woman prisoner may notice, without 
My mentioning it, that there's a certain mildness 
In the night, a kind of somnolent inattention. 
If she wishes to return to her cell no one 
Can object. On the other hand How very empty 
The streets must be just now. You will forgive 
A yawn in an overworked and elderly man. 
(Crosses R.) 
The moon is full, of course. To leave the town 
Unobserved, one would have to use caution. As for me, 
I shall go and be a burden to my bed. 
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1 to explain his position 
* Thomas wishes aloud . 
In trying to understand Thomas' subjective feelings 
about his fate at the play ' s end, I mi ght use the 
follovling 11 as if: 11 
As if it 1nrere l ate and I vrant e d to get home but t he 
bus e s had s t opped running and it 1nras raining . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
to thank him 
to sta ll for t ime so t hat she may make the first 
opening 
to reason with her 
(He lmov!S that he is lost to her, and t his is 
merely a ges ture to let her kno\'T that ·his feelings 
a bout life r emain t he same . ) 
to explain his feelings to her 
to ack:i.'lOvlledge defeat C t j_nged with a gesture of 
prote s t) 
i 
·:. 2 
• 
' 1 
5 
(Qoing up toward door u. R.) 
Good night. 
JENNET. 
Good night. 
THOMAS. 
(Exit TAPPERCOOM U. R.) 
So much for me. 
(Rises and goes to get coat.) 
Good night. 
JENNET. (yoes up to L. of THOMAS.) 
Thomas, only another 
Fifty ¥ears or so and then I promise 
To let you go. 
THOMAS. 
Do you seethose roofs and spires? 
There sleep hypocrisy, porcous pomposity greed, 
Lust, vulgarity, cruelty, trickery, sham, 
And all possible nitwittery are you suggesting 
Fifl:y years of that? 
JENNET. 
I was only suggestingJiliy_ 
Years of me. 
THOMAS . 
Girl, you haven't changed the world. 
Glimmer as you will, the world's not ch~nged. 
I love you, but the world's not changed. Perhaps 
I could draw you up over my eyes for a time 
But the world sickens me still. 
(./Waves D. to below buttress.) 
JENNET (Comes down with him on his L.) 
And do you think 
Your gesture of death is going to change it? Except 
For me? 
THOMAS. (At foot of ramp.) 
Oh, the unholy mantrap of love! 
JENNET. 
I have put on my own gown again. 
But otherwise everything that is familiar, 
My house, my poodle, peacock and possessions, 
The world is looking frozen 
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And forbidding under the moon; but I must be 
Out of this town before daylight comes, and somewhere, 
Who knows where, begin again. 
THOMAS. 
Brilliant; 
So you fall back on the darkness to defeat me. 
You gamble-of.the possibility 
That I was well brought up. 
(Distant cock crow.) 
And of course you're right. 
( I haye to see you hmye, though neither of us -
Knows·where on earth it is. \ 
(Crosses to her_L.) 
JENNET 
The world go on? 
Thmyas, can you mean to let ' 
THOMAS. 
I know my limitations. , ~~ 
2 When the landscape goes to seed, the wind is obsessed 
By to-m'Orrow. 
3 
4 
(Cock crow sounds near ) 
JENNET 
I shall have to hurry. 
That was the pickaxe voice of the cock, beginning 
To break up the night. Am I an inconvenience 
To you? 
THOMAS. 
/ 0 
As inevitable as original sin . 
(Puts coat around her and kisses her.) 
And I shall be loath to forgo one day of you, 
Even for the sake of my ultimate friendly death . 
JENNET. 
I am friendly too. 
THOMAS. 
Then let me wish us both 
Good morning. And God have mercy on our souls! 
(Distant cock crow. 1hey move off together toward door u. R. as) 
CURTAIN FALLS 
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(This line should be read I'>T i th t-vro meani ngs: 
11v.rhere on earth'' cou l d be a ccepted at its f ace 
value as a hyperbolic expression, but it should 
also have a suggestion of ""rhere in this foreign 
and unfriendly ·v.rorld vrhere '~-'Je both are strangers 
s hall vie possibly find a h ome ?" ) 
same as 1 above v.ri th an admission that Thomas 
has begun to hope again tacked on the end . 
to demonstrate his love 
(Thomas has been caught but not def eated . In this 
com~o liment to her he s till cam1ot r e frain from 
commenting on tll.e ironic paradox of his situation . ) 
to express his sense of the irony of their s i tuation 
to her ( See 3 above .) 
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PROPERTY LIST 
AcT I 
Bread (Nicholas) 
Book 
Paper 
Quill pen 
Ink stamp 
Horoscop_e (piece of paper) 
Bunch of daffodils 
Viol (old instrument like a small 'cello. Violin can be substituted) 
Handkerchief ~ 
Workbasket with sewing materials in it 
Prayer books 
Music (on large "parchment") 
Bunch of keys 
AcT II 
Fire tongs 
Small lantern 
Various papers on desk 
Handkerchief (large) 
Bucket, floor cloth, knee pad 
AcT III 
Beer barrel 
Jewel box 
Tankard (empty) 
Clothes, etc., tied in handkerchief 
Five bottles of wine 
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Thomas should be dressed in simple clothing of the 
fifteenth century . He is not wealthy or particularly fastidious 
arid would not \vear anything costly or ostentatious. A pair of 
boots , tights, a simple jacket or jerkin, preferably of leather , 
or a similar sturdy material 'l.vhich 'I.·Jould s erve as a good prote c ... 
ion against the elements, a small hat and a short svmrd \'lOUld 
r omplete the ideal costume for Thomas . 
I . In regard to make-up , I "'irmuld strive for a ruddy com-
' lexion, a re sult of seven year 1 s soldiering, and perhaps a 
smallmustache and beard . I Hould not attempt any age in the 
_ake-up for I feel that Thomas is in his early thirties and , 
therefor e , ve r y close to my own age . 
PICTURES A~ID ACCOUNTS OF THE NEW YORK PRODUC~ION 
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THOMAS - John Gielgud 
-. 
' 
JEN~~ - Pamela Brown 
' 1 
THOMAS and MARGARET 
Nora Nicholson 
BOsroN UNI'VtR'Srry 
Elm; AND APPLIED ARTS LJ8AAfn! 
"AT THE TH.J.!::ATRZ" BY BROOKS ATKINSON 
Th e N8\v York "Time s " - November 9 , 1950 
II 
I Say a fevr words of welcome and appre ciation to 
IJ Christopher Fry and John Gielgu d . 
Lady's Not For Burning ," which -vms put on at the Royale l as t 
For Hr. Fry is author of "The 
evening , and Hr. Gielgud leads the company that is playing it 
11 brilliantly . Little puff s of ent husiasm have been coming out 
II of England for months over Hr. Fry 's vri tchery -vri th vJOrds . 
The enthusiasm i s not excessive . For Nr. Fry has re-
stored the art of literature to the stage by ·Hri ting a s parkling 
I I verse t hat also is shot with 11-ri t and humor . 
* * 
He has vrri tten a "~;!himsical fable about a mis anth rope 
I vrho r e l uctantly falls in love with an enchan ting young -vroman 
sentenced to be burned as a 1..vit ch . To tell the truth , the fable 
i s not very robust or cog ent; and t h ere is no doubt at a ll that 
Mr . Fry 's pa ssion for 1vords runs away v.rith him . The story of 
"The Lady's Not For Burning " is rambling and inconsequential . 
And t h e -vmrds , pouring across t he fo otlights in a turbid flood 
of i ma gery , ca n become pretty soporific no\>J and then. 
But the main thing is t hat the theatre has acquired an 
extraordin a ry literary vrriter vJho loves the sound of vJords and 
Fortunate l y , he is not sol emn about the embroider y of phra s es . 
ll it 0 He delights in irony and mischief . Like Jaques, h e revels 
in humorous melancholy . He can turn an epigram "tvi thout destroy-
=~====== 
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ing the meter. 
* * * 
Some of the basic things in "The Lady 's Not For Burn-
ing11 are carelessly f ashioned as though lv'lr. Fry lacked patience 
for the dramatic essentials. But the small things are perfectly 
phrased, and the minor characters are dra;.,m \rlith quizzical rel-
ish . Mr. Fry may be a little deficient in talent, but he has 
a touch of genius . 
Without the most expert acting, the richness of the 
·v.rri ting might be unbearable. For Hr. Fry is on the verge of 
being precocious. One suspects that he is too easily delighted 
vlith the abundance and variety of his gifts . But Nr. Gielgud 
has long given evidence of his mastery of style in acting ; and 
the perfor mance he has directed is a perfect piece of 'irrork. 
Mr . Gielgud and his associates have absorbed Mr . Fry's script, 
and they literally play 1vi th it--making a v.rry , mocking dance out 
of the fable and the characters . 
* * * 
For decor, Oliver l'1essel has designed a make-believe 
room of presumabl~ the fifteenth century in Eng l and and agreeable 
costume s of traditional style. It takes courage in the modern 
theatre not to drug the audience l.vith dazz ling splendors. But 
Nr. Nessel has int i mated to the audience that "The Lady 's Not 
For Burning" is a prank , and he has done his vmrk vli th tongue-in-
cheek gaiety . 
Mr. Gielgud's misanthrope is sharply drawn, spoken with 
I 
easy virtuosity, droll in tone and inflection. This is acting 
as expert as the memorable ltJi lde comedy he brought us several 
years ago . As the unhappy lady sentenced to bLITning , Pamela 
Brovm gives a vlar m, rich and fluent performance that gleams with 
humorous coquetry . Both Hiss Brovm and Hr . Gielgud have matched 
l1r. Fry's "~iTriting 'I:Jith the lightness and bounce of their playing. 
The entire compruly is superb. Eliot Makeha~ ' s beni gn 
and absent-minded chaplain is vronderfull y ingratiating ; and 
Nora Nicho lson ' s silly, gabbling mother is a good joke also . As 
a dazed but susceptible clerk , Richard Burton gives an amusingly 
sober performance. A few -vm rds of appreciation should be spoken 
al so for t he acting of Richard Leech , Penelope Munday , David 
Evans , George Hm,re and Peter Bu.ll . In the last scene, Esme 
Percy introduces a fresh vlhirl of mountebankery 1.·li th his char-
ac t erization of a drunken peddler . 
* * 
Thanks to Hr. Fry, the literary impulse of the theatre 
has been revived; and since he is a sophisticated modern, it has 
been revi ved v!ith t he hard glitter of 1vit and skepticism. 
lvl:r . Fry ought to be very grateful to Nr. Gielgud . For it seems 
likely that no one else could malm a dry comic antic out of so 
much undisciplined abundance. JVIr. Gielgud has put a fine struc-
ture under it . 
J'Te"lll York rrHerald Tribune " - Novemb er 9, 1950 
Hast e r \'lark 
;I A poetic fantas y of rare s plendor and delight has dis-
11 tinguished the season. Christopher Fry ' s "The Lady 's Not For 
II Burning, " vJhich has come to the Royale Theatre from London, is 
a \vork of magical humor and deep beauty. John Gielgud , Pamela 
Brown and an i mmaculate company fully realize the richnes s of 
l anguage the lik e of vJh ich has not been heard in the mod ern 
theater . Gielgu d has staged the production as though the verse 
1 itself def i ned the action , ranging from the rovrdy to the elo-
l/ quent l y __ tender . Against a perfect fifteenth c entury setting by 
Oliver l"lessel, "The Lady 1 s Not For Burning 11 is a true master 
I 
I 1vork. 
* * * 
Th e influence of the Elizabethan theater is evident in• 
j the drama , from the blank verse to the varied sets of lovers and 
the loqua c i ous clovm . t·lhat Fry has achieved so brilliant l y , 
hm·rever , is in transmuting an ancient form to his ovm uses and 
our particular appre ciation. Through his scintillating cascades 
of words , fi lled Hith metaphors and epig r ams , a multitude of 
profundities may be detected. They 1vill mean many things to 
many people , but they are there to enthra l1 the imaginat ion of 
the s pectator. 
==~==#=~~==~=== Much ot_g_ skelet qn lo t is _~~~~~=~~~~~2=~~~========~--
'VTho finds life not sal ubrious meets an alchemist 1 s daughter sus-
pected of being a vJi tch , but t he communication of the poetry 
itself is as clea r as all f ine poetry and dr ama should be . 
* * * 
The author has achieved a beautiful balance bet"l.·reen 
s cene s of sheerest nonsense and extremely moving passages . 
Setting his play in the house of Hebbl e Tyson, mayor of the 
small market tm·m of Cool Clary during nthe fifteenth century , 
either more or less or exactly, " he has spun a rich tapestry 
vri thout dropping a stitch. At one moment there is an uproarious 
hearing 1.vhere t he mayor refuses t o hang a man v.rho has confes sed 
to severa l murders and is confounded by the declared in~ocence 
of a gi rl fleeing from a witch hunt. At the next there is one 
of the most e loquent and touching love scenes written in our 
times, as the waif tries to make the 'Vrorld-sick youth declare 
his devotion . Not a gre at deal happens in terms of realist ic 
or explicit t heater , but the stage echoes and re- echoes Hith 
magnificent s peech. 
* * 
•'· .,.
Whatever Director Gielgud 1 s contribution to 11 The Lady 's 
Not For Burning , 11 and it must have been very great indeed, the 
verse is a l 'i.•rays present t o shape characters and i mp lement the 
direction of events . Such comparatively minor persons as the 
mayor's sister , pl ayed super bl y by Nora Nicholson, or the droHsy 
viol-pl aying Chap l ain of Eliot Nakeham, who dreams t hat he is 
I climbing. a J acob's ladder made of diminished sevenths , are funny 
and yet curiously real. Esme Percy has the same aid from the 
script in a properly short and merry appearance as the rags and 
bones man \vho causes most of the conm1oti on. Elegance and earth-
iness find a happy meeting place throughout the offering . 
* * * 
T'o name a fe\·J assist ant s before the stars is merely 
one \·ray to emphasize the '''holeness and enchantment of "The 
Lady's Not For Burning." Gielgud dominates most of the action, 
as he should, and does so superlatively. His Thomas Hendip, 
jesting viith himself and denying the vmrth of life even to the 
ending -vrhere he accepts a charming creature as a shield from his 
defeatism, is po-vmrful in speech and gesture. Miss Brovm , as 
the girl who is thought a creature of the devil because she 
talks French to her French poodle and has dinner vlith her pea-
cock, is so lovely and assured that i t is no itvonder t hat Fry 
"'rrote his fantastical comedy for her. Together they have a:t the 
world with zest, wisdom, compassion and deep humor. Richard 
Burton, George Howe and David Evans are only a fevJ others i....rho 
can be mentioned at this \ITiting in collaborating on a challeng~ 
ing and memorable drruna. 
II 
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December 15, 1959 
Faculty Committee 
Division of Theat re Arts 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Boston University 
Boston, Nassachusetts 
Gentlemen: 
In fulfillment of the performance portion of the requirements 
for the Degree of 11aster of Fine Arts, I have chosen the role 
of Pat Farley v.rhich I am currently playing in the Graduate 
Jl 
I 
II 
Thesis Production of Philip Barry ' s "Hotel Universe" directed bYi 
Fred Hall . 
Respectfully, 
Clyde Norton 
I 
!, 
I 
PREFACE 
Several years ago vThile whiling a'VTaY an off-duty 
evening at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, I happened to pick up a 
copy of Philip· Barry's 11Hotel Universe'·' which, by a logic only 
possible in the Army, vias included among the rather haphazard 
selection of reading matter in the company recreation room. 
This 1.vas one of the fe-vr Barry p·lays vvhich I did not lmo-vr . I 
va~~ly remembered reading about it somewhere. It had been a 
failure on Broadvmy, and -vms considered by some critics t:o be 
11 pTetentiousn and 11 obscure. 11 Out of curiosity I started read-
ing it. Before long I had become engrossed, and ultimately I 
found myself completely spellbound by this strange play. What 
started out like a typical high comedy of that period gradually 
deepened and darkened almost before I realized it into a pro-
found and very povrerful study of a group of anguished souls 
trapped in a nightmarish prison of their memories. 
I was not soon able to forget those lost people, 
hanging for a moment outside of time on that strange terrace 
in space. The hypnotic effect that Stephen had worked orr them 
had, in a sense, affected me too. The memory of this play 
haunted me for a long time after. 
It was 1·ri th a great sense of excitement and av..re that 
I approached the production of this play which I had regarded 
so highly and which now, fortunately, I was going to have a 
hand in bringing to a life I felt it so richly deserved. 
The rehearsal log that follows is a record of my part 
in that creative process. 
In spite of the fact that at the present time it is 
widely considered possible to teach a craft such as acting and 
that, depending upon the particular school one attends or the 
"method" one follmr.Ts , e ach person in such a group is more or 
less sub jected to the same theories and techniques, every actor 
is still a unique being bringing vrith him his ovvn peculiar 
abilities and limitations, physical and mental capacities and 
endowments, talents and experiences, in short, the sum total 
of his being, for acting is an experience '\•rhich calls upon and 
utilizes the entire person. Since t he actor is, at the same 
time, the creator of his art and the instrument through which 
that creation is expressed, it therefore follows, I believe, 
that no t -vm actors are the same, just as no tvJO people are the 
same, and, going a step further, that there are as many 
umethods" of acting as there are actors, for the actor must 
sift all that he learns through that unique be ing ·which is 
himself before he is able to make it his own and use it. 
The pages that follow, therefore, are a record of 
"my method" during rehearsal. They reflect my vie-wpoint upon 
the problem of creating a particula r role at a particular stage 
in my development as an actor. Being of such a peculiarly 
persona l nature, they may at times seem random, repetitious, 
often perhaps inexplicable and sometimes even inscrut able. By 
-vmy of explanat ion, and not apology, I can only say that t his 
is a record of "'.vhat took place as I e xperienced it. 
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Rehearsal Log 
First Rehearsal 
11/12/59 
3=30 p.m. 
Fred started out by giving us our schedule: 
Performances--December 14 (8:oop.m.), 15 
(4:oo p.m.) 
Lines by November 30 
Move into Room 210 on December 7 
Read play--this Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
Blocking--Monday and Tuesday, November 16 and 17 
No rehearsal November 25 
Next Friday--evening off to watch performance 
of ''The Lady 1 s Not For Burning'' 
December 12--after-critique rehearsal 
December 13--probable line rehearsal 
Next Fred gave us a brief historical background on 
Philip Barry and the play. The play was first done on Broad-
1vay in 1930 and ran for seventy-b·ro performances. He read some 
evaluations of the play as dramatic literature and then some 
quotations from the original Broadvmy revie1.•TS. 
Fred told us that he expected us to do our actor's 
home-vmrk. We i.vould not have much time to rehearse the play and 
would have to use this time most efficiently because of the 
d:i. fficulties presented by the script. He said that he was 
perfectly vJilling to let us bring things vJhich we had v.rorked out 
at home to rehearsals, but he stressed the fact that he did not 
''rant any actor to use the rehearsal period as a "warm up." 
We then read the play for meaning. Fred stopped us 
frequently and pointed out the significance of certain :p assages, 
lines, movements, etc. 
Some notes from the reading: 
Pat's character is revealed immediately. 
Felix comes in six times. Each time he comes in 
there is a scene break; the action changes. 
Example--second segment--contemplation of 
suicide. 
The "Norman Rose Hour" is a device vJhich later 
assumes more importance 1>1hen the characters 
begin to improvise in earnest. 
After the third interruption of Felix, the char-
acters begin to play their parts in earnest. 
In the Lily and Pat scene, they are drav.m to-
gether because they are both very much alike. 
Felix comes in for the last time on p . 97 . 
In the final scene between Pat and Stephen, Pat 
confuses Ann and Mary at a crucial moment of 
his memory . 
The last scene must be done carefully; every-
body's action is to leave. 
Second Rehearsal 
11/12/59 
7:00 p.m. 
This evening we discussed the play further. Fred 
read some more critical evaluations of the play. 
Some ideas: 
Our memory of the past is largely illusion. lf 
\·Je could relive it, \ve could be freed from 
it to live the future more fully. 
Barry sho1.vs us the shining and infinite possi-
bili ties of life vJhen freed from the burden 
of the past. Barry v.ras a Catholic, and this 
play has many religious implications. 
The play shmvs the influence of Chekhov, partic-
ularly in the ensemble portions. 
This is a play of youth. 
We read the play again, picking up some of the scenes 
vrhich i:Je passed over in the afternoon due to the absence of 
several cast members. Fred vranted us first, to be m·.rare of the 
meaning of the play and second, the rhythm. 
Some notes: 
At the begi nning tl!.ere is still the activity of 
after-dinner coffee and brandy and the con-
vention of after-dinner conversation. 
Pat is putting up a facade to cover up his un-
happiness. 
Fred again impressed upon us the fact that he 1-vants 
us to be a.i.·rare of the rhythm at all times. There is a fr antic 
attempt at gayety which keeps breaking dovm. The despair sud-
denly shovrs through at moments vJhen the characters can no 
l onger keep up the facade. 
Third Rehearsal 
11/14/59 
2:15p.m. 
Before v.re started reading again, Fred dre\,-J a rough 
sketch of the ground plan on the blackboard. 
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He told us that he plans to block all of the "dream 11 
sequences do1·mstage. In this way he hopes to achieve a sepa-
ration bet-vreen present and past action. 
He also -vmuld like to -vmrk v!i th all actors at every 
rehearsal and thus try to keep the flow of the play. He wants, 
as much as possible, to keep from breaking the play up into 
scenes. 
Fred will have the song for me by this Wednesday. 
'vJe read the play again. We are all beginning to get 
an understanding of it, not just its literal meaning, but an 
m~.rareness of the play's form, its rhythm and action. The char-
acters' desperation, eventually channelled and probed by Stephe~ 
helps determine the action of the play. In spite of the fact 
that most of them declare they believe life has no meaning, that 
they feel that they are drifting along in a state of suspended 
animation, they are actually searching desperately for somet~ 
anything---vrhich ,,rill give their lives some meaning . It is this 
desperation that enables them to enter the improvisations so 
eagerly and so completely. It is this desperation also v.rhich 
Stephen is able to use in bringing each character to relive the 
most crucial moments from his past. 
The play seems to start on the surface of things. 
Gradually, as the evening wears on, darkness descends on the 
setting and also on the characters. The first improvisation, 
the "Norman Rose Hour," sets up the game for the characters and 
also sharpens their appetite for this game vn1ich offers them a 
chance to escape from the present in -vrhich they are held pris-
oners. 
Next they embark on a recreation of their childhood 
memories. They start out facetiously, but somehow, even before 
they realize it and can help themselves, they have gone over the 
line; it is now in dead earnest. Childhood antagonisms flare 
up. They are augmented by the unconscious adult antagonisms and 
frustrations of each of the men. Suddenly, as if a dam had 
burst, Pat and Tom are fighting furiously. 
From this point on, the play begins a sharp descent 
below the surface of reality. Pat relives the painful scene 
with his mother. Stephen appears and \lrorks a hypnotic spell on 
the group. Thereafter, the past comes rushing back. It engulf~ 
them almost completely. All contact vli th the present and ,,ri th 
surface reality seems to have vanished. The conscious mind of 
each of the group seems to have been surpressed, and the un-
conscious comes pouring forth engulfing them. Each is forced by 
Stephen to face the truth about himself. When this has been 
done, a kind of peace comes over each one. Eventually they have 
all been purged. They gradually return to the present; the play 
seems to ascend back to the surface. vie return again to the be-
ginning, but with a difference. In place of the desperation 
there is no-v1 enthusiasm--a chance to begin again. The finai 
crm.ving of the cock signals s:ymbolically the beginning of a ne\v 
day and a ne\v chance • 
Some notes: 
Pat's nature comes out from the very begiru1ing. We 
must sense immediately his bitterness and unhap-
piness. 
There is a consciousness of the passage of time in 
Felix. 
vve must be careful not to make the points about Pat t s 
intended suicide too ominous and heavy. 
We should all try using more energy in reading. 
Fred feels that most of us are moving in the right 
direction. 
The first Pat and Anrr scene tends to be too quiet. 
"As if"--a fencing match. 
Pat and Lily are very similar in nature. Their mu-
tual disillusionment brings them close together. 
The pauses are very important. In the opening scene 
they are as important, sometimes more important, 
than the lines. 
Fourth Rehearsal 
11/16/59 
7:00 p.m. 
Tonight v.re started blocking. The floor was laid out 
1-1i th tape as follows:: 
Fred read the blocking, a few pages at a time. We 
vmuld \vri te it down and then 1-1alk through it. After finishing 
each section, we \vould move through it again. 
We finished through the Pat and Lily scene. 
The floor -vms taped to scale from the ground plan, bu , 
it offered a great many problems. Everybody seemed to be 
cramped and crm.rded in the upstage area. It is also difficult, 
at this point, to determine exactly how the wall -vrill -vrork. In 
some p laces it will be practical; in others, not. 
Fifth Rehearsal 
11/17/59 
3:30 p.m. 
After a conference vli th Virgil Johnson, the scenic 
designer, the ground plan has been changed as follows to give 
the actors more room: 
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The furniture Las been moved further dmmstage to 
create more space betvreen it and the wall. 
We re-ran and adjusted the blocking of Nonday evening 
to fit the nevr dimensions of the set. 
Sixth Rehearsal 
ll/i7/59 
7=15 p.m. 
Tonight we continued blocking and finished half-way 
through the Lily-Stephen scene. 
Some of the blocking feels a little strange to me. 
There are a couple of movements in the first Pat-Ann scene whic 
do not seem quite right. T spoke to Fred about this, and he 
said to wait a little vJhile. After \•Tor king vli th the scene, if 
I still had misgivings we might think about changes. He feels 
that this scene is a chase. Ann is trying to pin Pat down, to 
make him talk about his problems. He does not vrant to do this. 
He keeps trying to avoid her, to run avmy from her. She keeps 
follo·w·ing him. Finally he is trapped in the DR corner. I 
agree '~ .. rith Fred about the pursuit idea, and for this reason fee 
that Pat should not move to-vrard Ann at any point during this 
scene. Also I do not thi~k that he would allow her to approach 
him too closely or to pin him do~m in one spot so long. If 
the action is to run away from Ann, I think he should move more 
often. The scene seems to be a little static as far as move-
ment is concerned. 
Seventh Rehearsal 
11/18/59 
7=15 p.m. 
This evening vre finished the blocking and revie\,red thE 
last portion of it. 
T'onight Dorothy and I had a discussion about our char 
acters, their relationship, and the time sequence of events 
mentioned in the play. I cannot understand why, if Pat and Ann 
were so much in love, they did not marry almost immediately. 
\tlh y did they ~<rait? There must be something about the series of 
events in the past which prevented them. I suggested that per-
haps this might have been explained by Pat's being in the Army. 
Nost of the other actors did not agree ~<lith this; they seemed 
to fe e l that Pat 1 s innnaturi ty proved otherv!ise. I do not think 
that this is necessarily true though. After all, one can go 
through years in the Army uithout attaining any maturity or in-
sight ·whatever, a fact amply attested to by most of the "Reg-
ular Army" men I ever had anything to do i,vith. It is possible 
that he might have had the protection of an office job and not 
seen any action. Barry vras a code clerk in London during 'VJorld 
War I. Pat could have been t he same. This ~rmuld tie in ~rrith 
my mvn Army experience. 
There is also the problem of updating the action of 
the play. Will this eliminate the Army idea? Over the weekend 
I shall make a chronological chart of the events so that I can 
clarify the past in my mind. So much of Pat 1 s character, his 
problems and his guilt are rooted in his past, that in order to 
arrive at any understanding of him in the present I must lmoH 
him in the past as completely as possible. 
Eighth Rehearsal 
11/19/59 
3:30 p.m. 
This afternoon "\>Te worked on the Westbury Road scene. 
It seems to be progressing rather '"ell. 
According to the script, Pat enters from the house as 
if he were still in the hypnotic trance cast by Stephen. Fred 
then wants him to sense A~~·s presence without actually seeing 
her. When he turns around and discovers her, the shock of 
seeing her on the ground and her reaction of surprise toward bin 
(the exact circumstances of their first meeting) hit him with 
the impact of a ~ YU, and he immediately starts to relive 
their first meeting . 
Fred would like this scene to be more boyish, more 
impetuous. Pat gets started talking and cannot seem to stop . 
Words come tumbling out, practically falling over one another, 
as his excitement mounts . He vrants to go off in twenty differ-
ent directions all at once. Example: 11 I had a Western iiJ·i th a 
lot of onions ••• n 
This scene is a great change in mood from what has 
gone directly before and also from any of Pat 1 s other memories . 
It is aldn to the 11Norman Rose Hour 11 improvisation in its tone 
of gayety and fun, but vJ"ithout any of the bitterness and cyn-
icism of that scene. This is the young Pat before disillusion 
and despair have set in. But latent in this Pat are the tend-
encies vihich will be his undoing. His boyishness is too boy-
ish; he is too much a child, an exuberant and charming child, 
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but also a heedless and irresponsible one. His immaturity is 
everywhere apparent. Even at this age he is supersensitive 
about his pos ition as one of the "great, enormous, important, 
rich" Farleys. 
life next started to work on the last scene vri th Pat, 
Ann and Stephen in which the past becomes confused in Pat's 
mind , and the image of Hary is superimposed on that of Ann . 
Fred stopped us after a short while. He was not satisfied vlith 
the direction in which the scene vJas going . We will lrmrk on it 
later. 
Ninth Rehearsal 
11/19/59 
7=15 p.m. 
Fred brought the song to rehearsal tonight. I vJas 
able to pick out the tune--just barely--on the piano. Hm...r I 
shall ever play it, I don 1 t knovr. It is quite lovely, in a 
minor key, very haunting. I can see very well now hm·r it can be 
used as a sort of leit-motif of Pat 1 s death-vrish. June pJ.ayed an 
sang it _several times. It really casts a kind of spell over 
you. It should do vronderful things for the first scene if I ca 
ever learn to do it. I tried to sing it myself. It is very 
difficult. As it stands now, it is also out of my range; the 
refrain is much too high. June said she will transpose it into 
a lm·rer key. The accompaniment also seems very difficult, but 
June says that it really is not; with practice I should be able 
to do it easily . I don 1 t know about this. The vrords, Ii ter-
ally translated into English, run as follo·ws: 
"The king ordered the drums to be played, 
The king ordered the drums to be played, 
In order to see all the ladies of the court. 
And the first one that he saw 
Ravished his soul. 
Rat-a-plan, rat-a-plan, rat-a-plan-plan-plan-plan, 
Rat-a-pian, rat-a-plan , rat-a-plan-plan-plan-plan. 
There are five more verses. The story runs something 
like this. The king asks his best friend, the marquis, who the 
vroman is. The mar quis says it is his wife. The kin desires 
her, and the marquis has no other choice but to relinquish her. 
The king offers the marquis a position as head of the army in 
return, but the marquis refuses. On the first anniversary of 
the king 1 s meeting vli th the marquis 1 \<Tife, the king sends the 
marquis a bouquet of flm·rers. On receiving the flm,rers, the 
marquis dies of a broken heart. It is all quite bitter and sad 
just the sort of thing that would appeal to Pat. It is actuall~ 
an old folk song from Provence dating back to the fourteenth 
century. The book Fred found it in is "The Yvette Guilbert 
P ,.., It Book of opular 'Jong s. It is really quite authentic. 
Fred says that Paul is the authority on Gregorian 
Chants and that he will bring in an authentic one that should 
fill the bill in a day or two. The thought of this first scene 
at the piano is beginning to frighten me. If I just didn't 
have to do it the first thing in the play. 
Tonight we ran the long first section. Fred says it 
is improving. When Ann comes back, all of the characters must 
try very hard to keep the conversation cheerful. They are em-
barrassed at the thought of her having left them and are very 
anxious to make amends. T'oo anxious. (I don't think this hold 
true for Pat, however. I don't think he discriminates in his 
bitterness. In fact he might treat her more roughly than the 
others because he cares for her more, even though he may not 
realize this fully in his conscious mind. It vms actually his 
baiting that caused Ann to leave. He realizes this and enjoys 
it. By hurting her, he hurts himself more; he punished him-
self more acutely . I believe this is one of the most i mportant 
actions of t he Pat in the present. He must const antly torment 
himself, punish himself, to expiate his guilt.) 
Tenth Rehearsal 
11/21/5'9 
2:30 p.m. 
This afternoon 1.ve listened to the tape of music and 
sound effects for the first time. The music is quite beautiful 
and, I think , very appropriate. The Chopin music for the first 
Pat-Ann s cene strikes me particularly. Fred pointed out that 
there are t"vvo rather dissonant chords at the end of this music 
i,<Jhich, if all things vmrk out v.rell and v.re are able to time the 
scene properly, would serve to enhance the break back into 
reality. At this point, hovrever, that seems like such a minor 
problem. The Pat-Ann scene has not been coming along as fast 
as the others. A couple of times in rehearsal so far Fred has 
stopped us just as we have gotten started on this scene and 
skipped ahead to the following group; scene. It is obvious that 
he is not hap py with it. I hope that he is not expecting too 
much, too soon. 
This is such a difficult scene. The first problem is 
its length; t he second, the number and variety of the emotional 
changes within it. The first section is one of pursuit and 
flight. (I think of this more in terms of a game of tag than a 
fencing match.) Then there is· a moment when they come together 
in a reminiscence. They are almost happy, but the guilt of the 
past comes welling up again. Pat fle e s again. She pursues and 
finally traps him. He squirms and wriggles and, when this does 
not avail, strikes out at her and manages to escape. But she 
strikes back: nAnd vJho are you that vou shouldn 1 t be f::lilr=>n 
sometime." He is deeply hurt and thus for the moment satisfied 
In this moment of calm, t he past suddenly comes rushing back 
again. Ann takes advantage of this moment. She forces him to 
reenact the scene 1.vi th his mother. She finds out a bout Nary. 
She now has something tangible to go on, a handle she can grab. 
She confronts him. He tries to escape again, but this time she 
has really trapped him. He tries desperately to avoid her 
probing questions: "How much of it is losing her- - and hovr much 
the loss of yourself? " This is striking too close to home. 
This is the core of his problem. It is the final illusion, the 
last self-deception 1.vhich Stephen must 1.vrest from him in their 
last scene. Pat replies, "I don't understand that." He cannot 
fac e this truth at any cost. He is now in such a state of con-
flict that the voice of Stephen sounds to him like the voice of 
his o-vm conscience. He lashes out at it: "Change? How? Who 
wants things changed? " Finally, he realizes Stephen's presence, 
but it i s no1..r too late for any further pretense. Betvreen them, 
Ann and Stephen manage to wring out the final confession. 
"Stephen: 'He is in love vJi th death. 1 Pat: 1 --Rat-a-plan, rat-
a-plan, rat-a-plan-plan-plan-plan--' C~e stops on the high note, 
holds out his arms, and cries:) 'Yes!'" It has finally come 
out. Completely spent by the struggle, Pat retires upstage to 
the vmll. 
V.le started \.vorking on this scene again. It did not go 
1.·rell. Huch of the trouble, I think , is in the blocking . It is 
too static. The movement doesn't seem to reflect Pat's agita-
tion. I don 1 t believe that he 1.rould just stand still so much . 
He has to get avray from her. I told Fred that I wanted to move 
but he does not vra.nt to change the blocking . Arter finishing 
the Mother-Son portion of this scene, Fred stopped us again and 
jumped ahead to the next group scene. This scene is becoming a 
serious problem; Dorothy and I are both beginning to panic. 
Arter rehearsal 1.re talked to Fred about our feelings. We 1.rould 
like to get together, just the three of us, and sit down and go 
over the first sec t ion, beat by beat, to clarify any possible 
misunderstandings and then do the scene, improvi s ing the move-
ment. Fred agreed to do this Monday evening. 
Today June transposed the song from the key of "F" to 
the key of "C.'·' It is novJ possibl e for me to sing it. I don 1 t 
think I shall ever be able to play it, though; I practiced it 
before rehearsal began to no avail again. 
We "~;-TOr ked on the long beginning section from the top. 
It -vras very bad . It becomes so morose and slm.v that it is hard 
to tell the intentional pauses from the unintentional. Fred 
keeps exhorting us to be aware of the rhythm in this s cene. 
Sue did her sleep"tvalking scene today Hi thout a script. 
It itJaS really very exciting , much the most exciting thing that 
has happened in rehearsal so far. 
This afternoon there was a big dispute with the jani-
tor about the time vTe vrere to finish rehearsals. We have been 
having troubles with t he janitors since the beginning of re-
hearsals, but this 1.>1as the most serious of all. Fred promised 
us that he vmuld speak to Hr. Hirsch about it as it is becoming 
difficult to tvork in an atmosphere of constant antagonism and 
i nterruption. 
Eleventh Rehearsal 
11/23/59 
7=15 p.m. 
Tonight we discussed costumes v.ri th Virgil. He vmnt s 
us all to be vrell-dressed in somet hing summery . I shall try my 
beige suit. 
\'Te started 'tvi th the ensemble scene after Stephen 1 s 
entrance. Fred seems to think that it is progressing ,,rell. It 
has a vronderful hypnot ic pm>Ter; after listening to the Hords 
for a while, I almost feel my s e lf going into a trance. 
\'/hen vre had finished this passage, Fred dismissed the 
r est of · the cast and set to vrork vTi th Dorothy and me as he had 
promised. vie took the fir s t sect ion of the Pat-Ann scene, the 
pursuit and fli ght scene, up until the transition into the 
Ivlother-Son scene. Fred made some suggestions of things to bear 
in mind at the beginning of the scene: 
1. For t h r e e days Pat has been making bitter crack s, 
drinking and avoid ing Aru1. 
2. This is now her last chance. 
3. Pat also starts off 1.vi th desperat ion, but it is 
~ve broke the scene dovm into individual beats, and 
Fred pointed out t he r e curring pattern: she advances; he tries 
to distract her, to change the subject; she persists; he flees; 
she follovrs; h e tries to bluff it out; she is adamant; he flees 
again; she still follows. 
When we had clarified this, Dorothy and I wanted to 
get on our feet and try i mprovising movements according to this 
pattern of emotional action. \ve vranted to forget about all the 
previous blocking and make a perfectly fresh start. Fred vras 
not too enthusiastic, but vle finally managed to persuade him. 
We tried this, and after a couple of f als e starts, began to hit 
upon some very exciting things. I felt better; Dorothy seemed 
happier; Fred viaS obviously doubtful. He did, however, have 
Paul make a note of any movements upon , .. rhich 1.-1e all agr e ed. 
The scen e v.ras suddenly beginning t o have a recognizable form 
1.rhere before it had just been so many tedious vmrds. vJhen \ •Te 
had finished, Dorothy and I "\ve re encouraged; Fred \-!as still not 
convinced. He a greed to try it this nevv vray, though , if it 
made us feel more comfort able. 
I left feeling a little guilty. I hoped that Fred 
didn 1 t feel we 1,1e re trying to direct his play, or worse still, 
that we were be i ng "difficult." Only time Hill tell. 
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Tv.relfth Rehearsal 
11/24/59 
3:15 p . m. 
This v.ms the last rehearsal before the Thanksgiving 
Vacation . Fred confined this session to discussion and notes. 
He ;,·ranted to give us things to think about and vrork on over the 
Vacation. 
Before rehearsal began, Dorothy, Nark, June and I got 
involved in a rather lively and heated discussion of character 
relationships. I had drm'm up a list of questions the night 
before, 
help us 
acters 
sort of udiscussion provokers, II vrhich I thought might 
all in gaining an understanding of each others 1 char-
and our relationships. 
Some 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
samples: 
Why do the 
Why do Tom 
Why do they 
Ho-vr much of 
udice? 
chara ct ers in 
and Pat try to 
hate Norman? 
this feeling 
this play hate so much'? 
kill each other? 
is based on racial prej-
5. Isn't the relationship bet•lleen Pat and Lily as 
overtly stated in the script a little naive? 
(I feel that they must be having an affair.) 
6. Why does Ann appeal to this group? 
Among other things •;rhich came out of the di s cussion, 
vle decided that ive must all get together on the particular cir-
cumstances ·hrhich ·have brought the group together at this time. 
HoVT did vre all meet? Hmv long have vle be·en travell ine: to_g_e_t_ber? 
lflhat do He int end to do after vre leave? All of these things 
1·rill have great influence on our behavior in the opening scene. 
vie decided that \~re had come together more or less 
a ccidentally in Pa ris and, rather on an i mpulse, had decided to 
tak e a spin around the Nediterranean together. 
at Ann 1 s vre had been together about tvro vTeeks . 
Before arriving 
The fun had 
v.rorn off. .Vie 1,-rere n0'1tl beginning very definitely to get on one 
another's nerves. The suicide at Antibes had been t h e final 
blmv. The ,,rild spree vrhich vle h ad envisioned vlhen \ile started 
had nm·J become a sort of funeral party . There is still the 
desperate e f fort to keep going , hovrever, to try to have fun for 
just a Iittle longer. But the effort has become more and more 
difficult. 
I also posed some questions to myself. The ansvrers 
to t h em v.rere still trou bling me. I could kick t hem around 
during t he Vacation. 
Examples: 
1. \tlhy does Pat love Ann? 
2. t·ihy didn 1 t they marry? (This one vias stili puz-
zling me.) 
3. t:.Jhat has their relationshp been after Hary 1 s death · 
4. How often have they seen each other since then? 
5. il'lhat does Pat vrant out of life? What are his 
ideals? 
6. What has Pat been doing ' 'rith his time? 
7. \·lhy has he finally decided to commit suicide .at. 
.t.hi.s. .:t.im.e.? 
Fred then gave us some particular notes on the vm r };: 
vm had been doing so far. 
1. In the beginning I have a tendency to drag out 
sentences: "Then vJhat did he do, ride off on a 
unicorn? 11 ~'latch this. 
2. V.Jork on the second part of the Westbury Road scene 
3. The fight has to be straightened out. 
4. "Naybe you did.'' This line is an expression of 
Pat's true feelings and not so much a crack . He 
does rrot like any of the group. They are like him 
and he does not like himself. 
5. Fred is still not sure of the first Pat-A~~ scene. 
He does not want to set any of the nev-r blocking 
for avrhile . 
Notes in general: 
1. 'Vlhen 1t1e start again on Monday 1.1/e must begin 
A. To relate 
B. To listen 
c. To pick up cues 
D. To make the changes of beat more definite. 
2. The significance of 11:00 o'clock: t he time the 
boy committed suicide. 
3. Pat takes a particular delight in having the hours 
run out. Why have time stop? We must get on vJith 
it. 
thought. 
4. Pat's suicide is to be a grand gesture, the final 
and irrevocable act of self-punis~~ent. 
vle departed for Vacation w·ith much, much food for 
Thirteenth Rehearsal 
11/30/59 
7:00 p.m. 
Over the Vacation I spent most of my time v.rorking on 
the Tines. I thought they \vould be qui t e eas y to learn, but I 
vms 1.vrong. Pat is in such constant conflict with himself, 
part icularly during the dream scenes, that his train of thought 
is not al1vays logical and easy to follow. He will start on one 
thought , interrupt himself, go back to his original thought and 
then start off on another idea. The last scene vrith Stephen as 
Mr. Carr is a particularly complex one. Here the past and the 
present are merging , one superimposed upon the other. Pat is 
not sure of vJhere he is nor of 1..rhat is happening. Thoughts, 
memories, emotions come gushing out in a vJfid jumble. This is 
one of the most difficult scenes in the play. It is also the 
most important for Pat. Stephen finally forces him to face the 
truth about himself, " ••• to say good-bye to his last illu-
sion." The struggle is terrific. It costs Stephen his life. 
He uses his last strength to vrrest this final devil from Pat 1 s 
soul; it is a kind of exorcism. 
At the Greem·rich Library I discovered a fascinating 
book, 11Freud On Broadway--A History Of Psychoanalysis And The 
American Drama, 11 by V.I . David Sievers vJhich I have brought up to 
Fred. A whole section of the book is devoted to "The Psycho-
dramas of Philip Barry. 11 According to Nr. Sievers, Barry was 
second only to o•Neill in his contributions to the modern psy-
chological drama. He considers "Hotel Universerr Barry's finest 
play and also " ••• one of the truly original masterpieces of 
the modern American drama." He maintains that the "dream" se-
quences are actually psychodramas and that Barry was influenced 
by the -vrork of Dr. Jacob L. Horeno, a psychiatrist who tr. • • 
p j_oneered in the clinical use of psychodrama, in v.rhich patients 
act out improvisationally their disturbing situations and play 
various roles to enlarge their insight." He says, 11 • • • all 
of the characters find themselves in turn 'Under the Piano' to 
relive and work out in catharsis the traumatic episodes of thei 
lives, v!i th each play subsidiary roles Cor 1 auxiliary egos, 1 as 
Horeno calls them) for the others." 
These ideas have given me many new insights into the 
play. It would seem to me, according to this line of thought, 
that the action of the play vrould be to find happiness through 
an understanding of oneself. This understanding can only come 
about in the case of these charact ers through revisiting the 
past, looking at it objectively and truthfully and thus freeing 
themselves from it. Once they have realized, as Fred said, 
"That their memory of the past is largely illusion,'' that they 
have t vJisted and distorted it to suit their ovm images of them-
selves, then they have taken the first step tovmrd a real self-
understanding. (The influence of Pirandello seems apparent; 
they are all playing roles.) This is the method of psychiatry. 
Stephen is the one vJho helps them to see their true selves; he 
is the psychiatrist. He realizes that the key to happiness lie 
in practicing the old Socratic maxim, "Know thyself." This re-
lationship betv.reen Stephen and Pat is very i mport ant . 
During the Vacation I also worked out a chronological 
sequence of dates and events to help me visualize the past more 
clearly. 
Characters ages: 
A nn 28 (There is a difference of four years betvreer 
her age and Pat 's.) 
Alice 26 
Pat 32 
Norman 38 
Tom 4o 
Hope 36 
Lily 30 
The action of the play takes place in July, 1929. 
Ann has been in France three years; she came in July , 1926. 
March, 1926 
December, 1924 
September, 1923 
J anuary, 1918-
June, 1922 
Pat returned after three \.>reeks in 
England. Thi s is the second re-
turn from England, after Hary 1 s 
death. The scene vJi th Ivlr. Carr 
takes place just before this. He 
then vrent dovm to Florida to visi 
his mother . Therefore, he prob- I 
ably has seen An_n only a couple o 
time s before she left for France 
with her father. 
One year and three months earlier 
he left Nary and sailed ·~;qi th his 
father. 
He went to England for the first 
time. He v.ras then t vJenty-six. 
He attended Princeton . After 
finishing Princeton, his father 
insisted that he do graduate work 
at Cambridge. This was the reaso 
Spring of 1919 
1917-1918 
1916 
1915 
he did not marry Ann. 
During Pat's fre shman year, the 
West bury Road scene takes Place. 
Pat v.ras t-vrenty-two; Ann, eighteen. 
(Note: Mary -vras the same age 1.vher. 
Pat fell in love with her.) 
In the Army as a code clerk in 
England. 
Travelled in South America vri th 
his father. 
He vms graduated from Phi lips-
Exeter Academy. 
If the action of the play takes place in the present, 
as Fred -vmuld like it to, then the events are as follows: 
July, 1958 
July , 1955 
1-1arch, 1955 
December, 1953 
September, 1952 
1948-1952 
19~-6-1947 
1945 
The play takes place. 
Ann came to the Riviera. 
Patts second return from England. 
Pat left Hary and sailed \vi th his 
father. 
He \'rent t o England for the first 
time. 
In college on the G. I. Bill 
In the Army. 
Gradua.ted from prep school. 
This chart has helped me greatly in developing a sensE 
of the past for Pat . 
T'onight v.re started vri th the first Pat-Ann scene. Thi 
'ltras the night--that fantastic time '!,vhen, after days of plodding 
along and plugging away at a scene, something suddenly happens, 
and the v.rhole thing catch es fire. It 1..vas incredible! I '\vas 
S\,rept avray in the emotional turbulence of the scene. Ali sorts 
of exciting reactions and interactions happened that had never 
happened before. By the time v.re had finished the Pat-Hother 
scene' I viaS in tears. vnJ.en vl8 reached Stephen Is entrance' 
Fred called a break. I v.ras exhausted but ex...hilarated for novJ 
everJnhing seemed possible. I think I finally understand this 
scene. Tonight I actually experienced all of the emotions in 
it. Hm·.r it happened, 1111 never kn.ow. l1aybe it v.ras doing it 
without the book for the first time. Perhaps it was the fact 
that Fred let us run all the \•Jay through it vrithout a break for 
the first time. It is an exciting scene. Pat 1 s emotions accu-
mulate as you go along playing all of the beats. He struggles 
desperately to control them, to hide them, to repress them. 
Finally it requires too much effort; he can no longer do it. 
The dam bursts; he suddenly explodes and lashes out. Running 
the whole section thl' ough from begilming to end allovved us to 
experience this pattern. It -v.ras really a revelation. 
After the break we started from the top. I had prac-
ticed the song over the Vacation, but you never 1.vould have 1movn 
it. The problem seems to be that the accompaniment is independ 
ent of the vocal line. I must sing something different from 
v.rhat I am playing. It is a real chore. I must practice hours 
more. 
Tonight vms the first time vle had ever attempted to 
do the fight. He got a little carried away, I'm afraid. At 
the end of it I \'>lent hurtling off across the room and dashed 
myself against a pile of desks. Never again! I should knovr 
by this time that vou should never attempt to do a fi aht tn at 
hasn't been choreographed . 
The beginning ensemble scene v.ras very sl01.; and jumpy 
tonight. V.Je v1ere all doing it for the first time 1'li thout books, 
and i t was quit e rough going. 
An interes t i ng thing happened in rehearsal tonight. 
I wore blue jeans, an old sweatshirt and sneakers. As a con-
sequence, I gave my "Marlon Branda performance. 11 Naybe the 
costume helped in realizing a kind of emotional freedom, but I 
don't think it is right for Pat. From no1:r on I shall wear a 
jacket and shoes to all rehearsals. This should help in de-
termining t he quality of Pat 1 s movement. 
\tlhile I v1as at home on vac ation, I happened to drive 
my sister u p to her school to pick up some books. It is a pri-
vate school and, at one time, was a private estate. The origi-
nal house is still stand i ng and in use. It is situated on a 
hill overlooking Long Island Sound I•Tith a magnificent terrace 
that takes in this gr and view. I spent some time on t hat ter-
race i•Thile I i•Tas Ivai ting , pretending that I was Pat and that it 
was 11 our" terrace overlooking t he lv:iedi terranean. 
Fourteenth Rehearsal 
12/1/59 
3:30 p ~.m . 
This afternoon 1;Je 1.-rorked on the Tom, Pat and Norman 
childhood i mprovisation scene. VJe are still having trouble 1tli tt 
the lines, but the scene seems to be coming along vrell. It is 
a very \vell-1vri tten scene. The reactions seem so typical of 
boys about eight years old. The problem in the scene is to 
gain enough freedom, to abandon oneself completely to the idea 
of being a little boy again •. Fred wants us to make a big thing 
of the leprosy. We are completely vli'apped up in it; for the 
moment, it is the most important and terrible thing in the vJholE 
vJOrld. 
After go ing over the begin.ning of this scene several 
times, ,.,re moved on to the fight. Here 1.-:e have a problem. The 
script says, "Still Tom holds him. Pat struggles harder. He 
begins to beat at him with his fists. Finally freeing himself, 
he goes at him more violently. Tom retaliates. They go up and 
dovm the terrace, advancing, retreating , clinching , separating, 
raining blows upon each other in dead earnest. Hope suddenly 
II realizes that they are no longer playing • • • 
Fred feels that to stage a fight such as is called foi 
in the script 1<rould be too tricky, especially considering the 
fact that Hark and I are not equally mat ched physically. It 
vmuld look phony and not a little ridiculous. Then there is thE 
problem of Dick's breaking up the fight. He is much smaller 
than both of us. We all sat do\m for avrhile and tal ke_d _about 
the problems involved. 
Fred wants to present Barry 1 s idea in the fight \.vi th-
out using his particular stage directions. The idea, he feels, 
is this: the men start their improvisation as a game , in the 
same manner as the uNorman Rose Hour; 11 gradually, they become 
lost in the vmrld of their imagined childhood; the inbred an-
tagonisms and prejudices of childhood come back to them; they 
become involved in a quarrel VJhich, in turn, develops into a-
fight, but still as children, and then, suddenly, their adult 
antagonisms and frustrations break through. What started out as 
a childhood scrap has become, in a flash, a life-and-death strug 
gle between two desperate adults. After a moment, everyone on 
the stage realizes that they are no longer playing a game but 
battling in deadly earnest. Fred wants the audience to realize 
this a beat or b ,m before the other characters on stage do. 
\t>Je then 1.vent into the fight and tried to improvise 
something along the lines that 1.ve had just talked about. Fred 
was not happy 1,ri th it. It did not seem to progress but stayed 
all on one , level. I suggested that perhaps it might be a good 
idea if, half-way through the struggle, Mark and I should break 
a part for a moment and then come back at each other fiercely. 
This might help to clarify the transition from childhood back to 
adulthood. We tried this; it seemed to work better. Fred 
thought that, as a 1.tJhole' though, the fight ~.<ras still too muddy. 
We moved through it slmvly again, and Fred broke it down into 
beats. There vrere seven beats altogether, begin...ning vJith the 
first movement -vrhen Tom claps his hand over Pat 1 s mouth, and 
ending 1.vi th our final breaking apart 1.vhen Pat steps back to 
S'!,·Jing at Tom, and No rman step s in after Hope 1 s pleading. We 
tried it several times again . Fred seemed happy with it. Now 
all that remains is to synchronize the action of the fight "dth 
the rea ctions of the other characters on stage. 
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Fifteenth Rehearsal 
12/1/59 
7:30 p. m. 
Tonight \.vas a big night. This v.ras the first time vre 
used props in rehearsal. Harilyn had brought glasses and bot-
tles and most of the hand props or reasonable facsimiles . It 
was also the first time for the music. Neryl Peeker experi-
mented with the music using Fred 1 d first, rough cues. Hal Pyke 
the lighting designer, came to get an idea of what would be re-
quired in the way of lighting. And last, but not least, 
Hr. Hirsch came, as Fred's advisor, to see 1,rhat progress \ve 
vl8re making . As a consequence all of the actors \vere a bit on 
edge when we started. 
The first thing vle did was stage the fight for the 
benefit of the other characters i n order that they might syn-
chronize their actions \vith those of the fi ght . This involved 
an intricate bit of timing on Sarah's part : she must give Dick 
the cue to break up the struggle and must in turn take her cue 
from one of the beats of the fight. The first time through, 
Nark and I lost control, and · at the end of the fight I -v;ent 
hurtling off into space tripping over lvieryl Peeker on the v.ray . 
Fortunately, she viaS not hurt. The rehearsal vras off to a good 
start! After a couple of more trys, we finally managed to fit 
it together to Fred's satisfaction. It is still rough , though. 
Note from Fred: 
Inspect Tom 1 s arm very carefully on the line ""VIlhe re? 11 
during the early part of the i mprovisation. 
After the fight, iife pi cked up just before Stephen's 
entrance during the first Pat-Ann scene where we had l eft off 
the night before. This was the first time we had ever done 
this section of the play vTi thout books. It vias also a scene 
that troubled me. At the end of the scene there is an exchange 
between Stephen and Pat that reads as follows in the script: 
rrsTEPHEN 
PAT 
It is not so easy. He is in love with death. 
(PAT turns to him and sings, beating time with 
his finger.) 
--Rat-a-plan, rat-a-plan, rat-a-plan-plan-plan-
plan--CHe stops on the high note, holds out his 
arms, and cries:) Yes! 
(And goes to the point of the wall, where he 
stands vli th his back to them.)" 
I vras not sure of \·!hat Fred wanted in this reaction. 
The emotional intensity of it frightened me a little. Then 
there was the added complication of the song thro~1 in. Jump-
ing into the scene cold, without the momentum of all that had 
gone before it, and confronted by an "audience" for the first 
time, I vJa s afraid to try anything on this reaction. Pe rhaps I 
can find an imag e for this action which will help me visualize 
it. 
Mr. Hirsch left half-way through the rehearsal. Our 
spirits fell perceptively after he left, in spite of the fact 
that Fred assured us that he had another appointment that eve-
ning. 
This afternoon for Pantomime Class Dorothy and I did 
an i mprovisation of a couple spending their last evening to-
gether before their \JITedding. lve decided to do it in the char-
acters of Pat and Am~. 
Sixteenth Rehearsal 
12/2/59 
7=30 p.m. 
This evening we started Hith the "Rat-a-plan-plan-
1 Y Ill plan-p an-- es. scene. I tried a very emotional "Yes!" It 
does not seem right to me. Fred is not happy v.rith it either. 
He sugges t ed a lit t le less intense reaction next time. I am 
still puzzled about this. 
While June v.ras going through her 11 psychotrauma, 11 
Dorothy and I i.-rorked on the Westbury Road scene by ourselves. 
We are still a little shaky on the lines. They have to be so 
completely second nature because the scene rushes along at such 
a headlong pace, frequently changing direction and digressing. 
Yet vm still must maintain a quality of great spontaneity; that 
is part of the charm of this scene. 
After working alone on the scene, v.re r an it through 
for Fred. He feels that it is making great strides. 
The next thing v.Je worked on vms the last Pat-Stephen 
scene, the one immediately follo v.Jing the \rJestbury Road scene. 
Tonight vras the first time vli thout the books on this scene be-
cause the lines have given me a great deal of trouble. It is 
like trying to play t wo characters at once. First he is Pat in 
the past, then Pat in the present, then Pat in the past again. 
Final1y, the t1.v-o begin to come together; then there is the last 
desperate struggle during vrhi ch Stephen at length v.rrests Pat 1 s 
fina l illusion from him. As the two i mage s begin to merge, Pat 
forces a shovJdovm i'Jith Hr. Field and asserts hi mself. He tells 
hi m all the things that he v.rishes he had had the strength and 
courage to tell to Hr. Carr and to his m·m f ather. 
"Look her e , 1-1r. Carr-- (Then correcting himself:) 
Hr. Field. --I knou you're a sick man . But Ann 's go 
her vrhole l ife ahead of her. You can't take i t from 
her. You've taken too much of it already . I don 't 
hold 'tvi th those old ideas. Ann and I are in love, 
and if you don't grBnt that t hat 1 s the most i mportant 
t hing , it's time you did. I'm sorry to have to put 
it this vmy , but I've got to speak as I f eel ." 
Fred fe els that t hese are things that Pat wishes he 
had said before. He has been rehearsing them to himself for 
years in reliving a confrontation 'tvhich actually never t ook 
place in an attempt to jus t ify hi mself. N0\.1]' , finally , the vmrd 
come Helling out, at first very hesit antly and haltingly, then 
vri th more and more c onvi ct ion and finally passion. It is a ver 
emotional s cene also. Fred believes that this scene is the 
emotional high-point of the pl ay . The position of this scene 
is indicated in a graph of t he play 's action vrhich I have in-
cluded following the entry for t his rehearsal. 
Pat's emotional react ion to wr,a t he believes is Ann 1 s 
death is only surpas sed by the violence of his hatred for 
lVlr. Field, vTho, for the moment, represents not only 1-fr. Carr 
but also, in a sense , Pat's ov-m father. Pat projects onto 
Stephen, the psychiat ri st in this particular psychodrama , his 
ovm f eelings tm..,rard the authority-figure, his father. 
This ·viTath is intensified further by the fact that 
Stephen forces Pat to look at himself and admit at last that hi, 
grief at Nary's death \vas not due so much to his love for her 
as to the loss of his ovm picture or ideal image of himself. 
( 11 STEPHEN: ••• A S"\tJine? I ndeed you are! --But v.rhat brought 
you? How much of it vms the self-contempt you f elt for having 
left her? • • • --And how much your love of her, your 'I.~Jant of 
her? tt) Pat realizes t he truth and directs his last surge of 
fury at himself. ("Oh, be still about my picture! You 're 
talking a bout a spoiled boy, stuffed vri th vrhat he thought v.rere 
fine ideals. Fakes, all of them! I've left that boy behind. 
I 1 ve got no picture anymore. I know I'm vJhat I am--myself!") 
He has finally faced and admitted the truth, but the struggle 
has left him spent. He wavers for a moment . It seems that 
there is now nothing left for him . 
ttSTEPHEN 
--what else is ther for you? 
(A moment. ·rhen:) 
PAT Cto himself) 
--Off to Africa. 11 
But as he stumbles off into the garden, he realizes 
that suicide v1ould be another illusion: "--One big last shinin~ 
gesture, eh? Watching myself go by. Another pretty picture: 
' He died for love.' (He raise s his head.) No! --That 's for 
the weak ones. I stay ." It is at this moment of Pat's rebirth 
that Ann calls to him from the garden. She is not dead. Now 
they may begin life again together. But Stephen has spent his 
last strength in Pat 1 s salvation; he collapses into the chair, 
dead. 
The chief problem in this scene lies in rea lizing all 
of the values, in pr~senting clearly ali of the beats, all of 
the things t hat are happening to Pat. And there are a great 
many! 
vie finished the rehearsal by vmrking on the final 
scene of the play. This is a different Pat from all that have 
gone before. All of the guilt has been lifted from him and, 
with it, all of the bitterness and desperation. He and Ann pla 
their future together. This is a difficult ensemble scene. 
Fred wants to create an effect of everybody talking together in 
a vlild rush of enthusiasm. vle are still a good deal a~>ray from 
that as yet. 
Note from Fred: 
Be careful of hissing and aspirate quality: nchanged 11 
How? V.lho vmnts things changed?u 
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COMHENTS ON THE GRAPH 
It is obviously rather foolhardy to try to indicate 
anything as complex and subtle as a play's anatomy and vitality 
by scientific methods. To subject a work of art to the yard-
stick of science can only prove frustrating and ultimately un- ' 
I 
productive. In preparing this graph I have tried only to pres- 11 
I 
ent visually a general point of vievr on the arrangement of the I 
play's scenes in relation to an ascending and intensifying dra- 1 
matic action \·Thich reaches its zenith at the climax, that moment 
I 
in which the essential and opposing issues come to their inev-
itable clash and from v.rhich emerges a final resolution. 
I have also indicated those portions of the play in 
1.rhich all of the characters are involved. These ensemble scenes 
I 
concern the characters in the present time and form a sort of I 
framevrork 1•Thich introduces and encircles the heart of the play, 1• 
those rr o'D.ents when each character is brought to a confrontation 
of his past in order to discover his true reality. In setting 
off these portions of the play, I have tried to indicate, quan-
titatively at least, how important they are to the structure of li 
I 
II 
I 
the play as a whole. 
In pointing out those scenes in '"'hich Pat primarily 
I 
is concerned, I have attempted to indicate how much of the play l 
is concerned \vith an exploration of his character and a presen- ) 
tation of his salvation. 
I have also tried to point out, very generally, the 
sections of the play 1-rhich embody the concepts of purpose, pas-
sion and perception. These demarcations should be understood 
only in a relative sense, as I do not think that one can say 
• I 
arbitrarily , particularly ivith thls play, exactly where one be-
gins and the other leaves off. As each of the three ma jor psy-
chodramas (i.e. Tom's, Lily's and Pat's) is a sort of play in 
itself, each contains elements of all three. 
Seventeenth Rehearsal 
12/3/59 
7:15p.m. 
Tonight vre had a run-through vii th rehearsal props and 
sound. Hal Pyke came again to check on lights, and Gail Cooper, 
our ne"tv assistant stage manager, vras on the book for the first 
time. This vras the night the roof really fell in! The first 
half vias the worst it has ever been. We were all so discouraged 
and ashamed at the mid1,ray break that "tve did not want to do any-
thing but go off into a corner and die. 
After a pep talk from Fred ("energy, vitality, etc.") 
vre managed to limp through the second half. It vJas very bad. 
We suddenly got a feeling a fter it vras all over that unless our 
performance vms very, very good it vrould be very, very awful; 
t here vmuld be no "in bet-vreen, " not vii th this play. Fred even 
seemed quite discouraged. He is talking again about putting in 
an intermission after Stephen 1 s entranc·e. This "t.vould really kil 
the play, I think. We simply must be better tomorrotv! 
After rehearsal I went home to bed, deliberately 
trying to cultivate a blank mind. I didn 1 t even -vrant to think 
about vihat went wrong tonight; it v.muld be too discouraging. 
Notes on the run-through: 
Practice the piano!!! 
Hore energy for the "Norman Rose Hour 11 
Cross up to wall on "There's something in the ,,,av. 11 
.; 
At piano, run fingers over the keys so that they are 
there for the chord. No chord; just bang. 
Eighteenth Rehearsal 
12/4/59 
7:00 p . m. 
Apparently everyone must have had a good night's slee 
for the run-through tonight v.Jas much better. ( The best so far 
according to Fred.) We are beginning to get used to handling 
the props and have begun to gain back some of the freedom '\ve ha 
before. Also, we are beginning to get used to running t he whol l 
shov.T through in an eveni ng . It has a r hythm of i ts m,m vJhich 
you can s ense. When the play is going well this rhythm is ve ry 
apparent. We begin v.ri th a long opening passage of slovrly mount 
ing tension; a violent explosion in the fight between Tom and 
Pat; then a short period of ey~austed ca lm; then the tension be 
gins to mount again, finally resulting in b tm more sudden ex-
plosions in the first Pat-Ann scene. These are followed by a 
long hypnotic passage with Stephen vlhich transports all of the 
characters back into the past. Then f ollow the individual psy-
chodramas e a ch with its o~n1 rhyth~ determined by the character 
involved and the quality of his memories of the past: the burn-
ing int ensity of Tom1 s quest for faith; the staccato urgency of 
Norman's drive for power and position and acceptance; the storm 
hysterica l pitch of Lily 1 s memories of life v.rith her "ero t ic-
sadistic 11 father. This violent scene vl i th its nightmarish cli-
max is follovJed by t he quiet charm of Pat 1 s courtship of Ann. 
The artful juxtaposition of these two scenes is one of the most 
brilliant of Barry's touches. They are poles apart in their 
emotional content but b 
each enhance the qualities of the other. The tenderness of the 
vJestbury Road scene finally dissolves into the final violence 
of Pat 's last encounter with Stephen. Then, as after a severe 
thunder storm, the air has been cleared and purified, and the 
landscape returns to normal; after the final flurry of departurE , 
the rhythm of tranquility settles as the play ends. 
vJe all feel that as Barry wrote the play to be per-
formed vJithout an intermission, inserting one after Stephen 1 s 
entrance ,,rould \\Tench the play violently; 1ve would never be a blE 
to rebuild u hat vie had created in the first portion. The play 
has an inexorable rhythm of its ovm, slovrly and surely mounting 
and increa.sing in intensity. An artificial break i mposed upon 
the integrity of this whole \vould destroy it and also the effec 
which it is intended to have upon an audience. Things look a 
little more hopeful at this point, ho-vrever, about the inter-
mission; Fred did not mention it at all this evening. 
Notes on the run-through: 
Practice the piano--Room 411.~. 
Hore sardonic on "Little Nother! 11 
The line is "You .a.l1 make me sick!" 
Huch more bitter laugh before "The man in 608 • 
• • 
11 The grape and the grain! 11 Good tonight! Keep . it! 
The line is nHello, .!ir, • .Qar:.r: Cnot lvir. FieldJ 11 \tJhy 
do I keep confusing the t "ro names? This must be 
how Pat feels in his moments of confusion. 
Reactions \vere good tonight. 
II 
,_ 
Ninteenth Rehearsal 
12/5/59 2:oo p.m. 
Before rehearsal this afternoon, I 1,rorked for a couplE 
of hours at the piano. I finally have convinced Fred that the 
song in its original setting is too difficult for me to play. 
The accompaniment and the vocal line are entirely independent, 
and I \>ITOUld not be able to perform it in this version without 
a couple of years of steady work. June managed to simplify it 
down to the bare essentials. I just play the voc al line with a 
few chords thrmm in now and again . After vmrking at this for 
two hours I '\•TaS able to accomplish something, which was more 
than I have ever been able to do ""ith the other version. \'le 
started at the top today, and everybody vias speechless \vhen I 
managed to stumble through the song somehm...r. (If I keep at it 
I may be able to make it someday.) 
For the first time today we noticed the Gregorian 
Chant . Fred does not like it. He thinks it does not sound som 
ber enough. I agree. June says she can bring in a book of 
chants in Hhich we might be able to find something more suitable. 
Today was rather uneventful. We spent some time on 
the opening scene trying to pick up the energy level. Then we 
ran it through t 1:lice. Fred seems to think it is picking up a 
bit. 
The Pat- Lily scene dragged very badly today. June anc 
I are still not quite clear on t heir relat ionship. We feel that 
they must have been having a kind of half-hearted af~ai~ to-
gether. Each of them is clinging to the other in a kind of des-
peration. Each says that he is not capable of loving anyone. 
Their cow~on plight draws them together. But there must be 
something more than this in their scene. I think that they are 
also very much afraid. Thei r ga~e of childhood has just eruptec 
into inexplicable violence. Pat is disturbed and frightened. 
He turns to Lily in desperation. Lily realizes that this is to 
her advantage and, in spite of the fact that she says she can 
feel nothing for Pat, is afraid, in turn, of losing him back to 
Ann. For a moment they come together in fear and desperation. 
They try to cover up their true emotions -vrith a cloak of cynica 
banter. I see them as t-vro children alone in a haunted house, 
each pretending to be brave to the other in order to reassure 
himself. June does not see this image, but I find it helpful. 
After talking about the scene, v.re ran it again. Fred thought 
it was better. 
The Pat-Stephen scene is still very shaky. The lines 
are in very bad shape. I am s t ill confusing the names, Mr. Fielc 
and Jvlr. Carr. This is very easy to do, but must be avoided or 
it \~rill confuse the audience about the changes taking place in 
Pat's mind. Bud and I are going to try to 111ork on this scene 
alone sometime. 
C' • 1 t . 0pecla no e. 
No pause before "Orion." It sounds like Pat Cor 
Clyde) has for gotten the name. 
Twentieth Rehearsal 
12/6/59 2:oo p.m. 
Today vras a big day. vJe finally moved over from the 
Admiral Building into Room 210 in the Theater. What a relief 
to be av1ay from those stuffy rooms and the constant battles witlll 
the janitors. The set looks as if it will be very impressive. 
Several weeks ago Dick cut a photograph from "Esquire 11 Hagazine 
of a villa on the Riviera not far from the actual location of 
the one in the play. It v.ras a huge, rambling building of pink 
stucco, high up on a cliff overlooking the Hediterranean. ~ve 
have been drinking it in every day to help capture the atmos-
phere. The present set looks very much like it. We can almost 
see the sea over the ·Hall. Vie can also see now a lot of dif-
ficulties which vre had not taken into account before. I dis-
covered that t he practical part of the \vall 'lrrhich I had been 
sitting on all through rehearsals \1ras not really practica l at 
all. For today I changed to the little chair by the gate, but 
this forced me to play almost all my lines upstage. Fred said 
tomorrO"i.J he -vrill try putting me further upstage on the practica 
part of the wall. 
Another problem: the great depth of the set. ~ppar­
ently the tape markings on the floor of the room in the Admiral 
Building were not laid out accurately, for we suddenly discov--
ered that the set is t wice as deep as we were used to. This 
will take a bit of getting used to. 
'He ran through from the top, trying to adjust to the 
differences i n t he set as best we could so that Fred could see 
vrhat the rea l problems were. Fred does not think that the per-
i formance has any fire until the childhood i mprovisation . Still 
t he same old problem: t he long opening scene. 
Notes: 
Find a place to move from t he vmll before the 11Norman 
Rose Hour." 
II Nore laugh on 11 The man in 608 • • • 
Pidc up cue fast er on "Say thi s to him firs t • • • " 
Cross up to the piano after 11 Rat-a-plan-plan-plan-
plan--Yes! 
The other day I suddenly r emembered a quotat ion from 
the 11 Aeneid 11 in one of my old Latin books. The image evoked by 
the line ha s stuck in my mind for many years, and it proved to 
be helpf u l v!ith this difficult moment . "And they stretched out 
their arms in lJassionate yearni~ for t he farther shore. 11 Pat 
is yearni n g passionately for t he f arther shore of deat h . 
Twenty-first Rehearsal 
12/7/59 
7:00 p.m. 
Tonight proved to be ve ry frustrating indeed. Being 
on the set this early has proved to be a mixed blessing . \·l e are 
in const ant competition with the paint cre1-r . At times it even 
s e ems to be a race: 1.vho '\~Till ge t to a c ertain spot on the set 
first, the actors or the painters? It vras practically i mpossibJ.r 
to concent r ate on the p l ay this evening . In the middle of a 
quiet moment during the Pat-Lily scene somebody picked u p a huge 
sheet of lJape r vrhich was being used to keep paint fron dripp i ng 
on the floor and dragged it acro s s the room at full volume. At 
another moment, I turned to ma ke a hast y retreat from Ann during 
the first Pat- Ann scene only to discover that I had been, in the 
meantime, encircled with paint buckets, brushes, rags, etc. 
Fred thought the run-through -vras slovr this evening . 
(No vmnder !) He t old us all to brush up on our cues ; we are all 
pick ing them u p much too slo"~;rly. 
Note: 
Fred does not think that Pat should grab Stephen dur-
ing the last "psychotrauma. 11 Any phys ical conta c t , 
he f eel s , vrould tend to bring Pat back to reality . I 
do not agre e. I d o not think it 'tvould be out of place 
for Pat t o gr ab Stephen on the line , "But I did come 
back ! I wasn 't the swine she thought me . I did come-
she mus t lmo'\lr that . I' m sure she lmo1 .. rs it!" Consider 
ing the fact that Fred has Pat move svriftl v do,,m to I 
confront Stephen at the beginning of this s peech, and 
also considering t he intensity of Pat 1 s emotion, it 
seems only logical that he 1.-rould grab his arms. And 
vJhat is even more convincing to me is the fact that I 
feel such a strong urge to do it; it actually requires 
a great effort to keep myself from doing it. I don 1 t 
think that Pat '1:Jould restra in himself at such a moment '" 
As far as his being jarred back to the present by suer 
a movement, it seems to me that Pat has already re-
turned to the present by this time. But Fred is ada-
mant on this point so, as I cam1.ot persuade him to my 
way of thought, I suppose it shall have to stay as it 
is. 
Twentv-second Rehears a l 
12/8/5'9 
3=30 p.m. 
This afternoon l.·re vmrked on t he last Pat-Stephen scenE 
trying to r e inforce the build and br i ng the vrhole scene up to 
the l eve l of the re s t of the play . I have had a great deal of 
trouble v.ri t h t he lines for t hi s scene because of the many change 
back and forth from the past to the present and also because of 
t he confusion in Pat's line of thought caused by his ext reme 
emotional agitation. Arter a lot of pushing , I have finally 
managed to mast er the lines, but the scene is still a little 
pallid. 
Fred and Bud and I sat dovm and talked the scene 
through first. Fred pointed out all of the changes t hat he 
thinks must take place. Bud and I agreed \1Ti th him complet ely . 
Then vle ran the scene. Fred vras not entire l y happy vri t h i t. 
He feels t hat it should build to a much stronger emotional peak 
Pat must try to hold onto his last illusion, the illusion of hL 
mm perfec t ion, v..ri th a desperate intensity. When Stephen final 
l y tears t his illusion a-v.ray from him and makes him see h i mself 
as he r eally is, Pat retaliates by lashing out at Stephen in 
blind fury . This last moment of revelation and agony must be 
t he emotiona l high-point in the play, according to Fred. Pat 
is the most fully developed character of the group , and Barry 
has present ed his case histor-y mo st clearly • . He has sa ved Pat•. 
salvation to t he las t because he feels it is the most i mportant 
and because it is also the most difficult. His se lf-deception 
is the most difficul t t o break through because it has been buil 
and bolstered by Pat 's great but entire l y misdi r ected pride . I 
I think that Barr y r egar ds Pat as one of the most vrorthi:Jhile of 
t he group because he has a greater capacity and potentia l for 
life than the others . It is becau se of this very nature that 
he has become the most disenchanted and mise r able of the lot. 
In the cases of the others Barry has shown us a por-
tion of t heir salvat ion; in some cases, (Norman, Tom and Lily ) 
just t he beginning. The audience i s left to f eel that they vril 
somehovr be abl e to find a better life after being set off on thE 
right foot. But what about Pat? His self-deception has brough 
h i m t o t he very brink of despair. Will he be able to survive 
the great shock of self-revel ation and then find his ;..;ay back 
to life? Barr y shoHs us the "\·rhole process. With t he other 
characters , Stephen has been like a confessor, listening to 
t heir "sins" and then counseling, "Go, and sin no more ," con-
fident that they vrill find their ovm salvation. But Pat 1 s c ase 
i s more serious . Even Stephen with his seeming omniscien ce is 
not sur e vrhat Pat ;..;rill do af ter he has been brought face to 
face ·Hi th the truth about himself. "If you cannot (face your-
self)--,..rhat e l se is t here fo r you?" ask s Stephen . Pat hesitate 
a moment and t hen says, to himself, "--Of f to Afr i ca." For a: 
moment the audience f ears that the tr11th has been tco much for 
Pat. He starts to go, then realizes that even suicide would be 
11 one big last shinj_ng gesture, 11 t he greatest and the most fatal 
illusion. "No! --That 's for the v.Jealc ones. I stay. 11 Pat has 
finally found hi s real self . nThat 1 s right, that 1 s right," 
Stephen murmurs, assured tb.at Pat is nov! saved and he may die 
in peace. 
After rum1ing the scene a sec ond time , Fred seemed to 
be happier vri th it, and vre call ed it an afternoon . 
Twentv-third Rehearsal 
12/8/5'9 
7=30 p . m. 
This evening we ran through from the top . Fred said 
that the first b.alf (up to Stephen 1 s entrance) vms still slow. 
It must have more energy. Hm:Iever, the second half , paradoxi-
cally enough , was the best it has ever been. 
Some notes: 
The line is 11None of us gave a hang for him ! 11 
Practi ce with the necklace. 
Nuch bigger on 11 The lot of you II 
• • • 
Fred -vmnts me in general to make Pat more bj_tter and 
biting in the beginning. I feel as if I'm already snarling at 
everybody in sight , but I shall try to make it even bigger. 
Before qui t ting for the evening, Fred ask ed everybody 
to try tomorrovJ to be aware of proj ection, rhythm and cues. 
I have remembered another image \·ihich I find helpful 
in the out b1..1.rst at the end of the first Pat-Ann scene vrhere 
Stephen says, "He is in love "~dith death," and Pat ans•,.rers by 
singing the l ast refrain of the song and then holding out his 
arms and crying, 11 Yes !" The i mage is that of Gatsby in 11 Th e 
Great Gatsby 11 stretching out trembling arms 'it'Tith a cry in the 
night as he re a ches for the green light at the end of the pier 
on Daisy 's estate, as if somehow, by the mere physic a l action, 
he could erase both the past and the future and pull her into 
his c::J.rms. This moment seems to epi tomize his 1·1hole being, his 
,._,,hole tragedv. If I could just recreate this on the stage ! 
Tv!8n'ty-fourth Rehearsal 
12/9/59 
7=30 p.m .. 
Tonight vJe had a run-through ,,ri th costume s and makeup. 
Both Nr. Thommen and IVir. Hirsch vvere present. 
Some notes: 
Brandy snifters vrill be used starting tomorrovl. 
Don't play for mood; play the character instead. 
Spirit lacking in the end--much more gusto needed. 
Music for Westbury Road scene will start on "ltlhere 
is that road? " 
Husic v'rill cue in first psychodrama (Pat - Mother). 
\llai t for it! 
Fred did not have too much to say about the rehearsal 
this evening . After the run-through he talked vrith both 
Hr. Hirsch and Nr. Thommen. They did not seem to be too happy 
vri th the co stumes and certain technical things connected ,,rith 
the set and the lighting, but did not say anything to the cast 
about the shm-J. 
As far as costumes go , I did not have too much diffi-
culty. The main problem is trying to get around on the slip-
pery floor in leather-soled shoes. This is also a serious dif-
ficulty in the fight, where it is very hard to keep on balance. 
The suit s eems comfortable, but gets pretty mussed up during the 
fight. Makeup poses another problem. It is difficult for both 
Nark and me to keep our suits clean during the fi ght. We both 
finish 1..rith big makeup smudges. 1 1 11 have to have my suit 
cleaned before the performance Friday. 
J1...1.st as v.re -vrere about to leave, Hr . Thommen helped us 
move the piano on the set from a position v.rhere anyone playing 
it is facing upstage to a posi t ion where the player is in pro-
file. This is much , much better ! I have al-vmys fet it "\.vould be 
better this way, but have hesitated to say anything for fear 
that it had been designed into the set in its original position 
and changing it would present too great a problem. 
T1.'Tenty-fifth Rehearsal 
12/10/59 
3:30 p .. m. 
Hoving the piano last evening after the run-through 
has necessitated reblocking portions of the first Pat-Ann scene. 
This afternoon Fred, Dorothy and I ·Horked on this scene. An-
other problem has sprung up ~Ari th this scene also; in follo~Aring 
some of the old blocking which vJe had been working vJi th in the 
much more confined quarters of the Admiral Building, both 
Dorothy and I felt at times as if v.re had to make a hundred-yard 
dash in order to be in place for a new beat. As a consequence, 
many of the transitions in this long scene had become blurred, 
and neither of us 1...ras happy I·Ii th the situation. \.Vi th Fred we 
.,_rent through the scene, beat by beat, altering the blocking 
1.-vhere necessary, but still trying to keep the effect of pursuing 
and fleeing. We discovered that the added distances 1.vhich 'T.:!e 
no1.v have help to make this basic idea more explicit. There is 
much more room to move, and consequently, it is possible to ex~ 
tend and vary this physical chase. We had a bit of trouble re-
blocking around the piano, but eventually discovered that its 
nevr placement vms also a help rather than a hindrance. Pat nov-1 
turns to the piano to avoid Ann. In order to trap him again, 
she must nm.v cross over to face him instead of, as before, merel} 
raising her voice in an effort to call him back. 
Arter resetting the blocking, Dorothy and I ran the 
scene through from the top. The improvement is unbelievable. 
The physi cal movement no~ seems so right; it helps terrifically 
in playing the scene. This afternoon was really the firs t time 
I have enjoyed this scene. It no longer frightens me; I feel 
that I kno\-J -vrhere I am going . Fred at last seems t'o be happy 
v.Ji th it too. He says that the ne\v blocking helps to make the 
ideas of a chas e come across even more clearly. 
In rereading the section on "Hotel Univ-erse" in "Freu 
On Broad\·my " this morning, I discovered a very helpful i mage fo 
the Pat-Mother scene. Mr. Sievers describes the scene in the 
follmdng vrords: 
nshe (Ann) plays the role of Pat's mother in a psy-
chodramatic recreation of his return from England, an 
leads him to retch out the traumatic memory of the 
death of his svmetheart." 
It struck me that it would help this scene considerably if I 
could impart this retching quality to Pat's admissions. 
Twent y-sixth Rehearsal 
12/10/ 59 
7:00 p.m . 
Tonight was the fina l rehearsal before the perfor mance 
for the directing students. We \vorked -vri thout costume and make-' 
up this evening wi th the e xc ept ion of Dorothy who vJas not en-
tirely comfortable in he r costume and was trying a variation on 
it, and Bud vJho did his ovm makeu p tonight after -vratching 
Mr. Hirsch do it the night before . We tried sticking fric t ion 
tape on the bottom of our shoes to he l p cut dmm the sliding. 
It is a consider able improvement; it makes vralking almost pos-
s ible. 
Fred seemed happy \·Ti th the run-through and d i d not 
have much in the vray of notes . He t old us all to get a good 
night ' s sleep and come i n i:Jith lots of energy for tomorrou 1 s 
performance. 
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Tvrenty-seventh Rehearsal 
12/11/59 
6:30 p.m. call 
Tonight v.ras the final 11 dress rehearsal" vlith all the 
directing students in the Theatre Division present. The show 
got off to rather a shaky start. I had great difficulty with 
the song. After a great many very obvious and painful mistakes 
I managed to stumble through it, but I was so shaken that I 
muffed several lines in the scene follow·ing and did not regain 
any kind of composure until the ''Norman Rose Hour" scene. All 
of us -vrere throvm by the · laughs that came during the first 
scene. We had been so virapped up in our individual characters, 
I suppose, that we had lost sight of the fact that on the sur-
face many of the things ' ''e ·Here saying vl8re very funny. When 
we reached the "Norman Rose Hour," hov.rever, vre had all more or 
less settled dovm and begun to enjoy our rapport vrith the au-
dience. This scene went very well indeed. 1''1ark and I got all 
of our laughs and a hand from the audience at the end of the 
scene. From this point on, all of us ·Here more reassured, and 
the performance picked up and \AJ"ent very vvell. There were a fei•T 
minor difficulties. In dressing the set at tb.e last minute to-
day, someone had placed a prop bush upstage in a very avrkvrard 
position, with the result that I almost fell over it during the 
first Pat-Ann scene. 
I \AJ"as particularly happy about the ;;.ray my scenes vJith 
Dorothy had gone. The audience appeared to be caught up in the 
piay, and their rapt attention during these scenes in particula 
reassured me greatly. I now feel much more confident about th 
and, as a result, have finally begun to enjoy playing them. 
After the performance Fred took part in a critique of 
the performance by the directing students and the faculty. He 
did not I•Jant us to attend this critique. He felt that it -vms 
better for him to sift out from the ma ss of criticisms that ·Hhic 
s valid and constructive and which he could use in improving 
e performance -vri thin the short s pace of tvm days 1·rhich vre had 
emain i n g to us. He did not 1vant us confused or upset by crit-
icims 1vhich might be invalid or, at least, not very helpful. 
vJhen the directing critique vJas over, Dorothy, Nark, 
I met vJith the faculty for a short acting critique. 
resenting the faculty '\•Jere ~Iessrs. Hirsch, Kazanoff, Nichols 
The f aculty commented briefly on their gen-
i mpr essions of the performance, m~d, after a brief state-
of i ntent ion from each actor, each faculty member made a 
observations and suggestions vrhich might be helpful. 
I stated that it had been my intention, with Fred 1 s 
to realize Pat 1 s character vfi th all its complexity and 
of emotion to the limits of my ability so that the audi-
e migl1t appreciate most fully vJhat Barry was trying to say. 
also mentioned that I had been troubled about presenting Pat 
unattractively in the beginning of the play for fear of los-
ng the audience 1 s sympathy tm·mrd him as the evening progressed 
In regard to my performance the faculty members made 
the follm.ving comments: 
Hr. Hirsch 
Mr. Y-.azanoff 
Nr. Thommen 
The beginning portion of t he play is 
off. There is not enough of the qual-
ity of desperation, of playing the 
facade. (He 1:ms seconded in this opin 
ion by Mr. Nicholson.) The costumes 
are very bad ; very inhibiting . They 
should be dressed in sport clothes. 
These ·vrould give the characters much 
greater freedom. This might help par-
ticularly in the childhood improvisa-
tion 1,.;hich should begin in a much gaye 
and more abandoned i mprovisatory vein, 
much like the energy used in the 
11Norman Rose Hour. 11 
I am not bitter enough in t he 1-rhole 
beginning portion. The childhood im-
provisat iorr seemed a little reserved; 
it r eminded him of children in a 
British school. Pat's kissing Lily 
should be much more passionate--this 
-.;vill h elp his guilt :feeling in the 
scene vri th Ann vrhich follo \<TS i1mnedi-
ately. 
This is the bes t performance he has 
s een me give so far. (He had had se-
rious reservations about my abilities 
before.) My voice is good, but my 
movement seems a little s t iff and in-
hibited. 
As a Hhole, the facu1ty were pleased \,Ji th the per-
formance. They liked especial1y the richness and depth of the 
individual scenes. Their chief criticisms were with the first 
ensemble scene--the "Norman Rose Hour;r 1vhich they all enj oyed, 
-vras the only moment in this s e ction v1hich they felt \<Vas right--
and the costu~es. 
It v1as enlightening to discover hovr the facult y had 
rea c t ed to the p l ay after so man y v1eek s of solitary rehearsal. 
\'/e now knevi our vreak points and our strong points and could, 
with the help of their observat ions and su~ggestions, set about 
i mproving the performance in t h e remaining tvm days of rehear-
sal. 
T-vrenty-eighth Rehearsal 
12/12/59 
2:30 p.m. 
This afternoon . vras the first time the \vhole company 
had been able to meet \vith Fred after the critiques of the pre-
vious e vening. Fred outlined for us ;;·rhat had transpired at the 
directing critique and then t urned the meeting over to Virgil 
Johnson, the set and cost1..une designer, for a brief talk about 
the costumes. Virgil vras obviously upset about ali the crit-
icism of the costumes the evening before and the fact that 
Dorothy had changed her costusne last evening, apparently \vi thou 
consulting him. He feels that the costumes as he selected them 
and Fred approved t hem are still right and are very much in 
keeping ~:lith the intentions of Philip Barry. Hovmver, if anyonE! 
is not happy about his particular costume and 1,rould like to makE 
a change, he vrill consider it. Those vrho \vould like to change 
should bring several aTternative ensembles to rehearsal tomor-
ro1v. 
Before rehearsal started, Dorothy ment ioned to me thai 
she had had a long talk ~,,;i th I·ir. Thommen, her advi sor, about thE 
play, and he had suggested elements to her which he thought v.re rE 
evident in the Pat-Mother scene. The fact that Pat pBrmits her 
to p l ay his mother in this psychodrama suggest s that, to him , 
A1m is a mother image . It is probable that lVlary, because the 
circumtances of Pat 1 s meeting with her are very much like those 
"vve see later in the Westbury Road scene ,,;ith Ann, fulfilled the 
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same position and vms very similar to Ann . This vmuld explain 
much of Pat 1 s hatred of the authority figure Chis father~ 
Ivlr. Carr, Nary 1 s father~ and Mr. Field, Ann 1 s father) as OedipaJ. 
I don 1 t knovJ hovJ much of this v:re can utilize in the 
scene. It is helpful for me, .in one \>Jay at least, in clarifying 
my off-stage image of Mary , and certainly offers a great deal of 
food for thought. 
Before we started working, Fred gave each of us some 
particular note s from the cr itique last night: 
t·Jatch for laughs! Hold! ( 11 The 'I.;Jater in France isn 1 t 
safe • • • 11) I was not the only one vrho had of-
fended in this respect , and he cautioned all of us 
to be more careful. 
At the beginning of the Pat-Mother "psychotrau.i-na 11 
vrhen I am facing upstage at the wall--much more 
projection. 
After the notes, Fred i mpressed u pon us the fact that 
1ve had to vmrk this afternoon in particular on bringing the be-
ginning and end ensemble scenes u p the t he level of the rest of 
the performanc e . This afternoon v.re would have a s t op-and-start 
rehearsa l trying to incorporate the change s suggested by the 
facult y and those sugges t ions from t he student critique which 
Fred thought were valid . 
I talked \•Ji th Fred a bout t he par t icular changes sug-
gested by t b.e faculty vri th regard to my character i zation. VJe 
both agr eed that t hey 1.rere good ideas and should be i ncluded 
with the i mprovements . 
ltle ran through the first scene t v·ri ce. It seems to be 
picking up quite a bit , although I still think it could go fast 
and louder. 
We stopped at the beginning of the childhood improvi-
sation, and Fred r eminded us of the sugges t ion that this scene 
should start out on a much higher energy level and vli th a great 
sense of freedom and abandonment to the "game. 11 I tried ap-
proaching the scene ,,.,i th more of a sense of fun, very similar t 
Pat's approach to the 11Norman Rose Hour. 11 
During the Pat-Lily scene, I incorporated Mr. Kazanoff 
sugges t ion about t he embrace. He 1.vas ri ght. It adds a ne1v di-
mension to the Pat-Ann scene whi ch follov!S it. 
~ve vmr ked very thoroughly on the last scene trying to 
incorporat e into it the sense of excitement whi ch all of the 
"reborn" characters must contribute . \ve also tried to intensi 
the sense of eve r ybody talking and moving at once during the 
flurry of departur e so that the last tranquil moment of the 
vJill stand out by contrast. 
Fred seemed happy v.Ji th the chru1.ges vm had made. He 
saj_d that the f i rs t Pat-Ann. scene had been particularly good. 
The end has improved greatly , but t he begim1i~g is still not up 
t o par. I am beginning to feel like I'm beating my head agains 
a stone v!all as far as this scene is concerned. This afternoon 
I pulled out all the s t ops and made Pat as bitter and nasty as 
I could. I don 1 t knov·l ,,.,hat else I can do. I thi:r1k that a grea 
deal of the trouble "~;~Tith this scene lies not vli th any one char-
act e r in particular but vlith the fac t that it just drags along, 1 
I 
no matter hovr fast -vre try to pick u p our cues; it should go 
about t wice as fast as it does. 
The afternoon finished on an unpleasant note in spite 
of our accompl i shment s, for some body h ad stolen Dorothy 1 s \val-
let ·wh ich contained a ll of her money for Christmas shopping . 
T·-v.renty-ninth Rehearsal 
12/13/59 
1:30 p.m. 
Last night Virgil and I went over my wardrobe to see 
if we could find a suitable substitute for the suit I have been 
;,,_rearing. (Virgil still thinlcs the suit is right.) I vranted to 
find some kind of a compromise costume about midway bet ween the 
suit, on the one hand, and very infol~mal sport clothes, on the 
other. I finally c ame up v.ri th something vrhich Virgil did not 
mind and "'rhich I lil-ced very much: dark brovm slacl{S and a beige 
and brov.m silk and cotton sport shirt vrith a belt that mat ched 
the shirt. V{i th this combination I could '\vear my brovm suede 
shoes vrhich have rubber soles and \.J"ould cut dovm on the sliding 
in the fight scene. 
,I 
I could also vrear the jacket from my beige ' 
suit, and as a finishing touch, Virgil suggested a \•rhi te ascot. 
This vras a happy compromise I thought, and it occurred to me 
that right before I v1ent int o the childhood improvisation scene 
I could take off the jacket and throvT it over a chair . This 
action 1...rould, in a sense, kill three birds with one stone: it 
,,muld help to portray a kind of "let 1 s roll up our sleeves and 
have some fun 11 feeling at the beginning of the scene; it ~~muld 
preserve the jacket from rough handling and makeup stains as a 
result of the fight (this \.vas a problem as I had to 1...rear the 
jacket for the rest of the performance); and it vmuld give a 
bett8r motivation for my move up to Lily in the scene follm,ring 
the fight, when I could cross back up to the chair to put my 
·acket back on. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
t=" INE AN O /,PPLlED ARTS LI BRARY. 
This afternoon before i;le started rehearsal I pulled 11 
a little practical joke •.-1hich I thought might help to clear the I 
air after all the difficulties about the costumes. 11/hen I ·t-ras 
selecting my costume change last evening it also occurred to-
me to pick out the most outlandish thing I could think of as one 
of the possible "alternative ensembles. 11 So, decked out in my 1 
most bedraggled ''lounging outfit n--faded Bermuda shorts, an an-
cient sport shirt, socks falling do-vm around the anl\:les and a 
pair of ratty sneakers--I bounded out into the dress parade with 
the brightest kind of "Tennis anyone?tt abandon I could muster. 
Fred paled visibly , but after a moment he managed to regain 
enough composure to blurt out that he didn 1 t think my ne'lrv cos-
tu.me vras "quite sui table. 11 I stamped off to the dressing room 
· ~ d h ~1 i 1 ft t d ~,_rl·t .l_~_ th · ~h · 1 ln a p OUt., an s_ ore. y ~.aerea er re urne v _e genulne (., lng. 
Fred liked it and said that if Virgil approved I could ·Hear it. 
We ran through the shovr trying to reinforce the 
changes we had made yesterday . I' Fred was happy with the results 
and felt that ,,,e had improved th.e shovr as much as possible in 
the t ime alloted us. Before quitting for the day, vJe set the 
order of the curtain call for performance and ran through it a 
couple of times . 
II 
Performance (Opening Hi ght } 
12/14/59 
7:00 p.m. call 
Tonight vJe started off on the wrong foot and ne ver 
seemed to be able to get back on the right one. The stag e man-
ager did not call "places" before the curtain, and , as a con-
sequence, all t h e actors 1:1ere n ot in p l a ce I:Ihen the house lights 
dimmed do1rm. I rushed back to t h e dressing rooms and a lerted 
every one before dashing onstage. I sat trembling in the dark 
for ,,.rhat seemed like an hour thinking that the lights \.·rould come 
up any minut e and discover me a ll alone at the piano. C\'Jould 
the audience expect me to entertain them with a medley? I onl y 
kne\.·I one song, and I \·Jas not v.rhat you mi ght c a ll accomplished 
even on t hat one.) While I '\vas thinking these dire thoughts, 
everyone managed , fortunately, to get to his place before the 
lights finally did come u p . But the incident had made us all so 
shaky that it took us a good \r!b.ile to r e cover. This did not 
he l p t h e begiru1ing scene any; it s t ill seemed to be dragg ing 
along at its old pace. 
I managed to get through the song almost vri thout mis-
hap, but severa l minutes l ater, ~:rhen I had to repeat the rat-a-
plan refrain vri th p iano accompaniment, I started singing an 
octave higher than I was playing. This meant that I had ex-
hausted my not-very-extensive range in the first fevr notes and 
had to c arr y the r est of the me lody i n my best castre ~ o. vlhat 
the audience thought of this, I'll never knm,r. I "voul d prefer 
not to think about it at all. 
The audienc e was not rea cting \•Ti th t he s ame amount of 
I laught e r t ha t -they had before by t he time \ve reached the "ITormarr 
Ros e Hour . 11 As a cons e quence, I t hink t hat l"I c:n~k and I push ed 
t h is s c ene too much . The result: t h e y did not laugh at all . 
life h ad relaxe d a lit t le by t h e ch ildh ood i mprovisat ion , and the 
performance began to go a lit tle better . 
A catastroph ic mement occurre d dur ing the clima x of 
the last Pat- Stephen s c ene. Just as I c ame r ushing dovmstage 
tov.rard Steph en , I noticed a man get ting up from t he front rov.r 
and 'i.valking out of t he room. "vlell , this certa inly is a tribute 
to your ability to hold an audi ence, 11 I said to myself . The 
misery that Pat vms feeling at t hat moment onstage \·ras indeed 
quite real . (Fred later explained t hat it was his f ather , vrh o 
had left after \·mi ting until t he very l ast mi nute before time 
to catch his plane.) 
Th e curt a in c all at t he end of tonight ' s perfor mance 
':ras a fiasco! Apparently t he stage manager d id not understand 
Fr ed 1 s instructions, for he never took the lights dmvn to sig-
nify t h e end of the call . After v.re all had made our entrances, 
he just kept the lights up and up and u p . After a 1vhile it be-
g c:m to look lik e an endu rance t est betvJeen the audience a nd the 
I 
stage ma na ger : 'l.>roul d the lights come do;,m first or vmuld they 
 stop cla pping f irst . When t he s i t u at ion had f i n a lly become lu-
di crous, somebody merc ifully t ook t he lights d ovm and allovred 
the a ctors to es c ape . 
Afte r the performance, Fred talk ed to us about losing 
= 
a lot of the l aughs that -v:re had gotten on the previous perform-
ance. He felt that we 1vere nov.J pushing to o much . Othervrise, he 
did not think that things had gone too badly, s o vie attributed 
most of our let-dmvn feeling to the f a c t that this \vas re a lly 
the second night. 
- - -- .. --
II 
Performance (Closing Afternoon) 
12/15/59 
3:00p . m. call 
Pictures were taken this afternoon before t he final 
1 
performanc e . As a r esult of a mix-up in the call several mem-
j bers of the cast arrived late, and Fred was not able to get all 
II of the shots he \·ranted . It \vould seem to me t hat after a per-
formance would be the best time to take pictures; then the ca st 
is more relaxed, and things do not have to be hurried so to get 
the cu rt a in up on time. 
It was everybody's i mpres sion that this afternoon 's 
performance vms the best so far. We -vrere all much more relaxed. 
I even r:anaged to get through all of my business at t h e piano 
"'.vithout a single mistake. Dorothy and I felt that our s cenes 
together had gone much better than they ever had before . The 
only reservation 1,re had i··ras about the beginning , but even that 
had been an i mp rovement over yesterday . 
After the performance, Fred met with the facul ty for 
a final critique of his direction, and vlhen this vras over, all 
II of the cas t met \-Ti th the faculty for a final acting critique . 
I 
II 
It vras the general cons ensus of opinion that t he per-
formance had i mproved. The fac ulty felt t hat we "\ve re all more 
relaxed and, as a cons equence, able to rea lize the values of the 
play more fully. There \•Jere still reservations about the cos-
tumes, although vlhere changes had been made , the facult y mem-
bers thought that they had been helpful irr making the a ctors 
- = =-=--- ""'====- --
The chief cause for criticism \vas still the long open-
ing scene. Everybody seemed to feel that it was still not right. 
It did not posses the hidden tension covered by the desperate 
brightness that Barry calls for. 
On my performance in particular, the f aculty comments 
ran as follovrs: 
Mr. Hirsch 
Hr. Kazanoff 
IVir. Thommen 
Nr . Hirsch thought that my performance 
had contained a great deal of good 
feeling. He felt that it had improved 
considerably in being much l ess posed 
and much more outgoing . 
He felt that there had been much im-
provement in the performance . One 
thing in particular that he had noticed, 
however, was the lack of humor nm·r; in 1 
! 
striving for other improvements, he 
thought that we had sacrificed some of 
the fun in the play, particularly in 
the "Norman Rose Hour. 11 If vre vrere to 
continue in performance, this 'l.vould be 
one of the first things that 'l.ve should 
be concerned 1.vi th putting back. It II 
,,ras not so much a quest ion of effort- - II 
he felt that there was already too muc4 
I 
of that--but of timing. I 
He felt that I moved much better, and 
that my relationship to the set -vras 
better. This he thought had been 
brought about partly by the use of a 
more casual costume which allm.red me 
more body freedom. 
In sunn:.fling up the opinions of the facult y , Nr. Hirsch 
stated that the final performance had been much better than the . 
first one. In the dual scenes there vms much more richness, 
more flm•I . The greatest single fault seemed to be i n the en-
semble scenes. There \vas not enough rapport. Everyone vias too 
busy vii th his individual beats and 1v-i th his intellect. He 
stressed again the need for the over-bright striving for the 
facede and stated that "'.rJe were playing i/Ji th a kind of overse- l1 
riousness, a kind of reverence, that work ed against the quality! 
that these ensemble scenes needed. 
I 
PERSONAL HINDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS .AND C01·1MENTS 
The feeling of m.·Je and excitement 1,vi th 1:Jhich I ap-
proached the production of "Hotel Universe" turned out to be 
fully justified, for the experience of vmrking to bring this 
play to life proved to be one of the most stimulating and re-
warding of any I have undergone so far in the theater. 
Part of this excitement, I think, was generated by the 
play itself. The script is povJerful and unusual and offered a 
challange to everone concerned vri th the production: the director, 
itTho had to deal vli th the complex and endlessly transmuting colors 
II of a fa s cinating and unusual dramatic form; the actors, almost 
all of vJhom had to portray highly contrasting aspects of very 
~~ vrell developed characters; the scenic designer, 1-1ho, \•Tor king 
vli thin the severe physica l limitations of the auditorium, had to 
I create a rea.listic exterior which at the same time -vmuld evoke 
the mysterious quality of "hang ing in space ; 11 the lighting de-
signer, 1·rhose job it vras to manag e the difficult transi t ions 
bet·Heen the past and the present, between illusion and reality. 
Among the other advantages must be listed a director 
vJhose understanding and enthusiasm for t h e play communicated 
itself to all -vrho -vrere involved in its production, and a group 
of actors vrho ;,.rere sens itive and mature and entered into the 
rehearsals v:i th an .a.s.r:u:i:t. .d.a cor:ps and a sense of dedication to 
the play 'l.•rhlch is, unfortunately, not found very often. 
Even the seemingly insurmountable physical problems of 
------
- - - --
Room 210 ult i mately resolved themselves. By the device of stag-' 
ing all of the scenes in the p re sent u p stage, and a ll of the 
sequences from the past in a doi•mstage area very close t o the 
audience, Fred actually turned the sma llness of the room to the 
play 's advantag e by creating a very tangible sense of intimac y 
betvreen actors and audience during t he moments vrhich made up the 
heart of the drama. 
The challange that the part of Pat offered to me was 
formidable. Pat is, I believe , the most fully developed of all 
of the characters in the p lay . The man y different aspects from 
''rhich he is viel·red by the p l aywright as the play constantly 
shifts back and forth from dream to reality combine to present a 1 
picture of a complex a nd deeply tortured ht.llllan being. During 
the cours e of the play , the author pre s ents Pa t at seven dif-
ferent stages i n his d e velopment. First we see Pat as he is at 
the present, bitter, c yilical , about to plunge over the brink of 
despair. Next we see Pat as a young boy , or to be more exact, 
as he i mag ines he vras as a young boy. Follmving clos e upon t h is 
i mage is the agonizing scene in vrhich he retches out t h e f a cts 
I 
of Nary 's death to Ann, i.vho has assumed the role of his moth er 1 
and forced him to r ecreat e this painful moment from his past. J 
Later in the play 1-.re di s cover Pat as a young man, buoyant and I 
charming as h e relives his first meeting v.Ti th Ann on the West-
bury Road before he has i mprisoned himself in the nightmare of 
hi s self- delusions . At the climax of the play 1ve see Pat as he 
learns the fe arful ne;,v-s of Nary ' s suicide from her fat h er, and 
I. 
finally, at the play 's end, "~.'le see Pat "reborn, 11 delivered from 
the burden of guilt and shame whi ch have been tor turing him. 
To maintain a sense of unity e~id all this divers i t y 
v1as one of the probl ems in creating this part. Using the char-
acter of Pat in the pre sent as a point of reference, I tr i ed t o 
relate all of the other stages of hi s development to this ul-
timate result. He is at t he present t he su~ total of a ll t hat 
has happened to hi m pr eviously , and , conversely , every gl i mpse 
of him in the past mus t conta in the seeds of i~Jhat he eventually 
becomes . Thus during the We stbur y Road scene, vJhich pre sents 
Pat at his most charming and likab l e , I tried to point up at 
t he s ame time his i mmaturity , a trait \<Thi ch will eventually en-
mesh h i m i n t he seri ous problems which follow. In turn, the Pat 
in the pre sent must contain still some r emnants of this charm, 
hov.rever decayed and vestigial. The 'Worman Rose Hour" offered an 
opportunity to present this aspe ct of Pat 's character. 
In the calmer and mor e object ive light of hindsight, 
I feel that it is possible in analyzing my performance to dis-
cuss it in te r ms of individual s cenes, with r espect to the rel-
ative degr ee t o 1.vhich I thi nk t hat I succeeded or failed to 
succeed in realizing Barry's intentions. 
The scenes itJi t h 'ltlhich I \vas most satisfied 1.-rere the 
"Norman Rose Hour, 11 the first long Pat and Ann scene, including 1 
the Pat-Mother exchange , and the Westbury Road scene. It was 
the consensus of f a cu l ty opinion that these scenes ;,.rere among 
the mos t successful, and I felt that they vrere the ones -vrith 
vrhi ch the audience responded most empathically. Since I have 
discussed the methods used in preparing these scenes at length , 
in my r eh e c-1.rsal log, I do not think it profitable to dv.rell on 
them any longer. 
In the next category I vmuld include three scenes 
'Hhich I felt v1ere "on the right track" but had not reached a 
stage of fulfillment equal to the first three • 'Tih • I .L _ese scenes ln-
elude the childhood improvisation, the scene betvreen Pat and 
Lily , and the climact ic scene between Pat and Stephen . 
1 
I 
As suggest e d by Messrs. Hirsch and Kazanoff, the child-
hood i mprovisation needed a greater quality of freedom, of aban-
don..ment to the game. Belatedly \ve had tried to introduce this 
quality into the scene after the f i rst critique, but I felt vre 
s t ill had not a chieved the level that the s cen e demanded. 
The Pat-Lily scene needed a stronger quality of inner 1 
tension v.rhich I think that J une and I were on t he way to achiev- ; 
ing . I found Mr. Kazanoff's sugg estion that Pat should manifest
1 
a strong, almost desperate, physic al attraction tmvard Lily ver.., 1! 
helpful i n this direction. 
The fina l scene betv.reen Pat and Stephen I found one 
change a little clearer, I think that this scene \vould have im-
proved in subsequent performances. 
I 
Finally, I must discuss that portion of the play which 
in the majority of opinions, my ovm had been least 
=======9~~~~~~~i~n~b~r~i~n~~~~~~ha~r~a~c~t~e~~==~==~~i~f~e~============*========== 
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The long ensemble por tion at t he beginning of the play 
proved to be for the d i r ector and f or all of the cast t he most 
difficult and finally the most frustra t ing problem vre had to 
cope with . Fred had not been happy wi th it all through rehear- 1 
sals, and his for eboding s vJere c onfirmed by t he facult y critique 
v.rhich singled this scene out as the vJeakest in the product ion. 
The quali ty called for, a s vie all kl1e1•1 so 1.vell and \<Jere con-
stantly exho r ted to attain, was one of despe r ate gayety striving 
' 
to cove r deep despair. We all kl1ew this, but none of us--in-
eluding Fred , I think--knevr h ovJ t o go about obtaining it. As 
a l ast resort aft er the first f acult y critique , Fred attempted 
t o take the scene "faster and louder. 11 It is my opinion that 
I 
this measure would have helped t he scene immense l y, (although it l 
did not really solve the in~er ent fault ) but by the time it was 
resorted to vre had all f all en into a pattern which could not be 1 
broken in such a short time . 
The fundamental f a iling in the scene, it no,,J seems to 
me , lay in a mis6onception on both Fred's part and mi ne a s to 
hOI.•! Pat should be pr esented in this opening sequence. At the 
beginning of rehearsals both Fred and I were quite chastened by 
the experi ence of seeing an actor portray a character similar 
t o Pat 's, in a highly stylized and romantic pl ay , with such an 
intense de gree of naturalistic grouchiness t hat his performance 
cast a pall of gloom ove r what should ins t ead have been a charm-
ing and delightful evening in the theat er. Vle both took this 
lesson t o our hearts and vovJed t hat v.re 'lrmuld not make this mis-
---=-:::...-=-=--==== 
take in our production. As a consequence vle both agreed at the 
beginning of rehearsals to play "against" the qualities of bit- ' 
terness and despair in Pat 1 s character and thus not render him •' 
distasteful to the audience. As a result, I cons istently re-
fused to face the nastiness of Pat's actions during the beginning 
of the play, and, in spite of the fact that he eY~hi bits almost 
no saving graces at all, I strove to make him "sympathetic." 
This, I feel nmv-, was a most unfortunate and serious mistake, 
because not only did it weaken my performance considerably, but 
it caused most of the . trouble in the long and very important ex-
pository ensemble scene. It was extremely ill-considered to try; 
to apply indiscriminately a "lesson" learned from a production 
of a play in an entirely different genre to the unique form of 
11Hotel Universe," in spite of the fact that, on the face of it, 
the two charac ters might have appeared to be similar. It was 
like comparing an apple to an orange; '>'Te came out, to carry the 
simile to its regretful conslusion, 1.-vith a "lemon. 11 
I firmly believe now that Pat in this opening scene 
should be played ;,.rith all the bitterness, despair, cynicism, 
druiLkeness and misery that an actor can muster. It is this be-
havior that causes Ann to flee from the terrace. Also, if Pat 
is p:Je;yejin this v.ray , then the other character can play 11 against"L 
him. They have something formidable to cover over, to dispel, 
to ignore, to laugh off. This interplay beti·Jeen Pat and the 
others then becomes dramatically interesting; it offers both con-
trast and conflict. Ever ything in the scene indicates this, and 
==!!==--------=--
I am almost ashamed to admit tha t I attempted to ignore it all. 
Tov.rard t he end of rehearsals, Fred began to ask for 
more bitterness and bite, but I had already gone too far in the ! 
opposite direction to be called back onto the right track in 
time . Instead of making him openly and aggresively antagonistia, 
I made him more indra"Vm and morose . 1'1r . Kazanoff perceived this 
fault i mmediately at the first performance and referred it to me 
at the acting critique as one of his most important criticisms . 
Unfortunately, I did not quite understand ''rhat he meant at the 
time. 
An interest ing incident happened to me shortly after 1 
t he last performance of the play v1hich helped me t o gain an in-
sight into v1hat Pat should have been doing during this first 
scene. I happened to hear the Yvette Guilbert song sung by 
someone 1vho has travelled \videly in France and had learned it 
in its original setting in Provence . It did not sound like the 
same piece of music , for he sand it at a much faster tempo and 
i mbued it vri th a kind of rovJdiness and vigor while still main-
taining its underlying sadness. How different '.Vould the vJhole 
opening beat of the play have been, I thought, if only I could 
have heard this earlier and used it instead of the more melan-
choly and lugu brious versi on I sang! 
-- -=====-
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
All quotations from the script of the play may be found in: 
Barry, Philip, 11Hotel Universe," Samuel French, 
Nev·r York, Nm,.;r York, 1930. 
The remaining quotations are from: 
Sievers, vV". David, "Freud On Broadvmy--A History Of 
Psychoanalysis And The American 
Drama, 11 Hermitage House, Ne"T York, 
1955, pp. 187-197. 
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BOSTON UNIVEP.S!TY 
FINE AND APPllE.D ARTS UBRARi' 
COMNENT ON THE l11AGAZINE ARTICLE 
Several vJeeks after our production, I 1vas struck by 
II 
an article, "Psychiatry ••• The Troubled Science, 11 by Roland H. 
Berg in 11 Look" Magazine, February 2, 1960, Vol. 24, No. 3, 11 
pp. 33-59. A section of this article presented a demonstration 
of the use of psychodrama with emotionally disturbed children 
which seemed so relevant to the technique Barry uses in the 
i mprovisation of childhood in 11Hotel Universe 11 that I have in-
eluded a portion of it. 
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1i Psychodrama··h~!i;'tfle ct~l1nttuents 
'd l'{l!(l rtlltl .. ]• 
: 
As part of therapy four 
teen-ap;ers re-enact an 
a/lack the group made on 
another boy (see picture 
sequence start inf!, at far 
left). At fir st , it is a game, 
then tempers .flare, 
and s~sls and feet 
.fly freetf, Later the 
boys wilt discuss the 
feelings revealed. 
understand the emotional meaning of an act of violence. 
